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From on High
If Bruce Ramsey ("Privacy Unbound?"

July) is what passes for a libertarian, then
what would be a statist? The common
good is not a slippery concept but a non
existent anti-concept. Nor are we "citi
zens of the state." We are not afthe state,
period. The only rationale for any govern
ment is to protect individual rights, not
supervise the "public safety, health or
welfare" which if attempted would mean
the state would run everything. The
mother has committed no crime or act of
aggression by contracting a disease. The
baby's rights do not supersede the
mother's. If we take Ramsey's rationale
seriously, we would have to forbid preg
nant women from smoking or drinking or
any number of activities which could
adversely affect the baby's future health.
But since neither the mother nor the baby
belongs to the state, the state has no right
to force any such conditions upon
anybody.

On the case of released criminals,
once they have served their time in these
Medieval horror chambers we call pris
ons, then their rights should be fully
restored. No one convicted of a crime
should be deprived of his or her rights
once they paid the penalty for the crime.
If they haven't paid the penalty, then
why are they released? (Not that I for a
second advocate prisons, but just to keep
the argument within currently accepted
assumptions, then when they are free
they should be free. Otherwise if we
accept the premises of "preventive" argu
ments, then the sky's the limit. No doubt
all crimes could be prevented by locking
up everyone all the time.)

The ID card thing is simple: no one in a
free society should be forced to carry any
papers to "prove" himself to some state
official. Switzerland is a heavily regi
mented Germanic-style society wherein
the police can even force people to clean
their own cars! It's a milder European
Singapore. I guess Singapore, too, ranks
high among the"economic" freedom
kooks even though it is a total fascist police

state. I've noticed that when "libertarians"
talk about "freedom" it usually means
freedom for corporations, landlords, etc.
Ramsey is wrong that countries don't
creep into totalitarianism, we have been
creeping there for a century or more.

I can see why Ayn Rand kicked all of
you right-wing "libertarian" freaks into
the garbage can. You defend mass mur
dering fascists like Pinochet and Milosevic
(I too oppose Clinton's mass murder in
Yugoslavia), you try to delink your "liber
tarian" anti-philosophy from natural
rights, and you trumpet standard analytic
hacks like John Hospers as the"authori
ties" on Objectivism or natural rights.

I am proud to have been disasso
ciated from your going nowhere "move,.;
ment" for many, many years.

Michael P. Hardesty
Oakland, Calif.

Bring on the Babes
I disagree with Fred Bluestone, who

wrote in his letter to the editor (July) that
he didn't want to see any more articles of
the type written by Dyanne Petersen
("Behind Bars," May).

Well, I enjoyed her article. I found it
an interesting travelogue, through the
eyes of one inmate insider, of her trip
through the federal prison system.
Contrary to Mr. Bluestone's "Buxom
Babe," and "women-in-chains" labelling,
the author gave us no clue as to her phys
ical appearance or sexuality.

She seemed to have no particular
request for sympathy for her particular
crime of drug smuggling. She did explain
very briefly what-she was arrested for, but
it seemed she stayed away from her actual
crime so as not to detract from the major
thrust of her story. For Mr. Bluestone to
accuse the author of inciting readers over
federal drug laws, is simply to misunder
stand the purpose of the article.

Bill Udy
Tigard, Ore.

What Season Is It?
Like Stephen Cox, I am also disturbed

continued on page 12



A dispatch from Reuters - "Conyers, Ga.
(May 20) - A lS-year-old described as a Boy Scout with a
broken heart wounded six students at his Georgia high
school Thursday in the latest of a spate of U.S. school
shootings."

This would be a good time for Clinton to get a pliant
Republican Congress to ban the Boy Scouts. Perhaps he
could banish hearts, too, or at least try - in the words of the
Wizard of Oz - to make them practicable by ensuring their
unbreakability. -sc

Slay the whales - The Makah Indian tribe of
Washington's Olympic Peninsula managed to bag a grey
whale last month with a ceremonious thrust from a harpoon
and two .50 caliber shells through the brainbox. Opposition
to the hunt, which culminated with death threats to both tri
bal members and the Coast Guard (which prot~cted their
right to hunt, guaranteed by treaty), was made respectable
by the rationalization that if a bunch of Indians can take
whales for what are essentially reasons of self-esteem, then
the Japanese and Norwegians will start to hunt whales again.
And, as we know, that could end civilization. Men hunting
and killing mammals for food and science ... is there no end
to the depravity? -BB

Why not detention? - Music, guns, video
games, and violent movies have all been blamed for the
Tragedy of Columbine; even though entertainment tastes,
and choice of weapons varied from incident to incident. One
overlooked common denominator: every single tragedy hap
pened in a public school. Chubby Ammo-phobe, Rosie
O'Donnell, suggested locking all gun-owners in prison as a
solution to incidents like Columbine. Would she be willing
to do the same to every public school principal? - TS

Clinton's learning curve - One of the things
that irked me about media coverage of the Kosovo bombing
was the refusal of the mainstream press to even allude to the
ironic contrast between Bill Clinton, youthful war resister,
and President Bill Clinton, enthusiastic bomb-dropper. It
might have embarrassed the great man had they acknowl
edged that the Balkans are a quagmire just like Vietnam or
suggested that NATO was bombing Yugoslavia "into the
stone age" or that we were "destroying villages in order to
save them," although these all seem to be true. Even care
fully worded and tempered criticism by Robert McNamara,
the architect of the Vietnam War, drew little comment.

Rather, the press (except of course some of the "right
wing") meekly followed Clinton's lead as he described the
war as if it resembled World War II and compared Slobodan
Milosevic to Hitler. The New Yorker, for example, discussed
Bill Clinton's "learning curve" in the business of waging
war without ever mentioning his early years. The writer,
David Remnick, cheered Clinton's gradual awareness of the

need for "morality" in foreign policy and contrasted it with
Henry Kissinger's "Metternichian disdain for liberal human
ism." (Didn't Metternich bring Europe nearly a century of
relative peace? Oh well, nobody remembers that far back.)

Although Bill Clinton is responsible for huge numbers of
deaths now, he did learn a little from Vietnam. During that
decade-long disaster, people used to say, "Why don't we just
declare victory and go home?" Well, after two-and-a-half
months of bombing, Clinton has declared victory. But now
he is sending in the troops. -JSS

The Omdurman parallels - And so, the
Twentieth Century is about to end on a depressing note,
with NATO's "victory" in the Balkans. To find a parallel to
the NATO war one must look back to the final days of the
last century, to the British war against Sudan, which culmi
nated in the battle of Omdurman on Sept 2, 1898. On that
day, an Anglo-Egyptian force of 26,000 soldiers, armed with
the latest and most technologically advanced weapons, faced
a Sudanese force numbering perhaps 45,000 men.

Sudanese muskets and spears were no match for British
machine guns. "The [British] infantry fired steadily and stol
idly, without hurry or excitement, for the enemy were far
away and the officers careful," wrote Winston Churchill,
who witnessed the battle. "But presently the mere physical
act became tedious.... And all the time out on the plain on
the other side bullets were shearing through flesh, smashing
and splintering bone; blood spouted from terrible wounds;
valiant men were struggling on though a hell of whistling
metal, exploding shells, and spurting dust - suffering,
despairing, dying."

When it was over, 10,000 Sudanese soldiers lay dead,
10,000 more were wounded, and another 5,000 captured by
the British. A total of 40 British and Egyptian soldiers were
killed; perhaps another 500 were wounded. It was more a
slaughter than a battle.

But even that horrible war pales in comparison to the war
in Yugoslavia. For one thing, that war was fought against a
military force; the Yugoslavian war was fought mostly against
civilians. For another, the Sudan war was fought in retaliation
for what could arguably be considered an act of hostility
against Britain (the murders at a British garrison, led by relig
ious lunatic Major Charles "Chinese" Gordon, in Khartoum);
the Balkan war was fought against a government that had
committed no acts of aggression against NATO or the u.s.

And that war was far less lopsided. The British force
killed 250 Sudanese for each fatality it suffered. NATO con
ducted its war in such a fashion that it lost not a man, while
the Serbs suffered thousands of casualties. American pilots
got up in the morning in their ranch homes in the midwest,
went to their bases, flew halfway around the world, and
indiscriminately dropped bombs on Yugoslavia from their
planes flying miles above the ground, safely out of range of
any weapon the Yugoslavians had for their own defense.

Liberty 5
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But one theory stands apart from the rest, When the mal
adjusted, maladroit Georgia teen attempted to prove that
southern boys can blow away their classmates too, what he
instead demonstrated is that among the causes of school
shootings are press reports of prior shootings. Monkey see,
monkey do, and anyone who ever attended a high school
knows them for the monkey houses they are. If we don't
want kids to engage in murderous behavior, then we had
better keep reports of murder out of the media. Yet to the
best of my knowledge, none of the learned· commentators
has advocated restraint of press coverage. Perhaps it's not
accidental that doing so would hit closer to home than gun
or video game bans.

The foregoing remark was something of a cheap shot.
Not that the targets don't deserve it: precious little is known
about why the two teens ran bloodily amok, and publicly to
feign otherwise is misleading at best. Yet a more general
moral may also be drawn. The pundits are quite correct to
omit press restrictions from their lists of ways to avoid future
Columbine Highs. That isn't simply because a free and
responsible press well, make that free press, is necessary for
the health of our social institutions, although that surely is
relevant. Rather, it is because classroom carnage is exceed
ingly rare. The vast majority of students do not gun down
their fellows. It is simply unreasonable to contemplate allow
ing the benefits of a free press to be vitiated by the hope that
doing so might render anomalous cases marginally rarer.

But just that sort of sloppy thinking stands behind knee
jerk cries to restrict firearm availability or to clamp down on
offensive videos or music lyrics so as to prevent future
Columbines. It is to commit what I believe to be perhaps the
most damaging error in the domain of policy analysis: the fal
lacy of the tail. More fully, this is the fallacy of attempting to
address some problem way out on the frontiers of the prob
ability distribution (for the statistically minded, two, three or
more standard deviations distant) while forgetting that what
ever effects may be enjoyed out there will be altogether
swamped by those costs that redound closer to the middle of
the bell curve. So, for example, legislators profess to safeguard
kiddies from being corrupted by internet porn sites, yet in the
process they erect roadblocks to everyone's surfing. In the
attempt to sell their health care fix the Clintons had themselves
filmed with half the families in America who had been ren
dered destitute by catastrophic illness, but most people real
ized that it was they who would most often be caught up in the
tentacles of the Clintoncare octopus. To avert the specter of
another thalidomide that might hideously disfigure dozens of
babies, the FDA keeps off the market drugs and medical
devices that would extend the lives of hundreds of thousands

of people. I could cite numerous additional
examples with regard to Social Security, wel
fare, the War on Drugs, and throughout the
policy jungle.

To view one's fellows in distress natu
rally prompts a desire to tender aid. That
speaks well for one's humanity, yet no senti
ment contributes more to the itch to legislate.
Subsequent scratching is perilous because a
focus on the distressed few is likely to blur
one's vision of the many. The fallacy of the
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Wise heads and tails - The pundits have
spoken concerning the meaning of the awful events at
Littleton. And spoken, and spoken. The root of the problem
lies in America's easy way with guns. Or it is a pathology of
hyper-violent movies and video games. Perhaps the underly
ing cause of the massacre motive is damage inflicted on frag
ile adolescent egos by the impersonal high schools in which
they are penned and from which, some commentators por
tentously add, God has been exiled. And of course there's
parental neglect, a culture of narcissism, economic inequal
ity, the firearm as phallus, eclipse of traditional values, and
the all-around decadence of late capitalism

That the pundits have spoken is no surprise; speaking is
their business, in many cases their only business. Take away
their words and they wither. What those
words might be hardly matters so long as
they display some connection with what's in
the headlines and fill the requisite number of
column inches. The transformation of a posh
suburban school into a free-fire zone
demands comment from those who. can
endure anything but silence, yet the paucity
of hard data and superabundance of alterna
tive theories leaves this welter of words more
conjectural than convincing.

The pundits tell us that this was the first war in history
won solely by air power. They are right, of course. But that is
not the most important lesson of the war.

The Yugoslavia war demonstrated what had been
learned in the Gulf War a decade ago: Americans will sup
port (or at least tolerate) a war, no matter how unjust, no
matter how expensive, provided that the lives of no
American boys are lost. This it turns out was the real lesson
of Vietnam. And it illustrates the real meaning of the "New
World Order": the United States can bomb anyone into sub
mission that it wants to, provided it minimizes (or, better
still, eliminates) American casualties.

There were those who thought the horrible slaughter at
Omdurman would usher in a new era, with the nations of the
west possessing such superior military technology that resis
tance from the rest of the world would be so insanely fool
hardy that no one would dare undertake it. The new century,
they believed, would be an unprecedented era of peace, and
without the destruction of war, of tremendous prosperity.

They were wrong, of course. Instead, the 20th century
was one of nearly unprecedented war, genocide and destruc
tion, in which hundreds of millions were killed in wars both
civil and international. It would see the rise of two great
engines of death and destruction: nationalism and socialism.
Through a fortuitous chain of events, socialism ran its course
and nationalism was restrained, and by its end, peace was
breaking out all over - at least it was until Clinton decided
to instigate his reign of terror in Yugoslavia.

What will the 21st century bring? Today's politicians
envision a New World Order of peace and prosperity, grow
ing out of the supremacy of massive air bombardment, just
as those a century ago foresaw an era of peace and prosper
ity under the aegis of the Maxim gun.

It pains me to say that they are likely no more correct than
were the politicians at the end of the last century. -RWB
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responsibilities and cannot now honorably just wash their
hands of the whole business. Yet pretty much that is brew
ing, I fear. It will be disguised as a diplomatic breakthrough
and honorable settlement. On paper, verbally, the Kosovars
will be allowed· to return to their homes in safety. In time
their fate will be forgotten, or so the shirkers of responsibility
can hope.

The dishonesty involved would be classic Clinton. Yet
like it or not, the United States is morally committed to fol
lowing through with its purported rescue operation and to
making amends for the misery that its incoherent policy has
already caused. Unfortunately, at times a country can indeed
be committed by its top officials. The American people even
bear some active responsibility for electing and reelecting
Clinton and tolerating his demonstrated dishonesty.

Perhaps, though I doubt it, it will prove militarily impos
sible to occupy Kosovo and install and maintain a regime
that would guarantee the safety of persons and property. Or
perhaps this result would require imposing excessive and
uncompensatable costs on innocent third parties. If such real
ities do eventually, or even now, force us to wash our hands
of the situation after all, we should at least be honest. We
should not compound our offenses by trying to disguise
treachery as a diplomatic triumph.

If we abandon what we have started, we should at least
make amends to our victims in some other way. For exam
ple, we might offer transportation to the United States and
residence permits to all Kosovars who so desire. -LBY

The pen is mightier - Since the start of the war in
Kosovo, the editorial page of The Wall Street Journal has
issued a series of blunt directives masquerading as head
lines. "Take Belgrade." "Declare War." "Appoint a War
Cabinet." They also printed at least two letters suggesting
that war against the Serbs be handled as a mercenary affair,
with contract armies on the ground and the old publicly
owned air forces covering them. All of which makes me wish
that the editorial board of the Journal was running this thing.
Trade Max Boot and Dorothy Rabinowitz for Wes Clark and
Maddie Albright? It couldn't make things any worse. -BB

Indict I em all and let God sort I em out
We may, eventually, find out a lot of discreditable things
about Slobodan Milosevic. We are certain to hear a lot more
discreditable things about him, as American "peacekeepers"
fan out over Yugoslavia digging up cemeteries, quizzing
Albanian partisans, and doing everything else they can think
of to make good on the Clinton administration's precipitate

tail is committed when one insists in the face of a social prob
lem "We must do something!" although the predictable conse
quence is that whichever nostrum is selected will turn out to
be both not enough (for the intended beneficiaries) and too
much (for the majority who reap the policy's collateral dam
age). Perhaps when the wise men have exhausted their analy
ses of the deep meaning of Columbine High they can turn to
the dilemma of how we might better avoid the wagging of the
fallacious tail. -LEL

Paying the man - Congress is pushing to raise the
salary of the president. (Hint: guess whose salaries can't be
raised until the president's salary is raised.) The graph shows
what presidents have been paid in the past.

Washington McKinley Johnson Clinton

Yeah, we need to double the president's salary again to keep
that progress going. -DB

Do we owe Kosovo? - What should the West
have done about Milosevic and Kosovo? The forthright mora
listic interventionism of Margaret Thatcher and Liberal
Democrat leader Paddy Ashdown (and of Luis Dopico, writ
ing in Liberty's June issue) makes sense, if not conclusive sense.
So does the legalistic and standard libertarian stance against
intervention. Facing the choice, the Clinton administration
and NATO presumably had military and political information
not publicly available, including information about the likely
costs and side effects of a successful war for a clear objective.
What does not make sense is the incoherent middle position
actually adopted: seeking a cheap apparent victory in an
almost risk-free way. Among other things, such indecisiveness
lacks the persuasive force that a clear and credible commit
ment might have had. It is a prime example of what Stephen
Cox, writing in a different context in the July Liberty, diagnoses
as merely symbolic policy.

Now the symbolic bombing has boomeranged.
Innocent civilians throughout Serbia have suffered, ~
as from. mistargeted bombs and from interruption
of power and water supplies, causing health haz-
ards. Neighboring countries have suffered, as from
swarms of refugees and from disruption of Danube
River traffic by the rubble of destroyed bridges.
Especially the supposed beneficiaries of the U.S./
NATO rescue operation have been made much
worse off than before.

Clinton and NATO have incurred heavy

$200,000



Yau are invited to the most
rewarding vacation you will ever take ...

"Liberty in the
Next Millennium"

The 1999 Liberty Editors' Conference Sept. 17-19

This is it! The century's - nay, the millennium's 
final blast of cutting-edge libertarianism ...

The ·1999 Liberty Editors' Conference will bring our
readers together with some of the world's leading li
bertarian thinkers for a look toward the future, the fu
ture of liberty in the next millennium.

What are the trends and attitudes of today that will
affect the liberty of tomorrow? What will the world look
like in ten years? In a hundred? These are just some of
the questions our editors and readers will thrash out at
the conference.

But the conference is more than 'just a look ahead. Be
fore leaping into the future, our editors will take a look
at the ground we traversed. What were the major events
that affected liberty? Who were the heroes of liberty, and
who were the villains?

In line with our look to the past, we plan to honor lib
erty's heroes. During our gala banquet we will announce
our editors' choice as "Libertarian of the Century." Is it
Milton Friedman?F.A. Hayek? Ludwig von Mises?
Murray Rothbard? Ayn Rand? You'll find out!

You'll find out, thatis, only if you sign up now for
the vacation of a lifetime.

The conference takes place in Port Townsend, the
beautiful Victorian-era seaport nestled in the shadow of
the snow-capped Olympic Mountains on the shores of
Puget Sound. Port Townsend is centrally located to the
treasures of the Pacific Northwest: explore the Puget
Sound on a sea kayaking trip to the San Juan Islands or a
whale-watching adventure; hike the Olympic Mountains
or drive the magnificent coast of Washington.

All of it - the seminars and talks with prominent li-

Downtown Port Townsend

bertarians, the parties, the banquet, and the natural and
man-made beauty - is yours only if you act today.

If you've attended a Liberty Editors' Conference in the
past, you know what to expect: stimulating conversa
tions, camaraderie, good food and drink, valuable in
formation and just plain fun. If you've cheated yourself
out of these remarkable conferences in the past, don't let
this terrible fate befall you again this year!

The conference fee of $225 includes all the seminars,
parties, meals and our gala banquet Saturday evening, at
which liThe Libertarian of the Century" will be an
nounced.



Act Today! Accommodations in Port Townsend are
limited. As always, we are committed to keeping our
conference at a size where genuine intellectual and so
cial interchange among all participants is possible - so
not all late-comers can be accommodated.

And dozens of Liberty readers have already reg
istered, so don't let yourself miss out on your ride to the
future, and reflection on the past.

To reserve your participation, send us the completed
coupon with a deposit of $75.00 per person attending.
We require receipt of the remaining $150.00 by August 2
(deposit refundable until August 15).

Or, to reserve your spot now by MasterCard or VISA,
call 1-800-854-6991. You'll be glad you did!

Responses to Liberty's past conferences
have ranged from extremely positive

to wildly enthusiastic:

"Fascinating - and fun!"

"The best conference I've ever attended 
libertarian or otherwise. "

"Port Townsend is one of the most beautiful
places in the world, and your seaside conference
center is wonderfull"

"Great speakers, good company - even
my fellow attendees were above average."

"An intellectual adrenalin rush!"

"Simply amazing. A fine hotel. Terrific
parties. And excellent speakers, ofcourse."

Liberty's offices on Water Street in downtown Port Townsend

Speakers Include:
Da'vid Friedl1u111- economist, philosopher, leading

anarcho-capitalist theorist, author of Ti,e
Machillery of Freedolli.

Ron Palll- The fiercest defender of liberty in
Congress, Libertarian Party's 1988 presidential
candidate.

R. W. Bradford - editor and publisher of LilJerty

Salldy Shall' and Dllrk Pearsoll - life extension
scientists, bestselling authors, and fearless
opponents of government regulators.

Fred L. Sl1litl" Jr. - president of the Competitive
Enterprise Institute, and field marshal in the war
of ideas.

Stephen Cox-Literary critic, intellectual historian,
and author of Tlte Titanic Story

Pierre Lell1ieux - Quebecois economist, anarchist
pamphleteer, personal armament rights advocate,
defender of freedom.

Douglas Casey - world traveler, brutalizer of
smarmy public officials, best-selling investment
writer.

Richard Stroup- innovative free-market
environmentalist, Reagan-administration
economist.

!alle Sltazv -journalist, former Bllsilless Week
editor, expert on protecting environmental
integrity through private property.

Randal O'Too[e- forestry economist,t'horn in the
side of the U.S. Forest Service, and feared
opponent of city planners everywhere.

Tr,notl,y Virkkala - Liberty's Executive Editor.
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claims of "genocide."
At the beginning of America's epic struggle with the pur

ported Butcher of the Balkans, Clinton lost no time before
making comparisons between Milosevic and Hitler. It was
Clinton's best chance to get Americans to intervene in an ugly
civil war. His administration went so far as to leak "intelli
gence" reports about alleged Yugoslavian atrocities to a
United Nations prosecutor, who used the evidence to procure
the indictment of Milosevic for "crimes against humanity."
This disinterested and objective procedure, a wartime prose
cution impelled by the accusations of one set of armed com
batants against another, obviously lacks all moral credibility.

Its venerable precedent, of course, is the Nuremberg
trials. In that case, most (possibly all) of the defendants had
indeed committed "crimes against humanity," and most of
them were hanged. That was the agreeable feature of the
affair. But there were some disagreeable features, too.
Murder on a grand scale is murder nonetheless, and the idea
that the only way to punish murder is to create a new
offense ("crimes against humanity") that can only be judged
by a new, specially empowered, international court tends to
undermine traditional notions of justice. Especially repulsive
in the Nuremberg affair was the presence among prosecutors
and judges of the servants of Joseph Stalin, the only man in
the world who could beat the National Socialist defendants
in the pursuit of crime.

In succeeding decades, the world witnessed the extrater
ritorial prosecution of another Nazi, Adolf Eichmann, by the
state of Israel, which did not exist when Eichmann's crimes
were committed; the extraterritorial prosecution of Manuel
Noriega, a Panamanian dictator who made himself politi
cally obnoxious to the President of the United States and was
thereupon kidnapped to the United States, convicted of vio
lating the drug laws of the United States, and sentenced to
40 years in prison; and the current attempted extraterritorial
prosecution of Augusto Pinochet, a Chilean statesman appre
hended in Great Britain for allegedly violating the laws of
Spain by his actions in certain Chilean political disputes,
many years before.

The latest event on this front is a rumor that the United
Nations prosecutor of Milosevic is collecting information
about atrocities allegedly committed by the sublimely self
righteous NATO warriors-against-Milosevic. It would be
grimly amusing if she wound up indicting everyone.

But no matter who is on the receiving end of such investi
gations and prosecutions, their effect is to discountenance
the idea of real laws and to advance the spurious claims of
"international" law.

Strictly speaking, there is no international law, because
there is no regularly or traditionally constituted international
community that could enact such law. Laws are enacted by
local communities and sovereign states; kangaroo courts are
erected by chance assemblages like the United Nations. The
only authority that such outfits possess is the authority that
is given them by the self-interested maneuvers of specific
sovereign states, and those are never the states in which the
alleged legal offences were committed; if they were, the
states in question would try the defendants themselves.

Is the idea of international "justice" merely world gov
ernment's latest attempt to weasel its way into office? Or is it
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really just old-fashioned power politics, the politics of the
Conference of Berlin and the other grand conclaves of nine
teenth-century imperialism, where "legality" always hap
pened to be on the side of the big battalions?

Whatever! But look at the bright side. If it's legal to prose
cute people outside their country for crimes allegedly com
mitted inside it, maybe there's still a chance of bringing O.J.
Simpson to justice. Summon him to The Hague!

And if it's legal to prosecute people for crimes committed
under international law, why shouldn't it be just as legal to
prosecute them for crimes committed under inter temporal
law? If this principle is accepted, the South will at last have
its chance to avenge itself on General Sherman. -SC

Query - A hundred years from now, will the Park
Service make people wait in a really long line, or will there
be an extra charge to piss on Clinton's grave? -JS

Hootsie Tootsie - Clinton's policy on foreign civil
wars is isolationist, unless there is evidence of a hate crime.
The conflict between India and Pakistan, both with nuclear
arsenals, is just a geographical dispute. We won't intervene in
the Chiapas insurrection in Mexico, as that was a war of eco
nomics. The Rwanda conflict is just about politics, and it isn't
genocide when both sides are African-American (oops, I
mean African-African). Besides, I don't think even a talented
public speaker like President Clinton is capable of saying,
"The Tutsi Hutu War" without snickering a little. It's hard to
drum up public support when you're worried you might acci
dentally say, "Hootsie Tutu," and bust out laughing. - TS

War and trade - China was on the verge of signing
an agreement to further open its markets and abide by the
rules of the World Trade Organization when the U.s. Air
Force put five missiles into the Chinese embassy in Belgrade.
Some clerk in the Pentagon had been using old maps. So the
story went. We who know our government well put it down
as "close enough for Government work." The Chinese, who
see America as enormously sophisticated, put it down to· a
deep and wicked anti-Chinese strategy. When that was fol
lowed by the Cox report on Chinese spying, the man-in-the
street in Beijing took that as proof that the U.S. government
was out to skewer his country.

Kosovo is not crucial to America's security or national
interest. But China is; our interest is to keep China's economy
liberaliZing. Zhu Rongji, the Chinese leader who came to the
United States in April, is China's leading spokesman for the
economic liberalization - not, unfortunately, politicalliber
alization, but you take what you can get. Zhu came despite
his government's opposition to NATO "hegemonism" in the
Balkans. He hoped to sign a WTO deal, but Clinton backed
away at the last minute, leaving him empty-handed. u.s.
business howled, and Clinton sent a negotiator to Beijing to
resurrect the offer. Then came the embassy bombing.

There may still be a deal. But the war has made it much
more difficult. It may be that Chinese membership in the
WTO, and the continued de-socialization thatit implies, is part
of the collateral damage of this unconstitutional war. -BR

Ein Reich, ein volk, ein school board 
Libertarian Party presidential explorer Jacob "Bumper"



Hornberger's speech at the Washington Libertarian Party
convention on June 12 started out in his usual rousing style,
with a call for the "widest ambit of human choice." But
then it took a turn unusual for a campaign speech. He
announced that due to an unexpected conflict of interest
between his duties to his Future of Freedom Foundation,
and the needs of a presidential campaign, he was dropping
out of the race.

Oh sure, there was a certain volume of grumbling at
Bumper's un-announcement on this particular night, on the
theory it lowered the fundraising gross. (Well, isn't there
always some damned thing lowering the gross?)

I wasn't as disappointed as were some. The fact is I
don't like being called a Nazi.

During his talk, Bumper argued that libertarians
should only contest elections for positions with the
power to make and repeal law. Running for and election
to regulatory agencies, like planning and zoning boards,
school boards, and water commissions, may be more
likely to bring victory, but doing so identifies us to the
public as "better regulators."

Well, I've invested some energy into helping a
candidate contest a school board seat, and I think
there are good reasons for libertarians to seek election to
such positions. Serving in such positions creates the visibility
and experience needed for election as future legislators. And
freedom is increased when libertarians in such positions
advocate free markets and defend individual rights.

Nor do I think this a merely theoretical argument. Bruce
Coe, an LP activist in Kittitas County, actually sits on his
county planning commission, and has used his position to
influence a number of his county's central institutions. In
fact, he has become the mouthpiece, through a local newspa
per column, of the county commissioners. Commissioners, I
might add, of a county under constant threat from the fed
eral and state government's heavy hand, in the form of
growth management and endangered species rehabilitation,
which they have fought vigorously. This man is tremen
dously well-positioned, and abundantly talented, to give the
general public an example of the right kind of public servant.

I mentioned this to Bumper that evening. I approached
him after the dinner wound down. Bumper, who was strok
ing his chin and smirking throughout my earnest presenta
tion, looked off into the middle distance and said, "Well I
suppose some of the Germans who worked to make concen
tration camps run better thought they were doing the right
thing too ..."

There you have the gospel according to Bumper: libertari
ans like Bruce Coe are no better than Nazis.

I didn't say anything for a long moment, and admit my
memory failed me at that point. I had been stupid. What
other response should I have expected from a man whose
sole livelihood is obtained through stirring up libertarians in
order to shake them down for his foundation? -BB

I'm pro-choice and I can count - For femi
nists, choice only seems to apply to the region north of the
cervix, as most modem feminists oppose legalized prostitu
tion. The woman owns her uterus, but the vagina belongs to
the State. As long as the head of the fetus stays inside the cer
vix you can suck its brain out; once it is on the other, you
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will go to jail if you spank it too hard. I myself am pro-choice
up to the 57th trimester. I don't believe a fetus is human until
he has a job and his own apartment. Imagine how well
behaved teenagers would be, if you could threaten them
with a drive to Planned Parenthood. -TS

Invideos comparisons - As America tries to
wrap up its hypertech war against a technologically back
ward people, the temptation is to compare it to the "Star
Wars" prequel, The Phantom Menace, in which some sort of
federation (a IJtrade" federation, actually; not exactly NATO)

aggresses against the gentle people of the planet of
Naboo. But, aside from its technical flash, the film is

so poorly made that any such comparison disap
points as much as the movie itself.

Ordinarily George Lucas produces better
entertainment than Ted Turner, but not this time

around: any day of CNN outshines The Phantom
Menace. The film's problem is one of simple story
telling. It is well-nigh impossible to identify with
any of the characters, in part because the writing
gives the actors so little to work with, but mostly
because the focus is on the wrong characters. And

though there is a fair amount of decadent politics in the film,
the perspective is by no means obvious, or even very coher
ent, and the motivation for the players is mostly simple
minded, despite the hint that Senator Palpatine is really
Darth Sidious, the future evil emperor of the Star Wars
trilogy.

Contrast this with the motivations and machinations of
another current film, Election. Reese Witherspoon portrays a
go-getter senior high school girl out to win the student body
presidency, and Matthew Broderick plays a high school
teacher of high repute who nevertheless "crosses the line" of
morality. Throw in a lesbian little sister (adopted), a philan
dering coach (disgraced), a vulnerable divorcee (boinked), a
power-mad principal (unprincipled), and an intellectually
under-endowed ex-jock (as nice as all get-out) - and a
school assembly to end all school assemblies - and you
have the best American, sa~ire in years.

If one wants to contemplate the characters in America's
ongoing tragicomedy, and needs the assistance of popular
art, forget The Phantom Menace and watch the twisted reality
of Election, a film that manages to reveal the ambition, ven
geance, and desperation at the heart of politics, in high
school and after.

And it is more fun to watch than any CNN presentation
of Darth Clinton. -TWV

Voting wars - Maybe you missed this: The Economist
(May 1, 1999) published lists of "this century's greatest"
which included Top Ten U.S. News Events and Top Ten
Films, with the usual suspects on both lists. Much more inter
esting are the judges' list and readers' list of the Top Ten
Novels of the 20th century: all of Ayn Rand's novels appear,
earning four of the ten readers' list slots - the number one
and two positions are for Atlas Shrugged and The Fountainhead,
seven and eight for Anthem and We the Living respectively 
but not one Rand title made The Modern Library's judges' list
of "the best novels (those we should read)."

The same publishers polled readers to produce "a start-
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lingly different list. Ayn Rand, incidentally, also figured
prominently on a counter-list of the country's silliest books
put out on Slate, Microsoft's on-line magazine," reports The
Economist.

More startling to me than Rand's lead was the second
place winner with three novels among the top ten - sit
down for this one - L. Ron Hubbard. (You can close your
mouth now.) If you've been keeping score, we have only
three places for non-Rand, non-Hubbard novels written by
all the other authors, living and dead, of this closing century.
And the winners are: J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings
(#4); Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird (#5); and George
Orwell's 1984 (#6).

I'm usually pleased when Rand ranks high on a "best of"
list but the presence, not once but three times, of Hubbard
discounts the value of Rand's multiple placements in this
particular competition. I guess I should be relieved that this
list is limited to works of fiction, because 1'd become apo
plectic if I were to see Dianetics rate higher than or even
appear on the same list with The Virtue of Selfishness;.

Who are these readers? What readers' list could The
Modern Library folks use to poll for these results? If it
reflects an increased affection for science fiction, can fans
really prefer Hubbard's to, say, Robert Heinlein's?

Then I discovered that the poll was taken online.
Apparently, diehard Objectivists and Scientologists appar
ently have way, way too much time on their hands. -DP

Mises on Kosovo - In his classic Liberalism,
Ludwig von Mises defended the right of self-determination
for the same reason he defended democracy and limited gov
ernment: it tends to reduce conflict, which destroys life and
property and interferes with the division of labor that allows
civilization to progress. Mises argued that four considera
tions were relevant when considering issues of self
determination.

1. General. "[W]henever the inhabitants of a particular
territory, whether it be a single village, a whole district, or a
series of adjacent districts, make it known, by a freely con
ducted plebiscite, that they no longer wish to remain united
to the state to which they belong at the time, but wish either

Letters, continued from page 4

by the efforts to turn the Colorado shooting into a symbol of
America's problems ("Symbols for the Masses," July). Gun
control advocates search the hardest for symbolism because
they have the biggest ax to grind. The governor of Colorado
noted that the killers violated a number of state gun laws when
they obtained their weapons. They combined the sociopath's
disregard for life with the teenager's natural resourcefulness in
skirting adult rules. If they were cunning enough to fool their
probation officers, they were certainly capable of dodging an
extra gun law or two. But Cox is right: symbolism trumps logic
in this debate.

What distinguishes this latest gun control push from those
that have come before? The magic words "for the children."
Invoke those words on any subject, and reason goes out the
window. The school shootings allow lawmakers, the media,
and gun control advocates to fight a war on two fronts, since
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to form an independent state or to attach themselves to some
other state, their wishes are to be respected and complied
with. This is the only feasible and effective way of prevent-

, ing revolutions and civil and international wars" (109).
2. Size and Rights Owners "[T]he right of self

determination of which we speak is not the right of. self
determination of nations, but rather the right of .... self
determination of the inhabitants of every territory large
enough to form an independent administrative unit" (109).

3. Nationality. "So far as the right of self-determination
was given effect at all, and wherever it would have been per
mitted to take effect, in the nineteenth and twentieth centu
ries, it led or would have led to the formation of states
comprised of a single nationality (Le., people speaking the
same language) and to the dissolution of states composed of
several nationalities ..." (110)

4. Statism. "If a democratic republic finds that its existing
boundaries, as shaped by the course of history before the tran
sition to liberalism, no longer correspond to the political
wishes of the people, they must be peacefully changed to
conform to the results of a plebiscite expressing the people's
will" (108, emphasis added).

So what would Mises say about Kosovo? If people in
Kosovo of Albanian descent, who now live (or lived in the
recent past) in "a series of adjacent districts," express a wish
to attach themselves to Albania by a fair plebiscite, they
ought to be allowed to do so. Of course, Serbian Kosovars
would have the same right' in their districts to remain
attached to Yugoslavia. The result could be a checkerboard of
Albanian and Yugoslavian areas, some consisting entirely of
one ethnic group and some still mixed.

Mises realized that self-determination alone will not end
strife if the nationalities involved were illiberal. Tariffs and
other barriers would have to be removed if· the region were
to be economically viable, and the whole problem of land
titles would have to be dealt with in a reasonable and just
manner. None of this is very likely. From Mises' perspective,
the prognosis for peace and prosperity isn't good. -MMS

Victory in Kosovo - "Thus saith the Lord, Hast
thou killed, and also taken possession?" (1 Kings 21:19) -SC

children are both victims and perpetrators. Nationally televis
ing the funerals confirms the righteousness of the cause and
spurs on the crusaders.

This irrational approach to society's problems poses a great
risk to liberty. Remember what the last great drive "for the
children" brought us: the ritual-abuse scare. During that era,
crusaders filled with hysteria and good intentions wrecked
hundreds of lives and imprisoned innocent people. Today, hys
teria over the school shootings has created a climate in which
history could repeat itself. There is good reason to fear that the
real "lesson of Littleton" may actually be a very old lesson: that
witch-hunting season is always open.

Felecia Barbaro
Brooklyn, N.Y.
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Liberty, States' Rights, and
the Most Dangerous

Amendment
by Gene Healy

SEC. 1. [N]o State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States~ nor shall
any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law~ nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws.

SEC. 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate
legislation, the provisions of this article.

-14th Amendment to the U. S. Constitution

Political decentralization and individual
liberty: the two are intertwined, but the
former doesn't guarantee the latter. As
Americans discover every day, the government
that's closest to you is often in the best position to put
the screws to you. How should libertarian political the
ory deal with the problem of oppression by local sove
reigns? In the American context, this question translates
to: What should libertarians think of the Fourteenth
Amendment?

It's a question without an easy answer. Classical liberals
of good faith have found themselves on either side of the
issue. Thus, Lord Acton, following the Confederacy's defeat,
wrote to Robert E. Lee: "I saw in States' Rights the only avail
ing check upon the absolutism of the sovereign will ...
Therefore I deemed that you were fighting the battles of our
liberty, our progress, and our civilization." But by the late
20th century, libertarians have come full circle on the ques
tion of states' rights and the Fourteenth Amendment. Today,
the libertarian orthodoxy holds that the Fourteenth
Amendment perfected the Framers' design, fulfilling the
promise of the Declaration of Independence. Further, the
promoters of the new orthodoxy urge that the amendment
be given robust application against the states, in order to
secure our natural rights to life, liberty and property.

On this question, no one is more orthodox than Roger
Pilon, Director of the Cato Institute's Center for
Constitutional Studies. In him, Cato has an able advocate,

one who provides a valuable counterweight to a New Right
jurisprudence that overvalues majoritarianism and views the
judicial branch as the gravest threat to our liberties.
Unfortunately, Pilon's case for the Fourteenth Amendment is
deeply flawed. His case for the political legitimacy of the
amendment requires him to ignore the circumstances of its
inception; and his case for the amendment's efficacy as a
means of securing individual liberty depends on a
Panglossian view of judges and federal supremacy. The
defects in Pilon's arguments should prompt libertarians to
reexamine the new orthodoxy on the Fourteenth
Amendment.

Ratification "at the Point of the Bayonet"
Throughout Roger Pilon's published work, the watch

word is "consent." We come out of the state of nature, so the
myth runs, the better to secure our natural rights. The gov
ernment we institute derives its just powers from the consent
of the governed. "That, and only that, is the source of their
legitimacy," Pilon tells us in Economic Liberties and the
Judiciary. Though Pilon concedes that unanimous consent is a
fiction, he suggests that the Framers did a tolerably good job
in requiring broad consent for the adoption of our
Constitution and in the procedures for its amendment. In a
recent Cato Institute Policy Analysis, "Reviving the
Privileges or Immunities Clause," Pilon and coauthor
Kimberly C. Shankman write: "the supermajoritarian con
sent that was required for constitutional ratification and
amendment ... served, as far as practically possible, to legiti
mately institute governmentt- _authorize its powers, and
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change those powers." Quite properly, given his emphasis
on consent and legitimacy, Pilon has repeatedly excoriated
the political branches for arrogating to themselves powers
that the people never delegated originally or through Article
V's amendment process.

In their Cato paper, Pilon and Shankman apply similar
scorn to the judicial branch for misinterpreting the
Fourteenth Amendment. They recount the story of the 1873
Slaughterhouse cases, which "effectively eviscerated" that
amendment's Privileges or Immunities Clause. The authors
spare no venom in decrying "judicial resistance to popular

The government that's closest to you is often
in the best position to put the screws to you.

will," which thwarted "the course that ... the American peo
ple had meant the Court to follow."

But somewhere along the way, the history of the
Fourteenth Amendment's adoption has disappeared down a
memory hole. When one reviews how it was adopted, it
becomes clear why Pilon and Shankman prefer to discuss the
amendment in the abstract, antiseptic terms of social contract
theory. An "immaculate conception" account of ratification
suits their argument better: the real story's a little too dirty
for the kids.

We return to 1865. As the legally reconstituted Southern
states were busy ratifying the anti-slavery Thirteenth
Amendment, the Republican-dominated Congress refused to
seat Southern representatives and senators. This allowed the
remaining, rump Congress to propose the Fourteenth
Amendment, consistent with Article V's requirement of a
two-thirds majority for sending a proposed amendment to
the states. Never mind that Congress also clearly violated
that Article's provision that "no State, without its Consent,
shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the Senate."

Though the Northern states ratified the Fourteenth
Amendment, it was decisively rejected by the Southern and
border states, failing to secure the vote of three-fourths of the
states necessary for ratification under Article V. The Radical
Republicans responded with the Reconstruction Act of 1867,
which virtually expelled the Southern states from the Union
and placed them under martial law. To end military rule, the
Southern states were required to ratify the Fourteenth
Amendment. As one Republican described the situation:
"the people of the South have rejected the constitutional
amendment and therefore we will march upon them and
force them to adopt it at the point of the bayonet."

President Andrew Johnson saw the Reconstruction Act as
"absolute despotism," a "bill of attainder against 9,000,000
people." In his veto message he stated that "such a power
ha[d] not been wielded by any Monarch in England for more
than five hundred years." Sounding for all the world like
Roger Pilon, Johnson asked, "Have we the power to establish
and carry into execution a measure like this?" and answered,
"Certainly not, if we derive our authority from the
Constitution and if we are bound by the limitations which it
imposes."
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The rump Republican Congress overrode Johnson's veto
and enacted statutes that shrank both the Supreme Court's
appellate jurisdiction and the Court itself - just in case the
judicial branch got any funny ideas of its own about constitu
tionalism. With a gun to its head, the South ratified, but not
before New Jersey and Ohio, aghast at Republican tyranny,
rescinded their previous ratifications of the amendment.
Even with the fictional consent of the Southern states, the
Republicans needed New Jersey and Ohio to put the amend
ment over the top. No matter; by joint resolution, Congress
declared the amendment valid. Thus it - you'll excuse the
phrasing - "passed into law."

The squalid history of the Fourteenth Amendment poses
serious problems for Roger Pilon. Pilon's critique of the New
Deal has always included withering scorn for FDR'sextra
constitutional thuggery, exemplified by the infamous court
packing scheme. As Pilon tells the story, FDR muscled the
court into approving radical constitutional changes that
could be effected only by means of Article V's amendment
process. The people never delegated to the federal govern
ment the powers it took for itself during the New Deal. But
neither did they delegate to the federal government the pow
ers it seized in 1868. Any New Deal aficionado who knows
his history is entitled to wonder about Pilon's selective indig
nation. Does he invoke the principles of consent and legiti
macy only against constitutional changes he dislikes?

Practical Effects of the Fourteenth Amendment
Ancient history, you say. The Fourteenth Amendment is

in everybody'S Pocket Constitution, and it's not going any
where. Fair enough, but the above account shows that the
amendment cannot be justified with a bedtime story about
Lockean first principles. If libertarians are to embrace the
Fourteenth Amendment, they'll have to look for pragmatic
reasons to do so. The argument must be that the amendment
has been, and will continue to be, an effective weapon in the
struggle for individual liberty. But even here, the case is not
nearly as strong as Roger Pilon believes it to be.

What is strong is Pilon's account of the original under
standing of the Fourteenth Amendment, and particularly the
amendment's "Privileges or Immunities" clause. As he
recounts in the Cato Handbook for the 106th Congress and else
where, the Civil Rights Act of 1866, which the amendment
was designed to constitutionalize, gives us a good idea of the
kind of privileges and immunities the drafters wanted to
secure. The rights that act protected from state infringement
were "basic common law rights," such as "the right to make
and enforce contracts . . . to purchase, lease, sell, hold, and
convey real personal property." As Pilon has it, the clause
protects a substantive core of natural rights from state
infringement. Thus, Lochner v. New York, the much-maligned
1905 case in which the Supreme Court struck down a New
York statute setting maximum hours for bakery workers,
was closer to the original understanding of the· Fourteenth
Amendment than much that has come since.*

Properly understood, then, the amendment doesn't give

* Though with the "Privileges or Immunities" clause"effectively evis
cerated" the Lochner court was forced to rest its decision on the amend
ment's due process clause, which, as Pilon notes, provided a weaker
foundation.



judges "power"; rather, it enlarges the sphere of the judicial
"veto," allowing judges to strike down state and local laws
that infringe on natural rights. The Slaughterhouse majority
warned that a broad interpretation of the amendment would
make the judiciary "a perpetual censor upon all legislation of
the States." To which a good libertarian can answer, "So
what?" One could riffle through most state and municipal
codes, tearing out hundreds of pages at random, and leave
the law in better shape than one found it. As Pilon argues in
a 1993 Notre Dame Law Review article, it is the Court's job to
be a "perpetual censor," to ensure that legislative enactments
"both proceed from the authority granted them and are con
sistent with rights restraining them." The Fourteenth
Amendment merely provides "an additional layer of protec
tion" for rights.

Threats From the Least Dangerous Branch
In practice, the Fourteenth Amendment has often oper

ated as a grant of legislative and executive power to judges.
And that power has been used to violate the very rights it
was meant to secure.

This is nowhere clearer than in the line of cases thought
to represent the Fourteenth Amendment's finest hour: Brown
v. Board of Education and its progeny. Brown has iconic status
on the Left and much of the Right, because many commenta
tors see it as ending de jure segregation and furthering the
first Justice Harlan's noble ideal of a "color-blind"
Constitution.

But this is only part of Brown's story. Equality before the
law shifted effortlessly into forced equality of outcome in the
space of a few short years. State resistance, massive or other
wise, was useless. In North Carolina Board of Education v.
Swann, the Court struck down a state statute providing that
no student would be compelled to attend any school for the
purpose of improving racial balance in the schools. In

The people never delegated to the federal gov
ernment the powers it took for itself during the
New Deal. But neither did they delegate to the
federal goverment the powers it seized in 1868.

Washington v. Seattle School District, the Court did the same
with a statewide voter initiative preventing mandatory bus
ing for purposes of integration. In U.S. v. Yonkers, a federal
judge held the Yonkers city government in contempt, order
ing it to integrate its schools by building scattersite public
housing in predominantly white areas. This line of cases
reached its coercive nadir in Missouri v. Jenkins, when the
Supreme Court held that, to further integration, a federal
judge could order a local government to increase property
taxes, even though the increase was barred by the state
constitution.

"Well, it serves you right for setting up government
schools in the first place," say we libertarians. But wait.
Faced with a desegregation order in the early '60s, Prince
Edward County, Virginia, refused to assess school taxes and
instead shut down its public education system. In 1964's
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Griffin v. County School Board, the Court ordered Prince
Edward County to levy the taxes and reopen its schools. In
1996, vvhen the Court ended male-only admissions at the
Virginia Military Institute, one of the obstacles to VMI's pri
vatization was the possibility of a Griffin-based challenge
from the Justice Department.

Thus, in the wake of Brown, federal courts enforcing the
Fourteenth Amendlnent have seized vast coercive powers,
state resistance to taxation and social engineering
notwithstanding. To what benefit? None, actually. As the
editors of a leading - and, it should go without saying,

Any .Nez!) Deal aficionado who knows his his
tory is entitled to question whether Pilon
invokes the principles of consent and legitimacy
only against constitutional changes he dislikes.

leftist - constitutional law text admit, there is "no proof ...
that [integration] has aided blacks in any demonstrable
fashion," (Stone, Seidman, Sunstein, and Tushnet;
Constitutional Law, Second Edition; Little, Brown and Co.;
1991, pp. 530--31).

It's true that in recent years, the federal courts have
cooled sornewhat to desegregation lawsuits. Yet it's also true
that, thanks to Missouri v. Jenkins, we're no longer protected
from taxation by unelected, life-tenured federal judges. The
precedent renlains on the books, waiting for the next egali
tarian jihad. In its 1868 Resolution deratifying the Fourteenth
Amendment, New Jersey charged that the amendment
would work a radical "enlarge[ment] of the judicial power."
In fact, New Jersey suspected that the amendment itself was
"made vague for the purpose of facilitating encroachment on
the lives, liberties, and property of the people." Maybe the
Garden State was onto something.

If You Liked the Commerce Power.
In addition to the de facto grant of legislative and execu

tive povver to judges, the Fourteenth Amendment includes a
de jure grant of power to Congress. Section Five of the
amendment reads: "The Congress shall have power to
enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this arti
cle." Roger Pilon argues that Congress should routinely
invoke Section Five to strike down state violations of individ
ual rights. In the Cato Handbook for the l05th Congress, he
declares that Congress has "often failed in its responsibility
under the Fourteenth Amendment to police the states. Here
is an area where federal regulation has been, if anything, too
restrained. "

It's unlikely that Pilon fully recognizes the implications of
this position. In the passage immediately preceding the
above, he rails against burgeoning federalization of crimes,
which has taken place because of willful misinterpretation of
Congress's authority to regulate interstate commerce. But if
Congress can step in under the Fourteenth Amendment to
secure basic individual rights when states "fail to secure
them against violations," as Pilon assures us
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Congress can, then Pilon has opened the door to a vast fed
eral power. Say goodbye to the tentative restriction of federal
authority provided when the Court struck down the Gun
Free School Zones Act in U.S. v. Lopez. Does carjacking vio
late our rights to liberty and property? There's your author
ity for the Federal Carjacking Statute. Do outlier states
provide women with insufficient protection against domestic
abuse? Quite possibly, so make way for the Violence Against
Women Act.* If you like the "substantial effects" test for
invocation of the Commerce Power, then wait until you see
what Congress. can do with matters that "substantially
affect" liberty.

I've spent the past three years in law school
surrounded by future federal judges. Here Roger
Pilon's favored notion of natural rights has the
intellectual status of phrenology and creation
science.

In the midst of the recent furor over black church burn
ings, Congress passed the Church Arson Prevention Act. In
his Cato Handbook chapter and a 1996 Washington Post op-ed,
Pilon chides Congress for relying on the Commerce Clause
in enacting the anti-arson statute. Instead, he tells us,
Congress should have invoked its authority under Section
Five of the Fourteenth Amendment. "If the facts had war
ranted it," he writes, Congress would have had "ample
authority" under Section Five to pass the Church Arson
Prevention Act.

Reading between the lines, I surmise that he doubts that
the facts warranted it. Indeed, there's every reason to believe
that they didn't, as research by Michael Fumento and others
later suggested. But we operate with a real-world Congress,
susceptible to political pressure, and a real-world judiciary
reluctant to make what it sees as political judgments. If the
only check against federalization of crime is to be found in
the judiciary's willingness to overturn congressional findings
of fact, then that's no check at all.

To go before Congress and the readership of the
Washington Post and offer up an underused federal power is
to stride onto enemy turf and proclaim, "Forget about the
pipe you've been beating us with. Try this chain." The logic
of public choice applies to Section Five as well as it does to
any other enumerated power. The constituency for common
law liberties is broad and diffuse; the constituencies for fed
eral coercion are discrete, insular, and concentrated. They'll
win the fight.

They're already winning. Consider what Congress actu
ally does with Section Five of the Fourteenth Amendment.

.. In fact, the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) is based in part on
just such a theory of Congress's power under Section Five. Several dis
trict courts have upheld the statute. But on March 5, the Fourth Circuit
Court of Appeals emphatically rejected VAWA, and with it the theory
that Congress can use the Fourteenth Amendment to federalize crimes
when, as Pilon puts it, "state measures prove inadequate." See
Brzonkala v. Virginia Polytechnic, 1999 WL 111891, pages 40-55.

16 Liberty

That provision is most often invoked in the service of mod
ern notions of equality, providing private rights of action
against discrimination. Among the statutes upheld under
Section Five are the speech-restrictive Freedom of Access to
(Abortion) Clinic Entrances Act, the Americans with
Disabilities Act, the sex discrimination provisions of Title IX
of the Civil Rights Act, and the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act. With regard to the latter three, Section
Five allows Congress to abrogate state governments'
Eleventh Amendment immunity from suit in federal courts.
Congress and the courts have used Section Five to allow
extortionate lawsuits against state governments, agencies,
and schools.

It's true that Congress generally does not invoke Section
Five when it regulates private individuals. This is the case
for two reasons:

1) Congress already has the power to do almost anything
it wants under current Commerce Clause jurisprudence; and

2) current Section Five jurisprudence limits Congress to
regulating "state action."

But this can change. The "state action" doctrine has
proved a rather porous barrier to Congress's power to regu
late private actors. The first Justice Harlan, whom Pilon and
Shankman view as some kind of Lockean fellow traveller,
opposed the doctrine as an unreasonable limitation on
Congress's power to regulate businesspeople; so too did six
members of the Warren Court at one point in the 1960s.
Though the state action doctrine has remained nominally
intact, the Court has found "state action" in situations such
as enforcement of private, racially restrictive covenants;
enforcement of racially neutral trespass statutes against
lunch counter sit-ins; and racial discrimination by private
businessmen leasing property from the state. The doctrine is

Pilon sounds positively Lennonist: "Imagine
all the judges / Applyin' Higher Law . .. "

eminently capable of giving way to a general regulatory
power. If the Supreme Court gets serious about restraining
congressional abuses of the Commerce Power, look for
Congress to use SectiOn Five to reenact and extend modern
antidiscrimination laws. And look for the Court to cave.

Pilon recognizes that the Fourteenth Amendment carries
with it a potential for abuse; but his solution to abuses is pro
foundly unsatisfying. In recent Congressional testimony, he
stated that "the Fourteenth Amendment has itself been mis
used, both by Congress and by the courts. But that is no rea
son to ignore it. Rather, it is a reason to correct the misuses."
According to Pilon, the answer to bad judging is better
judges and better judging. To get where we want to go, we
need to appoint judges who understand the Constitution
and "the classical theory of rights" that stands behind it.
Judges need to get in touch with the "Higher Law back
ground" of American constitutionalism.

Well, I've spent the past three years in law school sur
rounded by future federal judges. Here a passion for level
ling infects the classroom discussion, and the idea of natural
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rights has the intellectual status of phrenology and creation
science. Students see in the Fourteenth Amendment an irre
sistible engine for reshaping society along egalitarian lines.
They do not care what the amendment actually means. In
this context, Pilon's solution sounds positively Lennonist:
"Imagine all the judges/Applyin' Higher Law..."

Dreams and Nightmares
I may say that Roger Pilon's a dreamer, but I don't have a

more practical answer. Nor have I been entirely fair to the
Fourteenth Amendment. In the areas of free speech and
criminal procedure, for example, the amendment has been
the source of some of the Court's proudest moments, some
of the greatest vindications of liberty in American constitu
tionallaw. Given a regime of federal supremacy, perhaps the
Fourteenth Amendment can help us check local tyranny in
some areas.

But libertarians, of all people, should recognize that a
Congress and a Court powerful enough to give us every
thing we want are powerful enough to take it all away.
Individual liberty competes with the mirage of social justice
in the hearts and minds of the governing elite. The
Fourteenth Amendment can further the forcible enactment of
either vision.

Libertarians are reluctant to embrace "states' rights," an
admittedly unfortunate term. But the independence of the
states once served as a check on coercive social experimenta
tion. From this perspective, Justice Brandeis's rationale for
federalism, that individual states can serve as "laboratories
of democracy," gets it precisely backwards. The point of

decentralization is that the smaller the laboratory, the easier
it is for us rats to escape the Skinner Box.

That battle was perhaps lost at Appomattox, in what
Roger Pilon grotesquely mischaracterizes as a "war to secure
liberty." I don't expect Pilon to consign himself to irrele
vancy by advocating the dissolution of the Union. But I
would like him to temper his fervor for the Fourteenth
Amendment with a recognition of the difficulties posed by
federal supremacy. And I'd like libertarian followers of the
new orthodoxy to consider whether Pilon's idea, that
Congress and the Court can serve as guarantors of our lib
erty, amounts to the fond hope that the wolf at our door can
be housebroken.

Our common goal is the night watchman state. If ever
again we approach that ideal, will it be with the help of a
federal government that is the benevolent master of all it sur
veys? Or will we get there by way of radical decentralization
with little or no federal oversight? These may be loaded
questions, but they ought at least to be seriously considered.
It's my view that if we can ever rid ourselves of federal
supremacy - of what Lord Acton called "the absolutism of
the sovereign will" - losing the Fourteenth Amendment
will be no sacrifice at all.

If the dream of independent states seems absurdly unrea
listic, then consider a nightmare. Consider Professor
Catharine A. MacKinnon's Fourteenth Amendment. In her
book Only Words, MacKinnon tells us that the First and the
Fourteenth Amendments conflict. She writes that "the
Reconstruction Amendments ... move[d] the ground under
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Inquiry

Why Clinton
Bombed Yugoslavia

by David Ramsay Steele

If any town should engage in Rebellion or Mutiny, fall
into violent Factions, or refuse to pay the usual Tribute;
the Ki.r\g hath two Methods of reducing them to
Obedience. The first and the mildest Course is by
keeping the Island hovering over such a Town, and the
Lands about it; whereby he can deprive them of the
Benefit of the Sun and the Rain, and consequently afflict
the inhabitants with Death and Diseases. And if the
Crime deserve it, they are at the same time pelted from
above with great Stones, against which they have no
Defence, but by creeping into Cellars or Caves, while the
Roofs of their Houses are beaten to Pieces. But if they
still continue obstinate, or offer to raise Insurrections; he
proceeds to the last Remedy, by letting the Island drop
directly upon their Heads, which makes a universal
Destruction both of Houses and Men.

Jonathan Swift, liThe Flying Island of
Laputa," Gulliver's Travels, Voyage III

Since you're, like, the President and stuff, can you,
like, set a country on fire, ... and then, fly over in a
helicopter and say, "I am the President of the most
powerful nation on earth. You must bow down
before me"? Uh-huh-huh, uh-huh-huh, uh-huh-huh,
uh-huh-huh ...

Butt-Head, in Beavis and Butt-Head

18 Liberty

On March 24th, 1999, the NATO alliance,
led by the United States, began bombing
Yugoslavia. They bombed every day, with stead

ily increasing numbers of planes and escalating

destructive power of bombs. The bombing was finally

halted after 78 days, with an agreement for withdrawal of

Yugoslav troops from Kosovo, to be replaced by a mixed

force of NATO and Russian troops under UN auspices.

The bombing of Yugoslavia was, overwhelmingly, of spe
cifically civilian targets: homes, roads, farms, factories, hospi
tals, bridges, churches, monasteries, columns of refugees, TV
stations, office buildings. The bombing was not intended to
maximize civilian deaths, but neither was it intended to mini
mize them. The aim of the bombing was to destroy civilian
installations on which people's lives and comfort depended,
killing a few thousand random civilians for good measure, and
thus weakening the will of the population to resist, so that they
would submit to NATO occupation.
, On paper, at least, NATO failed to achieve its precise objec
tives, and had to settle for what it could have achieved without
bombing. At Rambouillet, NATO had insisted upon NATO
occupation of the whole of Yugoslavia. This has not been
obtained, and seems to be off the table for the moment.

NATO had demanded occupation of Kosovo, followed by a
referendum after three years. Given other provisions encourag
ing the racist Albanians in the KLA to terrorize the rest of the
population of Kosovo (Serbs, Gypsies, Turks, Muslim Slavs,
and non-racist Albanians), this was, as everyone acknowl
edged, tantamount to guaranteeing the separation of Kosovo
from Serbia after three years.

Presumably then there would have been a two-fronted war,
with the KLA, armed and funded by NATO, subjugating a
reluctant population of Kosovo Albanians (recently given the
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picturesque name of "Kosovars" by NATO), and also fight
ing the government of Albania, in order to unify Kosovo
with Albania under KLA control. Whether NATO would
have followed through with this, or whether they would
then have turned upon the Albanians as the new Balkan
bogeymen is a matter for speculation. NATO has dropped
the three-year timetable for Kosovo's separation from
Yugoslavia.

NATO bombed Yugoslavia, in contravention of its own
charter, to set the seal on its "new strategic concept": that
NATO can bomb any country which is doing bad things
domestically, even though it has neither attacked nor threat
ened any NATO member, and that NATO can decide what
to do entirely on its own, without consulting the UN. The
Yugoslavs had always agreed to a UN force in Kosovo, but
had said no to NATO.

While the Yugoslavs gave in by accepting an occupation
force with a large NATO element, NATO agreed to submit
its occupation of Kosovo to UN approval. By giving that
approval, the UN did appear to accept the legality of bomb
ing civilians in a country which had attacked no one. But the
hoped-for precedent for a completely unprovoked NATO
attack upon a country without any UN involvement was not
set. This is a small matter, but no doubt one that irritates the
NATO leadership, which had planned to. demonstrate the
total obsolescence of the UN, announcing itself as the new
government of the world.

The Media War
The mainstream media loyally supported NATO's war at

almost every turn. From the New York Times to CNN, they
repeated NATO's stories, even when the most cursory
attempt to check them out would have raised serious
questions.

Following the bombing of Kosovo by NATO, hundreds
of thousands of refugees fled Kosovo for Albania,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Bosnia, and the rest of Serbia. The
refugees who fled north within Serbia, including the many
thousands of ethnic Albanians who arrived in Belgrade,
were simply ignored. The ordinary U.S. TV viewer was
never told about them, or about the refugees arriving in
Bosnia. Those who fled to Montenegro were mentioned once
or twice. Only Albanians who fled to Albania or Macedonia
were covered. (Serbian refugees were turned away at the
Macedonian border, while other non-Albanians like the
Gypsies were liable to be brutalized by Albanians in the
camps.) As if determined to insult the intelligence of their
readers and viewers, the journalists purveyed the theory that
none of the ethnic Albanian refugees had left because of the
NATO bombardment or because of the war on the ground
between the KLA and the Yugoslavs, but solely because of a
campaign of "ethnic cleansing" ordered by the Yugoslavian
government.

Coincidentally, as the bombing of Yugoslavia drew to a
close, there was comparatively low-level warfare between
Indians and Pakistanis in Kashmir. The press reported that
large areas had been depopulated because local people had
fled from the fighting. In this case there was no need to con
jure up ethnic cleansing to explain why people would flee a
war zone. As in a Keanu Reeves sci-fi movie, there was an
almost imperceptible little click, and the world reverted to

that parallel universe in which people do leave their homes
when armies are shooting at each other, or bombs falling,
nearby. The wide-awake reader instantly knows what to
make of this uncanny phenomenon: NATO has no immedi
ate plans to bomb India.

The Fantasy World
M. L. Rantala first pointed out that the explosive growth

of TV coverage of criminal cases has not provided jobs for
criminalists or other forensics experts: they are almost never
represented on the TV "true crime" talk shows, which are
almost entirely reserved for lawyers, who often don't under-

NATO bombed Yugoslavia to set the seal on
its "new strategic concept": that NATO can
bomb any country which is doing bad things
domestically, even though it has neither attacked
nor threatened any NATO member, and that
NATO can decide what to do entirely on its
own, without consulting the UN.

stand the evidence, but do understand what can be made to
play before a jury.

In similar fashion, Balkans experts were all but entirely
absent from TV and even newspaper coverage of Clinton's
War. Complete ignorance of Balkan affairs was almost a
qualification for being heard, starting with Clinton himself,
who had kicked off the whole show by patiently explaining
that Danzig, where World War II had started, was in the
Balkans.

There are hundreds of academics in the NATO countries
who devote their lives to studying the Balkans. They were
conspicuous by their almost total absence. The one notable
exception was Robert Hayden. Presumably he was picked
out for privileged treatment because of his close links with
Milan Panic, the most pro~Western and anti-Milosevic of
recent leading Yugoslav political figures. Someone must
have considered him safe.

In the early weeks of the war, Hayden made many TV
appearances, and every time he effectively shot NATO's case
full of holes. He knew something about the facts. Then,
someone at the networks realized the damage he was doing
to the war effort, and he stopped being invited.

A completely fabricated fairyland was depicted for view
ers and readers, a fantasy construction in which "Kosovars"
were "ethnically cleansed" by the "dictator" and "war crimi
nal" Milosevic in something called "Operation Horseshoe."
And when those "Kosovars" who tried to get back home
were bombed by NATO, this was presented as an
"accident."

The Outcome
Undeniably, the U.S. achieved a kind of victory in

Yugoslavia. Whether the cost was too high depends upon
precisely whose interests are consulted. Kosovo has been
occupied by NATO, thus guaranteeing a daily trickle of new

Liberty 19
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"Serb atrocities" (this is the Clinton signature, which may
become a universal feature of all politics: governing is
always subordinate to campaigning, and campaigning never
stops). It is too early to say whether the Russian presence in
Kosovo is a trivial diversion, the entree to World War III, or
something in between (such as a forerunner of partition).

The NATO victory was a victory for ethnic cleansing.
This is true in at least two different senses:

1. The Albanians gained Kosovo because they practiced
ethnic cleansing, and the Yugoslavs lost Kosovo because
they did not practice ethnic cleansing (or if it turns out that
they did, because it was "far too little, far too late"). For a

The aim of the bombing was to destroy civil
ian installations on which people's lives and
comfort depended, killing a few thousand ran
dom civilians for good measure, and thus weak
ening the will of the population to resist, so that
they would submit to NATO occupation.

hundred years, Albanians have been moving into Kosovo,
and encouraging non-Albanians to move out. Under the Tito
regime the Albanians were given extraordinary privileges in
Kosovo, and used their grip on political power to persecute
the non-Albanians. Even under Milosevic, who worked to
amend the Yugoslav constitution and have those privileges
revoked, the Albanians in Kosovo continued to expand and
to oust the non-Albanians.

To a Serbian nationalist, it may appear that Milosevic
failed to rectify the ethnic balance in Kosovo because of his
fatal commitment to the vision of a multi-ethnic Yugoslavia
with equitable treatment for all ethnic groups. At any rate,
the actual ethnic cleansing of non-Albanians by Albanians
set the stage for the bombing, which would complete the eth
nic cleansing by eliminating all non-Albanians, along with
all Albanians who might stand up to the KLA.

2. People all over the world were watching, and they
could reasonably conclude that, although NATO's motives
in bombing the civilians of any country are capricious and
whimsical, there is one way to make oneself a less inviting
target for bombing: do not permit the continued existence of
any minority ethnic group, or at least, not one which forms a
regional majority. You can be sure that the Russians are
revising their plans to deal with Chechens and the Chinese
their plans to deal with Tibetans: at the first sign of insurrec
tion, these groups will be completely crushed in a matter of
days, with considerable collateral damage. There will be no
drawn-out campaigns which would invite the attentions of
"the international community," the grandiose name given to
themselves by the rulers of those countries who represent
ten percent of the world's population and possess 90 percent
of the world's killing power.

Clinton's War will be a tremendous boost to armaments
and war preparations all over the world. Everyone can see
that this war, although devastating for the Yugoslavs, took
longer than Clinton expected and did not achieve quite what

20 Liberty

he had intended. The lesson is that mighty NATO, even with
its present, historically ephemeral, overwhelming domi
nance, can be resisted. And if it can be resisted, with appre
ciable costs imposed upon the aggressor, its murderous
attacks can in some measure be deterred.

Clinton's War will stimulate the formation of interna
tional defense alliances against NATO. At first there will be
some trepidation, as the first moves to make such alliances
could easily lead to their initiators' being bombed. But the
long-term logic will prove irresistible. Great powers like the
present United States usually pick on small countries whom
they judge can be cheaply subdued. If from the beginning
there had been a Russian garrison in Kosovo, Clinton might
have decided it would have been more prudent to work up a
war in Madagascar or Bhutan, or intervene in some existing
conflict such as those in Sierra Leone or Kashmir.

It's true, of course, that the U.S. possesses the technologi
cal means to simply.exterminate the entire population of any
country. Clinton, Albright, and Blair dearly wanted to move
somewhat more in that direction, and would certainly have
done so, except for the astonishing lack of public support for
Clinton's War in the U.S. and Europe. Just recall that it took
eight years of fighting in Vietnam before the polls showed a
majority not supporting the war. But instead of starting at 80
or 90 percent approval, Clinton's War started at around 60
percent, and steadily eroded, so that another month or two
would have seen a clear majority for unconditional pulling
out. Even more remarkably, as we go to press, "victory" has
not greatly perked up the pro-war polling numbers. Dare we
even hope that, as the NATO occupation of Kosovo unfolds,

Clinton's War will be a tremendous boost to
armaments and war preparations all over the
world.

those who believe the war to have been a crime, a blunder,
or both, will continue to gain ground?

Some of the opposition to Clinton's War arose because it
was plainly a bombing campaign against civilian targets, so
that more widespread slaughter of civilians would presuma
bly have hastened the erosion of public support for the war.

Here, one of those delightful unintended consequences of
human action came into play. According to Steven Erlanger,
New York Times reporter in Kosovo, some Yugoslav govern
ment official approved the expulsion of all those journalists
hailing from the countries participating in the bombing. But
some of these journalists' cars ran out of gas. So some other
Yugoslav bureaucrat, refusing to authorize the precious gas
oline, determined that these journalists would have to stay.
Every day their dispatches, especially those of Paul Watson
for the Los Angeles Times, refuted NATO lies.

The upshot is that, given information coming out of the
victim country, given the effectiveness of the victim coun
try's army, and given the poll-driven quality of politics in
the NATO countries, the U.S. President is somewhat con
strained in his mass-murdering sprees. (Since the U.S. is still
regularly bombing civilian targets in ·Iraq, with scarcely a
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murmur in the u.s. media, one of the shrewdest moves the
Iraqi government could make would be to facilitate the
admission of foreign journalists.)

As long as there are a sizeable number of people in the
u.s. who disapprove of the slaughter of innocent civilians,
the total extermination option will in most cases be ruled
out, and not even closely approached. In that case, the fight
ing capability of an army will be of enormous importance
even in the case of a tiny country like Yugoslavia.

As the Yugoslav army withdrew from Kosovo in June, it .
became apparent what those of us following the situation
had been saying all along: the Yugoslav military has barely
been scratched, even in Kosovo. The NATO bombardment
was almost entirely directed against civilian targets, partly
because military targets could not be found. NATO did not
dare to invade Yugoslavia or even to fly low over
Yugoslavia; it could only "degrade" the lives of the civilian
population by bombing from a great height. NATO's true
metier is to kill children from a distance, and avoid any fight
ing. That is NATO's strength, but also something of a con
straint upon the exercise of that strength.

The Usual Reasons Don't Apply
Why did the United States do this? It certainly was a

United States decision, made by President Clinton. Some
NATO countries were more enthusiastic than others, some
were dragged along reluctantly, some refused to participate
at all. If most NATO countries had been solidly against it,
they could no doubt have stopped it, but only Clinton could
have ordered this operation.

The customarily-proffered reasons for going to war did
not apply. The country attacked was not in any way even
marginally a threat to America's "national interest."
Yugoslavia is a small, poor country of ten million people.
(Yugoslavia today is smaller than Cuba, both in population
and in land area.) Yugoslavia had not attacked any other
country, nor threatened to do so. Yugoslavia had, in fact,
recently lost about half of its territory to secessionist move
ments, and in return for accepting the exclusion of Bosnian
Serb territory from Yugoslavia, had been solemnly guaran
teed by the U.S. that no further secessions would be counte
nanced. Yugoslavia under Milosevic has been punctiliously
attentive to all international commitments, and hung slav
ishly upon U.S. desires, as when Yugoslav troops were
pulled out of Kosovo in October 1998, because of the threat
of U.S. bombing.

Even if all NATO's allegations about treatment of
Albanians in Kosovo prior to March 24th were correct, this
would, sadly, have been a mild example of ethnic persecu
tion, less severe than dozens of cases around the world, and
far less severe, for example, than the repression of Kurds by
NATO member Turkey. Kosovo Albanians had their own
radio and TV stations, their own newspapers, their own
schools. They could say what they wanted and organize
freely. The border with Albania was virtually open, and a
high percentage of Kosovo residents were illegal immigrants
from Albania, refugees from the extreme poverty and social
breakdown in that country. What the Kurds in Turkey
would give for the conditions of the Kosovo Albanians
before March 24th, 1999!

Many critics of NATO pointed out that far worse cases of
ethnic persecution prevailed in dozens of countries. The
NATO answer was that just because ten murderers get away
with it, that's no reason why one murderer should not be
apprehended. Whatever the merits of that argument as justi
fying Clinton's War, it does not explain it. Clinton knew per
fectly well that he was attacking a democratic country with
(in recent years) a comparatively good human rights record.

The Actual Reasons
Putting aside all sentiment and value judgments, what

were the actual reasons for Clinton's War? Why did Clinton
do it?

I have provisionally arrived at an eclectic, composite
view. My view allows for both "personal" and "strategic"
reasons, "improvised" and "conspiratorial" causes. Mark

NATO's true metier is to kill children from a
distance, and avoid any fighting. That is
NATO's strength, but also something of a con
straint upon the exercise of that strength.

Rothschild has made out a very plausible case for Clinton's
War as the implementation of NATO's new strategic con
cept. While Rothschild's argument gives an important part of
the truth, I think it is too rigidly determinist.

For example, his insistence that the bombing of the
Chinese embassy must have been a deliberate part of the
implementation of the strategic concept outruns the evi
dence. I don't rule out the possibility that this bombing was
indeed deliberate, and a formidable case has been made for
this by Jared Israel. But when all is said and done, what this
amounts to is (1) that, as a "blunder," the embassy bombing
was too outrageously stupid to be believable (in case you're
wondering, any "old maps" would have shown this location
to be open land with no buildings), and (2) the embassy
bombing can be neatly fitted into the pursuit of the NATO
strategic concept.

I maintain, however, that (1) the most extraordinary blun
ders do indeed occur, and are statistically inevitable in such
a complex and messy operation as "Allied Force"; and (2)
many imaginable events, most of which did not happen,
could just as easily be neatly fitted into· this or some other
grand design. Furthermore, it was necessary to maintain
some degree of popular support in the U.S. and Europe for
the war, and the embassy bombing seriously risked under
mining that important NATO goal.

History Is Filled With Blunders
As we look back at history, especially after all the docu

ments have been declassified and the memoirs published, we
find miscalculation, misconception, miscommunication,
intrusion of personal idiosyncracies, ineptitude, and bad
guesses.

Since that is what we find in the past, we now confront
three possibilities: (1) The "grand design" was, in earlier
periods, so deeply concealed that it can't be discerned amid
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the apparent mistakes, even in hindsight; (2) International
relations used to be full of mistakes, but just recently have
been utterly transformed, and are now effectively subordi
nated to a grand design; (3) Now, as then, international poli
tics is replete with mistakes. To me, the first two possibilities
each appear implausible. Furthermore, many quite recent
events, such as the U.S. intervention in Somalia, are very dif
ficult to make sense of, except as comprising a large element
of incompetence and bungling.

The arguments of the strategic determinists rather mirror
those of the Clinton defenders, after Clinton had bombed a
pharmaceuticals factory in Khartoum. The defenders said

Having lost its Soviet enemy, NATO had to
justify its continuation by inventing a new stra
tegic concept. This concept is, implicitly, a new
world empire, with a new world religion.

that this couldn't be a case of "wag the dog," since the
Secretary of Defense and other respected politicians had
endorsed Clinton's decision. The common assumption is the
notion that the U.S. president is constrained to a single
unique choice. But surely the U.S. president generally has a
number of options, anyone of which would receive the sup
port of said respected politicians.

Like any executive, the president is hired to make deci
sions. Naturally, some decisions would be considered so out
rageous they would lead to embarrassing resignations, or
worse. But the president always has a range of options.
Without lengthy preparations, Clinton would have found it
harder to make a case to bomb, say, New Zealand. Milosevic
and the Serbs have been demonized remorselessly since 1991
and even earlier. But Clinton did have a choice: he did not
have to choose to bomb, and he chose to bomb.

The war decision was made earlier than March of 1999.
The U.S. presented Yugoslavia with an ultimatum that the
Yugoslavs could only reject. This was presumably deliberate
on the part of the U.S. negotiating team..Far from this being
anything to do with Slobodan Milosevic, if Milosevic had
accepted Rambouillet, he would have swiftly been replaced,
and the U.S. negotiators at Rambouillet must have known
this. Whatever they may say in public, they are actually
acquainted with the fact that Yugoslavia is a democratic
state, and that no leader could survive the giving away of
Kosovo, much less the whole of Yugoslavia, without a fight.

Either Clinton was behind this aggressive approach from
the beginning, or he capitalized on it. His unusually corrupt
presidency was endangered by the. Chinese espionage/
Democratic fund-raising scandal, and he needed something
to take that scandal off the front pages. The only possibility
was a war, particularly appropriate because the espionage
scandal was all about the weakening of America's military.
And it worked. This is conjecture, but so is any alternative,
and this one seems the most reasonable. Quite possibly,
Clinton would not have started the bombing on March 24th
if he could have foreseen how things would look one month
later. But, from the standpoint of the Arkansas Rapist, all's
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well that ends well.
I don't know whether Clinton all along intended to pro

duce hundreds of thousands of refugees by his bombing, a
"humanitarian crisis" which could then be blamed on "Serb
atrocities," or whether he stumbled into the humanitarian
crisis, along with the military defeat of the KLA by the
Yugoslavs, and then hit upon this expedient excuse for the
humanitarian crisis he had created. I'm inclined to the latter
view, for who would be confident in advance that enough
people would be so gullible as to swallow such a preposte
rous piece of nonsense?

In making his decision, Clinton must have consulted pub
lic opinion and policy wonk opinion. Both Balkans experts
and military leaders were overwhelmingly against the bomb
ing, but a powerful movement of anti-Serbian bigotry had
been developed in wonk and journalistic circles.

To some extent, key advisors in NATO may have
believed some of their own propaganda. Just as anti-Semites
may spread stories they know to be false, because they genu
inely believe Jews to be evil, so anti-Serbians do the same
thing. The faked atrocity at Racak was originally intended as
NATO's justification for bombing. When this "atrocity" was
called into question too soon, all mention of Racak was
dropped by the Clinton administration. But probably the
cumulative effect of bigoted anti-Serbian propaganda did
convince some people whose wholehearted support Clinton
could count on, thereby making his decision to bomb more
likely.

The Strategic Background
Clinton had his own motives for bombing the civilians.of

Yugoslavia, and presumably other responsible agents, like

The new world religion is the belief-system of
politically correct social workers. It is essentially
ignorant, irrational, and vindictive. People must
behave nicely or they will be bombed.

Madeleine Albright, had similar motives of personal advan
tage or prejudice for facilitating this decision. The fact
remains that Clinton bombed Yugoslavia, not New Zealand.
A climate of opinion did exist, in both policy wonk and jour
nalistic circles, favoring a war against Yugoslavia. In his 1992
presidential campaign, Clinton berated George Bush for
being too soft on Milosevic and too reluctant to intervene in
the Balkans. Margaret Thatcher used to talk like this, too,
which is sufficient to account for Blair's bellicosity.

Any war requires two kinds of preparation: both general
public opinion and the opinion of Washington policy wonks
have to be cultivated. Neither of these is very difficult, but
the latter is more important and takes more time. Whereas
the general public need a bad guy, the wonks need a strate
gic perspective.

When the Soviet Union fell, and began to dismantle its
military might, there was one remaining superpower. NATO
had been the way in which the U.S. guaranteed Europe
against being overrun by Soviet Russia. This had the inciden-
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pursuit of a new world order, with the U.S. President as the
ultimate arbiter of right and wrong, able to bomb any coun
try with impunity.

Having lost its Soviet enemy, NATO had to justify its
continuation by inventing a new strategic concept. This con

cept is, implicitly, a new world empire,
with a new world religion. The new relig
ion is involuntary therapy. The War on
Drugs, a domestic war to modify people's
behavior, a metaphor derived from inter
national conflict, becomes in its turn the
metaphor for future international con
flicts. Perhaps in time the metaphors will
converge, and the reasons for bombing
will themselves be drug-related.

Just as domestic wars on drugs, gam
bling, racketeering, pornography, satanic
ritual abuse, and religious "cults" lead to
the overthrow of the rule of law, with its
protections for the rights of individuals,
so the new NATO strategic concept dis-
penses with such outmoded concepts as
"sovereignty," "defense," and "aggres
sion." It is enough to bomb a country's
civilian population if its leader is consid

ered a bad man,. for example. The fact that the leader of
NATO is in sober truth a perjuror, a rapist, a psychopath,
and a mass murderer, is of no consequence, since in bombing
people whose governments are doing bad things, his inten
tions are good, and he therefore becomes, in sacramental
terms, a consecrated vessel of righteousness.

The new world religion is the belief-system of politically
correct social workers. It is essentially ignorant, irrational,
and vindictive. People must behave nicely or they will be
bombed. What constitutes nice behavior changes with the
winds of politically correct fashion, and whether people are
behaving nicely is not, as a factual matter, determined with
any great exactitude, as can be seen from the thirst to accept
allegations of "Serb atrocities" on the flimsiest of evidence.
Behind a smokescreen of therapeutic cant, there is the
vicious demonization of human populations classified as
legitimate targets for bombing: today the Yugoslavian peo
ple, tomorrow the Albanians, and after that, the Greeks, the
Russians, the Chinese, and the Indians.

The innocent civilians are out there, a world full of them,
millions upon millions, all just waiting to be bombed, as
NATO crosses the bridge into the twenty-first century. 0

A New Empire and a New Religion
When there are·two countervailing military superpowers

holding each other in check, and one of these disappears,
what will the survivor do? It can essentially scale back, dis
arm, and release a "peace dividend," or it can move forward
into the power vacuum, to construct a world empire.

Once the question is posed in these simple terms, there is
a kind of quasi-inevitability about the second option.
Government agencies do not recommend their own reduc
tion, much less dissolution. An entire bureaucracy does not
readily countenance its own redundancy. The interests of
these people make them amenable to the notion of finding a
new role, a new strategic concept, to replace the older one
which now has no relevance.

When Rome began to conquer the surrounding cities of
Italy, the Romans presumably did not foresee that their
descendants would rule everything from Britain to Egypt.
But this outcome was in a sense implicit in their situation
and in their characteristic response to their neighbors. There
can be a "logic of the situation," which exists whether any
one recognizes it or not. There is a similar thrust in NATO's

tal advantage for Europe that the European countries could
pursue political integration and military co-operation with
out being concerned about the military dominance of the
bigger European nations, especially Germany.

According to Rothschild, the transition is now slowly
being made to a European military
force independent of the U.S., and
NATO's bombing of Yugoslavia is part
of the concomitant strategic game.
Britain's posture becomes explicable as
a reluctance to acknowledge that it is
an outpost of the new German empire.
This reading of the situation does
explain a lot, but it leaves me puzzled
as to why the continental European
powers did not simply veto Clinton's
war, forcing it to be called off or to
become a more risky non-NATO, U.S.
British enterprise. The Germans must
know that they do not need to fear a
renewed Russian expansion for many
years at least, and by the time that con-
tingency arises, Germany, not the U.S.,
will have the decisive say in controlling
Europe's armed forces.

Healy1 "Liberty, States' Rights, and the Most Dangerous Amendment," continued from page 17

expressive freedom, setting new limits and mandating new
extensions, perhaps even demanding reconstruction of the
speech right itself." When this is properly understood, the
state will be able to censor the speech of IIdominant" classes,
and forcibly reconstruct society to ensure "equal access to
speech." Indeed, "the state will have as great a role in provid
ing relief from injury to equality through speech and in giving
equal access to speech as itnow has in disciplining its power to
intervene in that speech that manages to get itself expressed. "
Those who consider MacKinnon's words the irrelevant mus-

ings of a tenured law professor are unfamiliar with her suc
cesses in the area of sexual harassment law, and unfamiliar
with the cachet her ideas have in the legal academy.

Given federal supremacy and the vast powers the
Fourteenth Amendment confers on Congress and the courts,
it matters little whether Roger Pilon is right about the
amendment's original meaning. In the fight between Pilon
and MacKinnon, on the battleground of American legal cul
ture, I root for Pilon. But as a betting man, I would place my
chips on MacKinnon. 0
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Dispatch

A Belgrade Spring
by Stephen Browne

Before the bombs fell, Belgrade was a city of romantic
evenings, massive protests, and Gypsies strolling with bears.

community - the people who were to become my friends in
the coming months.

I worked at a private school in New Belgrade and at the
old and prestigious Institute for Foreign Languages in the
Old Town. Before I could settle in to my new life, however, I
needed to obtain the necessary permits.

Tomas took me to the local police station to register my
residence (a requirement in all European countries - not
just Communist ones). He warned me that it would probably
be a time-consuming process, but to our relief it only took
about ten minutes. As we walked outside Tomas explained,
"That's Yugoslav tribalism for you. The police sergeant had
the same rural accent as I do, so he hurried it through."

Getting a work permit was a little more difficult, and
required several grueling visits to the central police station,
in which I tried hard not to think about what goes on in the
basement. With Tomas in tow, visits to the central police sta
tion were a little bizarre: the police officers who arrested him
on a fairly regular basis assumed the attitude of an old
acquaintance when he'd walk through the door. "Oh, hi
Tomas," they would say. "How's the wife? How's the kids?
Oh, he's going to teach at the Institute? Good, my son studies
there."

It finally took the assistance of the Institute's lawyer, a
striking woman who bore - with reasonably good humor 
the name of Biljana Dracula, for me to get the necessary per
mits for my teaching jobs.

Money was another problem. My landlady specifically
wanted Deutschemarks, which were hard to obtain, as
Milosevic's regime had seized all foreign currency bank
accounts to pay for its paramilitaries. Officially, you could

Settling In
In the following days Tomas helped me find a room to

rent and introduced me to two schools that hired me to teach
English. He also introduced me to members of the dissident

I arrived in Belgrade early in 1997, when the demonstrations had been going on for
only about a month. I came because I heard Slobodan Milosevic's secret police were leaning on a
dissident friend, Tomas K. The theory was that if I were around, he would be safer: the police wouldn't want to mur
der him in front of a foreign witness.

Tomas met me at the train station and found me a cheap
hotel. We went out that first night to survey the evening's
demonstration at Republic Square, where virtually every citi
zen of Belgrade, unarmed, faced Slobodan Milosevic's armed
thugs for three months. After we said good night, I hung
around a corner in Old Town during "pandemonium half
hour." This was the time when the official government news
broadcast came on. During that half hour, every night, the cit
izens of Belgrade made as much noise as they possibly could,
with an ingenious variety of noisemakers, some home-made
and some produced by a local cottage industry, to show their
opinion of the government's version of the news.

On that corner I saw a group of students making a thun
derous racket with drums, trumpets, and soda bottles with
coins inside. A middle-aged gentleman banged away on a
brass mortar with a pestle. A lady dressed in elegant fur
walked up, pulled a hammer out of her handbag, and started
walloping the side of a dumpster. Then an old hunched-over
Babushka tottered up to the crowd beating on a metal soup
bowl with a spoon.

After the half-hour was up and the crowd began to dis
perse, I decided to test their anti-American sentiments. A dog
had come up to me to make friends, so I patted him on the
head and said, loudly enough to be overheard, "Good boy,
nice dog." As the people walked away, a slender and pretty
young lady waved shyly and said, in English, "Good night."

Life in Belgrade, I could tell, was going to be interesting.
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change money only in government banks, but they never
had foreign currency available. When I told my colleague
Mila, a raven-haired beauty who spoke English like a Brit,
that I was worried about paying the rent, she laughed at me
and said, "Oh Steve, nobody uses banks to change money."
She took me to a shoe shop the size of a postage stamp for a
little street education, Belgrade style. I had passed that little
hovel every day wondering how it could possibly stay in
business. With Mila in the lead, I found that shoe selling was

Belgrade had an estimated 40,000 armed men
on the streets every night, but it also had a thriv
ing free press and· opposition radio station.

merely a front for a thriving underground foreign currency
exchange. My rent problem was solved.

Thus began my education in how to get by in a city that
was simultaneously a police state and a lively center of dissi
dent culture.

Dissidents in a Police State
Belgrade had an estimated 40,000 armed men on the

streets every night, but it also had a thriving free press and
opposition radio station. This was the paradox of Belgrade.

People openly expressed their disgust with the regime
and didn't bother to lower their voices or look around to see
who was listening. Milosevic had all the guns but was com
pletely impotent to stifle dissent in his own capital. The best
he could do was control the streets, which meant keeping the
major traffic arteries open.

And he was never completely successful even at this.
During the nightly demonstrations, paramilitaries recruited
mostly from Bosnian Serb refugees of Croatian "ethnic
cleansing" - men who could be counted on to have little
sympathy for the city's dissidents - lined the edges of the
streets to keep the crowds on the sidewalks. But they
couldn't prevent people driving cars from honking their
horns in solidarity with the crowds.

One night, I got on my regular trolleybus at a busy inter
section in Old Town. The bus driver pulled into the intersec
tion, stopped the bus diagonally across the streets, pulled the
keys out of the dashboard, opened the doors and walked
away! A second bus, and then a third did the same. It was a
long walk home, but I was chuckling the whole way.

While the demonstrators generally had the run of
Belgrade on those evenings, the threat of full-scale violence
was never far. One night I found a line of paramilitaries
blocking me from getting home. "Uh-oh," I thought. "Is this
the night it happens?" I turned around and walked the other
way, only to find it blocked off as well. I felt so threatened by
the armed goons that I entertained wild thoughts of smash
ing a shop window and making a break for a roof. I finally
decided to try my luck on a side street guarded by only a
few of the infamous ''blue beret" paramilitaries. They let me
through, but their heavy eyes followed me home.

Aside from paramilitaries, the people I met in shops, res
taurants and bars were always friendly. I picked up enough
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Serbian to get by. It helped that I spoke fair Polish and knew
a few phrases of Bulgarian as well. The Slavic languages are
quite a close family; Serbs, Bulgarians, Croats, Macedonians
and Slovenians usually understand each other, 'with some
difficulty depending on which dialect they use and on how
linguistically sophisticated the speakers are. Nowadays the
various nationalistic governments are deliberately trying to
make the languages less understandable by combing the dia
lects for words that are unique to that place, and promoting
them as the "official" words.

I very much regretted not speaking fluent Serbian. It
would have come in handy when my students took me to
cultural events, such as art exhibits. On one occasion a young
artist even took me to a speakeasy. We walked to an interior
courtyard in Old Town, knocked on a door and identified
ourselves to a discreetly placed security camera. The con
verted apartment had its windows painted black. Inside
were two rooms, a bar and a room with backgammon and
chess sets at every table. It was a center for free and open dis
course and I was incredibly frustrated that I couldn't fully
participate in the Serbian tongue.

But one didn't need to seek out a speakeasy to find
Belgrade's opposition movement. The openness with which
Belgrade's opposition operated was shocking. I was inter
viewed by every opposition newspaper and by opposition
station Radio B, mostly in connection with promoting the
translations of two books by Ken Schoolland and Mary
Ruwart written to explain the principles of freedom and free
markets. Of course, my interviewers were curious as to
exactly what an American was doing in Belgrade when he
could have been in America.

At a press conferences arranged by the Classical Liberal
wing of the opposition, held in an art gallery on a charming
cobblestone street lined with nice restaurants, a lovely young
journalist with perfect English asked me that precise ques
tion. I explained to her why the political and cultural pro
cesses of the transition to freedom in the ex-communist
world fascinated me. I was pursuing a hunch, I told her, that
the really interesting approaches to the eternal problem of
how people are to live together in civilized society would
come from one of the world's "trouble spots" where the situ
ation seems hopeless. I told her that in the West, there is no
incentive to experiment with radical approaches to organiz
ing communities because things there work well enough.

"... And now for that great new neurotic game show,
'Justify Your Existence'! ..."
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While explaining this, I speculated on what might hap
pen when Milosevic's regime fell. The young lady then
asked me when I thought the regime would fall. Suddenly,
the absurdity of the interview struck me, and I replied, "I
can't believe we're having this conversation! Aren't we sup
posed to be doing this in whispers in a dark basement
around a glittering candle?"

Later, a white-haired gentleman, a former diplomat,
started asking me hostile questions about the New World
Order, literally raving about how America was worse than
Hitler and that if we destroyed his country they would take
us with them. In the middle of this rant, his face almost scar
let, he abruptly calmed down and said apologetically, "Of
course, I don't mean you personally."

After the press conference, we went out for a beer
together. He turned out to be quite knowledgeable about
American history and fluent in English. "I told James Baker
to tell Franjo Tudjman, to wait! Five years, a hundred years,
but not to secede now! When Croatian forces surrounded
Yugoslav military bases and demanded their surrender, how
else should they have reacted? How did Lincoln react to the
attack on Fort Sumter?"he asked.

My impression was that, like many others, he was a pas
sionate Yugoslavophile. In his childhood his parents had to
hide him from the Croatian Ustashi, who were on a mission
to wipe out Serbs and Jews. Like many, he came to see a uni
fied Yugoslav state as a guard against inter-ethnic war, and
saw its collapse as the collapse of his world.

One of my students was a prominent journalist on the dis
sident scene. (I won't describe him more closely; there have
been reports of murders of dissident journalists there. I put a
lot of effort into my teaching, and it pisses me off when people
shoot my students.) He came to me for English lessons when
ever his schedule permitted and we had a wonderful time
going over texts from Thomas Jefferson. Once he quoted a col
league, who had said, "We don't need a better-organized
opposition. We need one man with a rifle." We mulled that
one over awhile, but eventually agreed that while violence
against Milosevic was an attractive idea, experience shows
that worse tyrants are usually waiting in the wings.

Not a Warlike People
My students and colleagues were not warlike in any real

sense. One piece of wall graffiti read, in English, "If you lose
your temper, you lose the argument. Non-violence Forever!"
My favorite poster was of Arnold Schwarzenegger as the
Terminator sitting on a Harley and holding up a red card.
The legend read, "Hasta la vista, Comunista!"

Yet, if there is anything you learn by living in Eastern
Europe, it's how different the city is from the country.
Communism purported to promote equality and solidarity.
In fact, under Communism class and ethnic distinctions
deepened tremendously at the same time they were becom
ing weaker in the capitalist West. When the State is the pri
mary agency of the distribution of resources, people must
organize to seize control of the sources of wealth. The most
logical way to organize is along lines of kinship and ethnic
ity. In a country that consists mostly of mountain tribal socie
ties, this put resources of terrible destructive potential into
the hands of tribal chieftains whose mental horizons are as

bounded as the visual horizons of the mountains they came
from.

I gave two presentations at the Belgrade Ethnographic
Museum on the subject of "Weapons, Technology, and
Culture", subtitled "Is the world becoming the Balkans?" I
was invited back the following week to expand on my
remarks. I stated that I had lived in Eastern Europe since
1991 with limited access to Western media and was quite
prepared to make up my own mind about the situation in
the Balkans. A professor there looked very sad and asked,
"When you find out, will you please let us know?"

On another occasion, while walking home with a col
league, she asked me if I could give her some advice. The

I found that shoe selling was merely a front
for a thriving underground foreign currency
exchange.

first thing I said was, "Tamara, how can I advise you? I'm
not from here."

"Yes, Steve, but I trust your judgment. I'm working part
time with an international bank and I have an immigrant
visa to Canada. I'm thinking about asking them to wait a
year so I can get enough experience to transfer to a branch in
Canada. What do you think?"

"Tamara," I said, "I think you should do exactly that."
"I thought so Steve. I don't want to raise my children for

the next war."
Tamara, wherever you are, I hope you didn't wait too

long.
I remember my students, some of the best I've ever had.

There was Alexandra, who quoted me in an essay, "As my
teacher says, 'It's too late for elections and too soon for the
revolution.'" She had been a government agricultural chem
ist who quit because she refused to label contaminated grain
as fit for sale. I remember how she started a business with
her last ten Deutschemarks. I had hoped to see it grow in a
free economy.

I also remember how important it seemed to my col
leagues that I understand what Communism had done to
their country and their lives, and how they prayed for the
fall of this last communist state in Europe. In the time I was
there, they also became my friends. I remember how the
assistant director of the Institute said, as I was leaving,
"Please come back, Steve, but please don't marry that Polish
girl." At the Galindo school they also invited me back, but
they all thought I should marry that Polish girl.

I remember the life on the Sava and Danube rivers, the
floating bars, cafes and restaurants. When my girl came from
Poland to be with me for my book publication, I couldn't
wait to take her to my favorite place, Vezba Raj the Willow
Paradise. It is a small house trailer on a barge which served a
delicious fish soup cooked in a huge cauldron over a fire on
shore. You could sit at a table on deck on a summer after
noon and watch the Danube flow by.

I remember a party at the British Consul Library for the
publication of my book for English students. Many of my

continued on page 30
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Plato points out one of the disadvantages of oligarchy:
"Another discreditable feature is, that, for a like reason, they
are incapable of carrying on any war. Either they arm the
multitude, and then they are more afraid of them than of the
enemy; or, if they do not call them out in the hour of battle,
they are oligarchs indeed, few to fight as they are few to
rule./I

Eventually, the oligarchy is supplanted by democracy,
"whether the revolution has been effected by arms, or
whether fear has caused the opposite party to withdraw./I In
other words, either armed revolution or the credible threat of
armed revolution causes the oligarchy to lose its power. But
after a while, the people succumb to demagogy, and a tyrant
arises. The tyrant does not begin his worst abuses until after
he has disarmed his victims. In The Republic, which is a series
of teacher-student dialogues, the teacher explains: "Then the
parent (the people) will discover what a monster he has been
fostering in his bosom; and, when he wants to drive him out,
he will find that he is weak and his son (the tyrant) strong./I

Student: "Why, you do not mean to say that the tyrant
will use violence? What! Beat his father if he opposes him?/I
Teacher: "Yes, he will, having first disarmed him./I

In Plato's ideal state, the one-man rule of a tyrant is
replaced by the one-man rule of a philosopher-king. The
king uses a professional military/police class - the
Guardians - to keep everyone else in line. Like the people
of the former Soviet Union, the common people of Plato's
ideal state would be trained periodically (once a month) in
use of arms, but would have no right to arms, and arms

History

Arm.s and
the Greeks

by David Kopel

The founders didn't conjure up the right to bear arms out of
thin air. They learned its value from the founders of Western
civilization.

The creators of America's republican form of government did not make everything
up as they went along. American political philosophy - including the right to keep and bear arms
- was firmly grounded in historical experience and in the great works of philosophy from ancient Greece through
18th-century Britain.

The Declaration of Independence was derived from what
Thomas Jefferson called, "the elementary books of public
right, as Aristotle, Cicero, Locke, Sidney, etc." What did
Aristotle - the most influential philosopher of Western civil
ization - say about the right to arms? Quite a lot that still
rings true today.

Aristotle was a student of Plato, and studied at Plato's
Academy outside Athens.

The Founders of the American Republic were intimately
familiar with the writings of both Plato and Aristotle. And
while Plato and Aristotle disagreed about many things, they
agreed on the importance of arms-bearing to a society's polit
ical structure: whoever controlled the arms would control
the government.

Plato's greatest work of political philosophy is The
Republic, written in the first part of the fourth century, BeE.
In The Republic, Plato explains his theory for why societies
always progress from oligarchy (rule by a small group of
elite rich) to democracy (rule by the people) to despotism
(rule by a single man). At each step, the control of arms is
essential.

In an oligarchy, "They next proceed to make a law which
fixes a sum of money as the qualification of citizenship; the
sum is higher in one place and lower in another, as the oli
garchy is more or less exclusive; and they allow no one
whose property falls below the amount fixed to have any
share in the government. These changes in the constitution
they effect by force of arms, if intimidation has not already
done their work" (The Republic, Book VIn - "Four Forms of
Government," Benjamin Jowett trans!.).
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would be centrally stored in state armories (Plato, Laws).
In Plato's utopia, "no one, man or woman, must ever be

left without someone in charge of him; nobody must get into
the habit of acting independently in either sham fighting or
the real thing, and in peace and war alike we must give our
constant attention and obedience to our leader..." (Laws).

The country most in harmony with Plato's theory of gov
ernment is modern Singapore: tightly regulated, with a sub
ject's entire life carefully controlled by a "benign" state.

Plato's most important philosophic descendent is the
German Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831). Hegel
provided the intellectual foundation for fascism, seeing the
state as sacred, and the individual as absolutely subservient
to the state. (Hegel and Plato differed on many other issues,
such as the basis of perception, but their politics were essen
tially similar.)

Like Plato, Aristotle considered arms a fundamental
source of political power, but unlike Plato, Aristotle wanted
ordinary people to possess this power. In Aristotle's book
Politics, he argues that each citizen should work to earn his
own living, should participate in political or legislative
affairs, and should bear arms.

Aristotle criticized the theory of another philosopher
(Hippodamus), who wanted a strict division of roles
between skilled labor, agriculture, and defense: "But the hus
bandmen have no arms, and the artisans neither arms nor
land, and therefore they become all but slaves of the warrior
class" (Aristotle, Politics, translated by Benjamin Jowett).

Aristotle considered the possession of arms synonymous
with possession of political power: "when the citizens at
large administer the state for the common interest, the gov
ernment is called by the generic name - a constitution ... in

The early American Republic essentially
reflected Aristotle's scheme; the group of people
liable for militia duty was roughly the same as
the group ofpeople eligible to vote.

a constitutional government the fighting-men have the
supreme power, and those who possess arms are the citi
zens" (Book 3, ch VII).

Aristotle linked the development of democracy (rule by
the people) with military innovations making foot soldiers
relevant: "But when cities increased and the heavy armed (as
opposed to the cavalry) grew in strength, more had a share
in the government; and this is the reason why the states
which we call constitutional governments have been hitherto
called democracies" (all of the above quotations from Book 4,
ch. XIII).

It was inevitable that control of arms would lead to con
trol of the state: "since it is an impossible thing that those
who are able to use or to resist force should be willing to
remain always in subjection . . . those who carry arms can
always determine the fate of the constitution" (Book 7, ch.
IX).

Arms are essential to any good government: "Let us then

enumerate the functions of a state, and we shall easily elicit
what we want. ... thirdly, there must be arms, for the mem
bers of a community have need of them, and in their own
hands, too, in order to maintain authority both against diso
bedient subjects and against external assailants" (Book 7, ch.
VIII). It was hardly surprising that dictators always dis
armed their subjects: "As of oligarchy so of tyranny ... Both
mistrust the people, and therefore deprive them of their
arms" (Book 5, ch X).

Sometimes the disarmament was not accomplished
directly, but instead by encouraging people to neglect arms
training. "The devices by which oligarchies deceive the peo-

The discussion of the right to arms has fol
lowed the lines laid down by Plato and Aristotle;
one side in favor of an unaccountable central
government having all the arms and all the
power; and the other side favoring rule by citi
zens who maintain their right to arms.

pie relate to ... (4) the use of arms; (5) gymnastic exer-
cises Concerning (4) the possession of arms, and (5) gym-
nastic exercises, they legislate in a similar spirit [trying to
keep the poor from participating]. For the poor are not
obliged to have arms, but the rich are fined for not having
them; and in like manner no penalty is inflicted on the poor
for non-attendance at the gymnasium, and consequently,
having nothing to fear,they do not attend, whereas the rich
are liable to a fine, and therefore they take care to attend."

Theorizing the people who bear the burdens of govern
ment should be the ones who run the government, Aristotle
wrote that "The government should be confined to those
who carry arms." The early American Republic essentially
reflected this scheme; the group of people liable for militia
duty was roughly the same as the group of people eligible to
vote.

In The Athenian Constitution, written about 350 BCE,
Aristotle gives a political history of the city-state of Athens.
Rediscovered in the late 19th century, The Athenian
Constitution provides historical evidence for Aristotle's the
ory that tyrants aim to disarm the people. Although The
Athenian Constitution was not available to the American
Founders, many of the political events described in the book
were known to the founders through other sources.

In the sixth century BCE, a tyrant named Pisistratus took
over Athens. Aristotle explained how the tyrant obtained
absolute power by disarming the people of every city he
controlled:

After his victory in the battle at Pallene he captured Athens,
and when he had disarmed the people he at last had his tyr
anny securely established, and was able to take Naxos (a
Greek island) and set up Lygdamis as ruler there. He
effected the disarmament of the people in the following
manner. He ordered a parade in full armour in the Theseum
(a temple), and began to make a speech to the people. He
spoke for a short time, until the people called out that they
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could not hear him, whereupon he bade them come up to
the entrance of the Acropolis, in order that his voice might
be better heard. Then, while he continued to speak to them
at great length, men whom he had appointed for the pur
pose collected the arms and locked them up in the chambers
of the Theseum hard by, and came and made a signal to him
that it was done. Pisistratus accordingly, when he had fin
ished the rest of what he had to say, told the people also
what had happened to their arms; adding that they were not
to be surprised or alarmed, but go home and attend to their
private affairs, while he would himself for the future man
age all the business of the state. (Aristotle, The Athenian
Constitution, ch. 15, translated by Sir Frederic G. Kenyon)
Incidentally, Pisistratus maintained a peaceful foreign

policy, "probably because he dared not allow the Athenian
citizenry to bear arms in a major war," according to the
Encyclopedia Britannica. Pisistratus was succeeded by his son
Hippias. Hippias's younger brother Hipparchus was assassi
nated. IIAt first the government could find no clue to the con
spiracy; for the current story, that Hippias made all who
were taking part in the procession leave their arms, and then
detected those who were carrying secret daggers, cannot be
true, since at that time they did not bear arms in the proces
sions, this being a custom instituted at a later period by the
democracy" (The Athenian Constitution, ch. 18). In other
words, carrying arms during a parade was an activity of free
men in a democracy, not of the subjects of a tyrant.

After Athens's defeat by Sparta in the Peloponnesian
War, Sparta appointed the Thirty Tyrants to rule Athens in
404 BeE. Among this group of 30 was a long-time Athenian
politician Theramenes, who had negotiated the peace with
Sparta, but who opposed the more extreme measures of the
Thirty. Aristotle explained how the Thirty Tyrants consoli
dated power, and how disarmament prepared the way for
direct military rule:

Browne, IIA Belgrade Spring," continued from page 27

students and colleagues came, as well as a number of jour
nalists. One young lady asked for my impressions of
Belgrade. I told her, "This city is exasperating, and it can
make you crazy. It's a lot of things, many of them contradic
tory. The one thing it isn't is dull."

Hey, where else can you take your girl for a walk across
the Brotherhood and Unity· Bridge and meet a Gypsy family
out walking their bear?

NATO Destroys the Opposition
As I write these words, safely away from Yugoslavia and

my friends there, I see Belgrade bombed on the evening news.
To think that my friends could be killed by American bombs is
horrifying. I know that something should be done about the
horror story in the Balkans - what it is, I don't know. I don't
have the answers, and the people who think they do scare me.
I do know that the people who marched every night past
armed men, while we waited to see if the order to fire on the
crowds would be given, aren't easy to intimidate.

And I do know this: Bombing the heart of the resistance
to Milosevic's regime is not the answer. Clinton has single
handedly done what Milosevic couldn't do - destroy the
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Thereupon the Thirty decided to disarm the bulk of the pop
ulation and to get rid of Theramenes; which they did in the
following way. They introduced two laws into the Council,
which they commanded it to pass; the first of them gave the
Thirty absolute power to put to death any citizen who was
not included in the list of the Three Thousand, while the sec
ond disqualified all persons from participation in the fran
chise who should have assisted in the demolition of the fort
of Eetioneia, or have acted in any way against the Four
Hundred who had organized the previous oligarchy (which
had ruled in 411 BCE). Theramenes had done both, and
accordingly, when these laws were ratified, he became
excluded from the franchise and the Thirty had full power
to put him to death. Theramenes having been thus removed,
they disarmed all the people except the Three Thousand,
and in every respect showed a great advance in cruelty and
crime. They also sent ambassadors to Lacedaemonian
(Sparta) to blacken the character of Theramenes and to ask
for help; and the La'cedaemonians, in answer to their appeal,
sent Callibius as military governor with about seven hun
dred troops, who came and occupied the Acropolis. (ch. 37)
According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, IIAristotle, more

than any other thinker, determined the orientation and the
content of Western intellectual history." The discussion of
the right to arms in the next 24 centuries has followed the
lines laid down by Plato and Aristotle; one side in favor of an
unaccountable central government having all the arms and
all the power; and the other side favoring rule by citizens
who maintain their right to arms. Whatever the issue du jour
of the contemporary gun control debate (e.g., gun registra
tion in Canada; gun locks in the United States; handgun con
fiscation in the United Kingdom), friends of civil liberty
should never forget the ultimate issue that drives the gun
control movement: the determination to make armed citizens
into disarmed subjects of a powerful, sometimes benign, col
lection of people who call themselves the government. 0

opposition and rally the people around him.
Make no mistake about it - I want to see Milosevic

arrested, given a fair trial, and then hanged, right alongside
his wife Mira, the "Red Queen," and his friends and accom
plices. The only thing I'd enjoy better would be to hunt them
with hounds.

But is it really necessary to bomb the innocent to get the
guilty? I have often wondered in these past weeks how an
overland invasion would have been received if there had
been plenty of propaganda in advance, with the announced
intention of coming in to arrest the tyrant and a solemn
pledge to get out once it was accomplished. A warning, like:
"Stand aside and let justice be done or stand in the way and
get hurt." Casualties? For sure, maybe lots of them, but mili
tary casualties, not civilian. Is it possible they might have
been welcomed in the city as liberators? We'll never know.

I am frustrated because the work·of the brave men and
women of the opposition has been destroyed by NATO. Those
who remain will probably want to give up and emigrate.

Today, CNN reports that an opposition editor has been
gunned down. I wonder if it is one of my students, one of my
friends. [j



Comparison

A Kinder, Gentler,
"Judgment Day"

by Bryan Register

Ten years can make a big difference.

message that Joan was supposed to represent well-realized
femininity, and through her we might learn to understand
women better."

Since I had sponsored him, I was happy when people
communicated to me that Allan had significantly helped
them. On the other hand, I was uneasy about a joke that
began to circulate, to the effect that if [Rand's novelistic
hero, individualist] Howard Roark had gone to Allan
Blumenthal for advice, Allan would have told him not to be
so pretentious and to give more serious thought to being
practical and earning a liVing.... (298/260)

But there is another passage, retained in the new edition,
which suggests that Nathaniel's attitude toward Allan hasn't
changed all that much. It seems that after Nathaniel told
Rand, in 1968, that he would no longer have an affair with
her, but before their final break, she made him consult with
Allan as a psychologist:

I began by telling Allan the story of my relationship with
[Branden's wife] Barbara, because that was where it all
began, and I spoke of the years of loneliness and sexual frus
tration, both before and after the romance with Ayn. "The
trouble with you, Nathan," Allan informed me, "is that you
attach too much importance to sex."

Why am I telling this eunuch anything? I thought in
revulsion. (381/338)

Allan still seems pretty low on Nathaniel's scale - but
not as low as Leonard Peikoff, the last man left standing in
Rand's inner circle, from which so many people were
expelled. Peikoff is Rand's "intellectual heir" and the inheri
tor of her estate. As an intransigent true believer, he provides

Allan and Joan had their own private sphere where, I heard,
they ... reign[ed] like king and queen.... The central focus
in this circle was the arts. Barbara and I wondered about the
fact that so many of the men in the group were homosexual.
A member of the circle subsequently told me, "We got the

"" Parenthetical citations of page references from the two memoirs list
page numbers from Judgment Day: My Years With Ayn Rand (Houghton
Mifflin, 1989) first, followed by page numbers from My Years With Ayn
Rand Gossey-Bass, 1999).

Nathaniel Branden met Ayn Rand after writing her a fan letter in 1949. He quickly
became the famous writer's student, friend, and lover. Their relationship ended suddenly in 1968.
In 1989, Branden told the story in a memoir called Judgment Day.
Now he has published a revised edition of the memoir, with
a new title, My Years With Ayn Rand, and people are bound
to wonder how New Branden differs from Old Branden.

In some respects, the new is plainly better than the old.
Branden has deleted irrelevant material, rewritten some pas
sages to enhance clarity, added an index, and made many
minor changes to improve readability. But the new title hints
at other, more interesting, alterations. Branden gives his col
leagues and lovers a new trial, and the new verdict is gentler.
Branden remains the main character, but his kinder and gen
tler treatment of his friends makes him seem more responsi
bIe and honest.

Let's examine some specific changes.*
Some of them involve the omission of unfavorable com

mentary on former close associates, such as psychotherapist
Allan Blumenthal, Nathaniel's cousin, and Allan's wife Joan,
both longtime associates of Rand. In Judgment Day, Allan
plays a larger part than he does in My Years With Ayn Rand.
Many passages that portray him as a conformist have gone,
along with a passage in which Branden reported that in the
mid-1960s
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a rather easier target than the other members of the original
circle.

Branden does .let up on him a bit. We lose, for instance,
Branden's impressions on first meeting Peikoff - "a ner
vous, high-strung boy, gloomy and in doubt about virtually
every aspect of himself" (36/29), though the first time he
appears in the new edition he is still seen as "high-strung
[and] chronically anxious" (71/60).

At one point, Branden removes an invidious comparison
of Peikoff to Joan Blumenthal. According to Branden, both of
them presented a problem in the understanding of people's
psychological interactions with others and with Rand's phi-

In the '89 memoir, Branden took credit for
defending people against Rand's angry denunci
ations. This is now~ tempered with an admission:
"On the other hand, there were times when I
was fully as guilty as Ayn of such tantrums.
Was I not her alter ego?"

losophy, Objectivism. In '89, Peikoff "represented a far
greater challenge to my understanding [than Joan] because I
considered his a better mind" (128/110). "Because I consid
ered his a better mind" disappears in the '99 memoir. The
first book includes a piece of dialogue (184-185/158) in
which Branden says, "Sure, but Leonard is veryintelligent,"
and Rand replies "Yes, he is. That's why I can't understand
why he doesn't seem to be able to hang on to his own knowl
edge." The second memoir removes this exchange.

Branden also deletes this paragraph:

It was difficult not to become impatient with Leonard, and
sometimes Rand became so angry that Leonard would pale
with terror. "What's the matter with you?" she would thun
der. "Can't you hold any context whatsoever? Can't you see
that you've been conned by a lousy equivocation, plus a
whole series of unjustified assumptions? I thought we

,cleared all this up months ago!" Seeing the expression of
misery and desperately conscientious attentiveness on
Leonard's face,· I could feel only sympathy for him. Poor
Leonard, I thought, and tried to inject a calming note into
the discu~sion. 1 could understand Ayn's frustration better
than her rage, which seemed vaguely anxious, as if she was
afraid she would lose Leonard to "the irrational." (185/159)

No threat of that. As this now-excised passage shows,
Peikoff was the most excited of the inner circle about the
effects of Randian rationalism:

Everyone was optimistic about the impact of [Rand's philo
sophical novel] Atlas Shrugged . . . on our culture, but
Leonard's projections were so extravagantly wild that they
bordered on hysteria. He spoke of the conversion of the
country to laissez-faire capitalism and the ideals of individu
alism "within a year of the publication of the novel."
. . . "I feel sympathy for Leonard," Ayn once said to me,
"because there's a part of me that wants life to be as simple
as Leonard thinks it is." (186/159)

Leonard's overexuberance - and some of Branden's 
dissipates in '99. Gone is this passage regarding one of the
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inner circle's criticism sessions:

I recall an evening, for example, when the person facing
charges was not a member of our circle but a girlfriend of
Leonard's, a young, aspiring actress, who professed to be a
passionate admirer of Objectivism and who had somehow
wronged Leonard.... I became an avenging angel. ...
Leonard looked righteous and wounded . . . and Ayn lis
tened eagerly, clapping her hands in appreciation of my
theatrically lucid formulations. (264/235)

Certain new passages, however, put Peikoff in a distinctly
bad light. Discussing the 1968 break, Branden inserts into the
'99 memoir the following paragraph about the rewriting of
history:

Years later, as the new "leader" of the Objectivist move
ment, Leonard Peikoff would do everything possible to
make Ayn's admirers forget that Nathaniel Branden
Institute [which Branden formed to propagate Rand's ideas]
- or Nathaniel Branden - had ever existed or had any sig
nificance in Ayn's life. (396/354)

Branden may be referring specifically to the Peikoff
approved, Academy-Award nominated documentary Ayn
Rand: A Sense of Life and its accompanying book. In the book,
Nathaniel and the NBI are mentioned on exactly two pages,
and this reflects the amount of time that the film spends on
this part of Rand's life.

Another new passage responds to Peikoff's approval of
some portions of Rand's journals for edited publication. "In
later years," Branden says,

Leonard would be anointed Ayn's "intellectual heir," as
well as financial heir, and would surround himself with a
group of true believers. They would rise to new heights of
ruthlessness and hysteria in excommunicating deviationists
and people who asked threatening.questions. In converting
the Rand legacy into personal cash, Leonard would display
an imaginativeness that few people would have anticipated.
For example, he published highly personal notes of Ayn's,
taken from her journals, that were never meant to be shared
with the world. The impression conveyed was that, after
years of obsequious self-abnegation in Ayn's service, it was
payback time for Leonard. He felt entitled. (409/364)

Here irony seems lost on Branden, who condemns
Peikoff for publishing Rand's notes, but who himself wrote
an account of having sex with her.

One of the most interesting relationships in Rand's circle
was that between Nathaniel and his wife Barbara, a relation-

Did Branden's arrogance and influence lead
to the formation ofa "Rand cult"?

ship that has been described not only by him but also by her,
in her important 1986 biography, The Passion of Ayn Rand,
Nathaniel's first memoir depicts Barbara as an unmotivated
woman who was thoroughly dependent on him. In the sec
ondmemoir, she is more autonomous and more important to
his professional success and personal happiness. The treat
ment is more sensitive and sympathetic.

In this connection, the new wording of the Author's
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Note is interesting:
With regard to correcting factual errors and eliminating
some unintended and misleading implications, I especially
want to thank Barbara Branden for her input. She invested
considerable time and energy in this effort, and it is much
appreciated. This acknowledgment, however, carries no
implication that she would agree with all the viewpoints
expressed in this book; she would not. (x/viii)
There has to be an interesting story about the two of them

dealing with one another in the course of revision.
Be that as it may, let's look at some of the revisions.

Branden removes this passage from the first page devoted to
their relationship: "I somehow gathered that she had had
more experience with men than I had had with women ..."
(30/24) Now he writes that Barabara "had given me an exag
gerated idea of what her experiences had been. Wilfred, for
one, had never actually been her lover" (35/29). Other pas
sages that discussed Barbara's fictitious experiences are
removed, such as this one:

The fact that she had had a few affairs was not the problem.
What was hardest for me, and ultimately most damaging,
was not her "promiscuity" but the guilt that lay behind it.
(36/29)

It is odd that Nathaniel would have made factual errors
such as these. Didn't he ever ask Barbara what was the
truth?

He does move, however, toward accepting greater
responsibility for the poor quality of their relationship. He
inserts this paragraph:

I had it in me to be insensitive and critical at times without
knowing it. Although I no longer remember my words, I am
sure I said some things to Barbara that were unkind and
inappropriately judgmental, reflecting my own fears about
the instability of our relationship. (34/28)

He also changes a sentence about Rand's commitment to
helping the Brandens' relationship - "Later, I would won
der why Ayn was so intent on saving my relationship with
Barbara, given the nature of Barbara's problems" - so that it
concludes with the words, "Barbara's and my problems."
(102/87) Barbara becomes much less of a fanatical confessor
of problems, and Nathaniel makes his own confessions:

I felt at times that Ayn and I were placing Barbara in a
humiliating position to which no one should be subjected.
Yet, under the circumstances, I could not envision an alter
native. It is easy enough now to see that the kindest and
most rational thing I could have done was to wish Barbara
well and suggest that we go our separate ways. How much
suffering I would have spared us both!

There were occasions when I grilled her unmercifully
about past activities, driven by my own terror of losing her
to "an alien world." We were two hurt and damaged peo
ple, hurting and damaging each other, and not knowing
what to do about it. We looked to Ayn for a miracle. (115/
96)

Such insertions, of which there are several, make the
book itself more responsible. Thinking over the affair that he
conducted with Rand, Nathaniel inserts this sentence about
the way they treated their.spouses: "In retrospect, I am horri
fied by our irresponsible unconsciousness" (160/138).

Nathaniel's changes in his portrayal of Barbara extend to
his description of her eyes, which were hazel in his 1989

account, but green now (118/100). More importantly,
Barbara becomes a more substantial person in this memoir.
In the '89 edition, Nathaniel and Barbara have a talk about
her inability to begin to write a novel. The problem is
chalked up to her tragic sense of life. That passage is now
removed and replaced with this:

Actually, Barbara was working such long hours on her job
that writing a novel would have been challenging under
even more benign circumstances. However, apart from that,
today I can see how extraordinarily difficult it would be for
any young person just starting out to write a novel in the
environment in which we lived, given Ayn's repressive
judgment and intimidating personality. As Barbara would
observe to me in later years, it was not an environment in
which to discover one's own voice. (209-210/180-181)

Nathaniel wrote in '89 that after a final attempt by Nathaniel
and Barbara to solve their marital problems, he thought,

Nathaniel's first memoir depicts Barbara as a
thoroughly unmotivated and dependent woman.
In the second memoir, she is autonomous and
important to his professional success.

"Are you not the man who teaches that all roads lead to self
esteem? [Barbara]'s was tied, in part, to what I brought to
our bed - even if, as a woman, she wants a different kind of
man" (361/321). This passage is deleted, allowing Barbara's
self-esteem not to be dependent on sex with Nathaniel.

Now we learn that it was Barbara who thought to adver
tise the Nathaniel Branden Institute in The New York Times
(237/206), and it was she who kept the copy of the NBI mail
ing list after the break with Rand (408/365). Nathaniel used
that list to form his psychology practice when he moved to
California. Very significantly, Barbara is given credit for the
concept of "psychoepistemology" (237/208, 367/326), ("237
and 367/208 and 326), an innovation that previously had
been noted only in a footnote on page 98 of Nathaniel's first
independent book, The Psychology a/Self-Esteem.

The Brandens' early book Who Is Ayn Rand? contains a
biographical essay by Barbara. Nathaniel says that he pro
posed that Barbara write that essay, but he removes the self
aggrandizing phrase "I saw a way to launch Barbara as a
writer." When discussing the talks that they had with Rand
to record material for the essay, he adds that "Barbara asked
the majority of the questions, because this was her project"
(282/249).

Barbara now comes across as a kinder and better
tempered person than the other members of the inner circle.
Nathaniel says that "Barbara often tempered her severity
with some measure of warmth . . ." (242/213). When
Nathaniel reports to Barbara on his successful friendship
with the woman who would become his second wife,
Barbara "projected nothing but happiness for me, total and
absolute benevolence" (321/283).

In the new memoir, Barbara is sexually trustworthy.
When an old flame of hers joins the NBI staff, Nathaniel
writes: "I knew that they would not have an affair in secret,
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without my knowledge and consent" (319/281). She com
pares well with Nathaniel, who was at this time beginning
his affair with Patrecia in secret. He does, of course, give rea
sons for his secrecy.

In the '89 memoir, when Barbara tries to persuade
Nathaniel not to tell Ayn that he is no longer interested in
her sexually, Nathaniel says,

I nodded in exhausted acquiescence; but my survivor-self
contemplated Barbara as from a great distance, thinking: So.
Well, well, well. We are all operators, it seems.(374/331)
This accusation is now deleted, allowing for the possibil

ity that Barbara had sincere motivations.
When the inevitable break did happen, Barbara .came to

Nathaniel with Rand's (unreasonable) terms for disengage
ment. In the '89 memoir, Nathaniel suggested that these
terms were something that Barbara was happy with; now, he
says, 1/At that moment I did not know the extent to which
Barbara did not want any of it, either" (390/347). One of the
terms, perhaps the most unreasonable, involved Nathaniel's
signing over to Rand his ownership of half of The Objectivist,
their monthly journal. With that ownership went the copy
rights to his papers, which he had written to form the bulk of
his book The Psychology of Self-Esteem. Barbara helped per
suade Nathaniel that Rand would respect his rights to his
articles, but Rand did not, and Nathaniel eventually had to
work through the law to get the rights back. In '89, Nathaniel
wrote, ."When I told Barbara and Wilfred [who had helped
Barbara persuade him] the news, I waited for one of them to
acknowledge some regret for their role on the night I signed
over to Ayn my interest in the magazine. Neither of them
said a word, not then or at any time since" (400-1/357).
Perhaps, in the interim, they have finally spoken.

In a section giving more depth to Nathaniel's and
Barbara's relationship after the break, Nathaniel tells us that
Barbara spent a great deal of time helping to defend him
against Rand's false charges made in front of Objectivist
groups (412/368). Barbara takes care of the arrangements
when Nathaniel's second wife, Patrecia, passes away (428/
387). Reference to a rather embarrassing alimony fight is
removed (416/372).

But what about Ayn Rand, the center of the circle? She is
the least changed major figure in the book. But some interest
ing changes are made. For instance, this paragraph is
removed from a passage about sexual relations:

At one point I lay still, leaving all action and initiative to her,
then suddenly rolled over and immobilized her, reversing
the flow of energy, moving in a way that answered the
greed in each of us - knowing that this was precisely what
she wanted. I was in exquisite alignment with her and with
the deepest meaning of sex as I perceived it. (162/140)

To me and probably to other members of the very young
est generation of libertarians, that scene (the most explicit in
the book) is like hearing about one's grandmother's sex life; I
am relieved that it is gone.

On one hand, there are new allegations that Rand sup-
ported Nathaniel's and Barbara's marriage as a trick:

And yet Ayn seemed keenly interested in seeing my mar
riage to Barbara preserved, in spite of the negative observa
tions Ayn made from time to time. It did not enter my mind
that she would see Barbara as safe, as no conceivable threat
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to her, whereas a more happily passionate marriage would
change Ayn's place in my life. Only years after the break
with Ayn did I suspect that my relationship with Barbara
had been convenient for Ayn. Barbara was manageable.
(286/250)

On the other hand, there are new attempts to understand
and excuse Rand's conduct. In '89, Nathaniel says, "If Ayn is
'insane,' I told myself, I have contributed to it." In '99, he
says, "If Ayn is becoming more and more agitated and irra
tional, I told myself, I have contributed to it" (372/329).

Any literary attempt to recreate the past is fallible, and
occasionally one wonders how fallible Branden's effort to
recreate Ayn Rand really is. Consider the following episode.
While Rand was writing Atlas and she and Branden were
having their affair, he hit one day on his notion of self
esteem as the combination of a sense of efficacy and worth.
He describes himself as running to Rand's apartment to tell
her about it, only to discover that she has written about the
same thing in the Galt's Speech section of the novel. She says
to him: "Look how rational minds arrive at the same point.
Are we or are we not brain mates?" In the new version,
Branden adds: "Wasn't our romance inevitable?" (175/149)
This raises an interesting question about the quotations in
the book. It would be very odd for Branden's memory to
improve over the past ten years. Why, then, does this line
not appear in the '89 edition? To be sure, he does say that the
quotations are not to be taken as gospel; they are his best rec
ollection and he guarantees that they fit only with the spirit
of a person's utterances.

But the most important issue is Branden's attempts at
evaluation of Rand, and of himself. He now deletes from his
memoir the following assessment of Rand: "Today I would
say that she had attained a superlatively high degree of indi
viduation" (212/184). He may be wise in believing this no
longer. Clearly, Rand was psychologically damaged by her
childhood experiences as an overbright, unattractive girl
who didn't fit well with her parents' expectations and didn't
get along well with people in general. Better perhaps to say
that she did her best with what she had than to say that she
was superlatively individuated.

For several years, a ten-page segment that was not
printed in the '89 memoir has been available on Branden's
web page. That segment, which details several encounters,
very late in Rand's life, between her and Branden's third and
current wife Devers, is part of the Epilogue of the '99
memoir. The Epilogue introduces an assessment ofRand that
appears in neither the '89 memoir nor the web document:

Here is what I believe: Ayn was a great thinker and a great
woman. She was also a struggling human being, as we all
are. If one cannot understand her in her humanity, short
comings included, one cannot fully appreciate her greatness;
one cannot know Ayn Rand. (433/402)
One would like to be able to say that this should be taken

very seriously, because Branden knew Rand better than any
one else and the assessment comes at a moment when bitter
ness has been dropped. But the same. assessment holds of
every important figure; it tells us nothing we didn't already
know. An opportunity for deeper insight has beenJost.

Let us turn to Branden's new takes on his own earlier
self. In '89, he printed a great many things that people had

continued on page 44



Netwatch

Is Internet Privacy
Overrated?

by Declan McCullagh

Set your browsers on stun.

emerged as one of the hottest topics in Washington, causing
legislators to stumble over each other in a bull-headed stam
pede to do something, anything, without considering the
long-term consequences.

Public opinion is spurring politicians along. Over a quar
ter million irate Americans complained about federal bank
snooping rules, and new government DNA databases are
causing more jitters than a case of Jolt Cola.

Polls showing Americans fret about their privacy seem to
echo this concern. One survey found that 81% of Net users
are concerned about threats to privacy online. In another,
72.2% of Americans polled said there should be new
"Internet privacy laws."

One problem with these polls, though, is that talking
abstractly about privacy is a pointless exercise. If you ask
would-be car buyers if they value low prices, you'll get gen
eral agreement. But if you broaden your query to include
safety, fuel efficiency, performance and reliability, you will
likely hear that those options easily justify a higher sticker
price.

So it is with privacy. The polls do not explain the down
side of regulations. Imposing draconian new rules on mar
keting and information sharing would raise costs to
consumers, particularly the less affluent who rely more on
free or low-cost services supported by advertising. By hurt
ing startups that would otherwise rent mailing lists, regula
tion hands established firms an unfair advantage.

Don't get me wrong. It is natural to be a little nervous
about privacy. But nobody - except the government - can

Privacy Debates Heat Up in Washington
Whether Vento's plan will succeed or not is an open

question. But one thing that is certain is that privacy has

Robert Pitofsky says he wants to help your children. "Protecting kids who surf the
Internet has been a top priority," says the antitrust lawyer-turned-chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission.

Last month he and the other FTC commissioners laid out
a painstakingly detailed 55-page plan that lets the govern
ment regulate Web sites in the name of protecting the public.

One odd result: The scheme robs us of our own privacy
in the name of preserving our children's. Parents must hand
over personal info like their names and addresses - the idea
is to get an adult's OK - before kids can enter Web sites like
Jelly Belly's jellybeans online.

Wacky? Sure. Incoherent? Definitely. Is shielding kids
from jelly bean cartoons a good use of the FTC's time?
Probably not. But more extreme proposals to regulate the
Internet make even Pitofsky's look sensible.

Take Rep. Bruce Vento, (D-MN). His Consumer Internet
Privacy Protection Act last month was referred to a House
Commerce subcommittee. The legislation says Web sites
may no longer share "personally identifiable information"
about their visitors without prior "written consent."

Written consent? We're talking about demanding a paper
letter and an envelope and a signature here, folks - a
scheme that makes about as much sense as insisting you sign
your John Hancock with a quill pen. And, yes, Vento's
chronologically-backward bill applies even to Net-savvy
adults itching to sign up to physical or electronic mailing
lists to receive news, sports scores, or discount offers at their
local hardware store. Suffice it to say that the measure is not
exactly a boon to electronic commerce.
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force you against your will to hand over your personal infor
mation online. If you do not feel comfortable giving informa
tion to a Web site, you have got plenty of other options. Do
not type it in. Do not go there anymore. Sign up with a ser
vice like anonymizer.com. Or lie.

The Economics of Privacy
In a free society, government regulation should be a last

resort. Economists generally agree that the government
should step in only when the free market has a glaringly
obvious problem.

But when it comes to privacy, so-called market failures
generally occur when federal bureaucrats and privacy advo
cates disagree with choices consumers have made. By and
large, the bulk of consumers do not care as much about

If you do not feel comfortable giving informa
tion to a Web site, you have got plenty of other
options. Do not type it in. Do not go there
anymore. Sign up with a service like anony-
mizer.com. Or lie. .

online privacy as they claim in polls. Web sites without pri
vacy policies have received thousands of e-mail addresses
typed in by people hoping to get daily or weekly updates on
topics they care about.

But most large companies do tell you what they will do
with information you provide. It should be obvious that the
goals of Internet entrepreneurs are pretty simple: To make
money, to burnish their firm's reputation, to boost its market
valuation. Anything that helps them lure consumers to Web
sites and keep them there will help - and entrepreneurs are
smart enough to puzzle out if privacy policies and limits on
reselling personal information will be attractive or not. In
the Internet economy, stock prices are valued with an eye to
future visits and future traffic - and there is no single bet
ter way to prevent that from happening than losing your
customers' confidence by misusing their personal data.

In other words, more than most businesses, Web sites are
unusually subject to the supremacy of consumers. Every day,
companies are forced to adjust their content and business
model so visitors will find their Web .sites alluring. As
Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises wrote: "If they fail in
these endeavors, they suffer losses and must, if they do not
succeed in amending their methods, go out of business." Or
at least watch their stock price plummet as a flood of e-mail
from angry investors arrives.

Why Privacy Is Overrated
European-style regulations of information collection

would have a tremendous negative economic impact. It is no
accident that the Internet has flourished the most in the U.S.,
a country with limited regulation compared to European
states, and certainly nothing as invasive as the European
Data Directive. European regulators have barred American
Airlines, for instance, from transferring customer informa-
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tion from Sweden to its SABRE reservation system in the
U.S.

Arguments for interventionaren't supported by either
theory or experience. The much-reviled "privacy intrusions"
by corporations generally are far from the enemy of the
consumer. In many cases, they are essential to providing the
zero-cost content Internet users have come to expect.
Compiling personal information lets businesses become
more efficient and produce only products that people want.
It reduces waste - who wants to get tons of glossy catalogs
featuring products they care nothing about? It also helps in
customization, as anyone who uses my.yahoo.com knows.

Don Boudreaux, president of the Foundation for
Economic Education, likens customization to a good tailor.
"Wealthy people get custom shirts, custom-made shoes, and
a lot of custom-made items. They take your measurements
and keep your name on file," he says. "What this new tech
nology is doing is making it easier for merchants to give the
same benefits of customization that were only available to
the wealthy before."

It makes sense, of course, to be suspicious of government
collection of information. When the Feds step in, consumers
don't have a choice - they get a one-size-fits-all rule.
Government plans like the creation of an air traveler profil
ing system announced last week, and the recent trend
toward larger and larger government databases, should give
any thoughtful person cause for concern.

But far too often, government databases you're unwill
ingly entered into are equated with databases of private
sector companies to which you give information voluntarily.
Not helping matters is the fact that the privacy debate has
been dominated by an alphabet soup of liberal groups like
the ACLU, Electronic Privacy Information Center, Computer
Professionals for Social Responsibility, Center for Democracy
and Technology, Privacy International, and Electronic
Freedom Foundation, all of which have busied themselves
for the last decade demanding increased government regula
tion of businesses. Even prominent Republicans have joined
the chorus. At the Computers, Freedom and Privacy confer
ence last month in Washington, Rep. Bob Barr (R-Georgia)
said information collection by businesses needed to be regu
lated. High-tech firms have been unwilling to stand up for
their First Amendment rights to gather and share informa
tion, rights that privacy regulations often conflict with.

"Nobody has a vested emotional interest in debunking
these arguments," says Eugene Volokh, a UCLA law profes
sor specializing in the Internet. "Businesses care about the
bottom line, not politics."

Many privacy advocates also are instinctively hostile to
high-tech firms. Like early 20th century socialists, they claim
the institutions of a market economy can be easily abused by
corporate overlords. Recently in an article about
Amazon.com's purchase of Alexa Internet, Evan Hendricks,
editor of Privacy Times, compared the online bookseller to
Big Brother. "They are putting their customers under surveil
lance," Hendricks said. "Amazon.com customers will. be at
the mercy of Amazon."

Not quite. Hendricks doesn't seem to have heard about
BarnesandNoble.com. 0



I Propose Reforms
At the next DRB meeting I joined five other board mem

bers on a low plywood dais behind a homemade plywood
desk, facing a dozen folding metal chairs where members of
the public sat to seek permission for renovation and con
struction projects. After a lifetime of viewing government
with deep distrust, I felt weird participating in its processes
(albeit at the lowest possible level). I wondered if my new
position of petty authority might uncover unsuspected char
acter flaws. If I had to deal with people I didn't like, would I
find myself saying "no" to them out of spite? Would I feel

was designated a National Historic Landmark. DRB's mis
sion was to protect the town's historic status by interpreting
and enforcing ordinances discouraging metal-framed win
dows, garish colors, neon signs, and other modernities. Even
if historic materials were used, DRB could still disallow any
thing that was "visually incompatible."

This worried me. Interfering with the rights of property
owners was bad enough; attempting to legislate aesthetics
sounded worse. On the other hand - hadn't I moved here
partly because I loved the old buildings? Didn't I want to see
them preserved? When I learned that DRB operated in a low
key fashion, nudging people to cooperate on the honor sys
tem rather than flexing the strong arm of the law, I won
dered if my libertarian ideals were simply not relevant in a
community as small as this.

There was only one way to find out. I volunteered, and
my application was approved.

Confession

I Was a Small-Town
Regulator

by Charles Platt

What happens when a jaded cosmopolite moves to
Jerome, Arizona?

After living in New York City for 27 years, I was ready for a radical change, and my
significant other was willing to humor me. On a whim we bought a house in Jerome, Arizona - a
former mining town now populated largely by artists and ex-hippies who offer their wares to tourists passing
through.

The realtor who sold us our new home also turned out to
serve as the local mayor, and was happy to discuss his role
in microgovernment. "I decided to run for office," he told
me, "because in a place as small as this, you really can make
a difference."

I thought about that. In New York, my dealings with its
corrupt, unresponsive, incompetent bureaucracy had trig
gered emotions ranging from inarticulate frustration to
impotent fury. But in Jerome, where the total population was
less than 500, how bad could government be? Surely the
minuscule tax base would minimize waste, while councillors
would be constrained by their close proximity to the electo
rate. Any time they introduced an agenda item or cast a vote,
they'd know they would have to justify their actions to their
neighbors the next day.

In fact, the political process here might be so benign, I
could actually participate in it without feeling unclean. If our
mayor/realtor was correct, and one person really could
make a difference - didn't I have an ethical obligation to
push in a libertarian direction?

I assumed I would have to spend a few years settling in
and getting to know the place before I could become actively
involved. But this turned out to be untrue; a craftsman reno
vating our house told me I could apply right away for a seat
that was currently available on the Design Review Board.
The town was so eager for volunteers, that if I had some
background in design and an interest in architecture (which I
did), my newcomer status wouldn't matter.

I checked the history of "DRB" and discovered it had
been established about 20 years ago, around the time Jerome
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tempted to give them a hard time?
As I leafed through the design proposals, I experienced

none of these temptations. Just the opposite: I felt embar
rassed to be part of a system which inflicted a ritual of aes
thetic nitpicking on hapless applicants. My gut reflex was to
ignore the ordinances and approve absolutely everything.

On the other hand, I did want to preserve the look of the
town. Also, I had promised to enforce the ordinances, and I
don't make a habit of breaking promises. But I wasn't very
enthusiastic about keeping a promise to victimize innocent
landowners.

Fortunately, in Jerome, most citizens who approach DRB
know the rules and don't surrender their $75 filing fee unless
they're confident of receiving approval. At my first DRB

In Jerome, where the total population was less
than 500, how bad could government be?

meeting, every proposal conformed with regulations and
was easily acceptable. The same turned out to be true at the
next meeting, and the one after that. With relief I found that I
could say "yes" to everything without violating the law, my
pledge to uphold it, or my convictions.

The process itself, though, still bothered me. Many
applicants clearly resented DRB's intrusion into their lives,
and as I got to know more Jerome residents, I found that a lot
of them despised the "elitists" who had the power to
approve or disapprove anything from picket fences to entire
houses.

This adversarial relationship was bad for the community.
Jerome would benefit if its heritage could be protected, some
how, without resorting to legislation. I wondered if tort law
could be substituted for ordinances. The town's historic
appearance does have monetary value, since it attracts tour
ists whose spending sustains the community. Therefore, I
imagined that if the architecture were degraded, the town
and its business owners would suffer a loss for which they
could claim compensation. But this was hopelessly theoreti
cal; there was no practical way to compute such a loss or
prove its source.

''Talk about weird! - I just got an overwhelming urge to
chirp!" ,
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By coincidence, though, another town body - the
Planning and Zoning Commission - had begun discussing
revisions to an ordinance limiting building height. Here I
saw an opportunity for innovation.

Jerome is situated halfway up a mountain from which it
enjoys fabulous views across a wide, flat valley to the red
rocks of Sedona 25 miles away. Conversely, when visitors
approach Jerome, they often stop to admire its historic
houses crowded together on the mountainside. Both of these
views, outgoing and incoming, had been protected, to some
extent, by the town's old height ordinance; but as I listened
to various proposals for revising it, I realized it was a legisla
tive nightmare. Some lots in Jerome slope so steeply that a
building may be twenty feet higher at the front than at the
rear, creating complex measurement issues. In some loca
tions a new building can conform with height regulations yet
still block a neighbor's view, triggering anger and resent
ment while reducing property value. Most embarrassingly,
some historic buildings actually exceed the maximum height
allowed for new buildings.

I wondered if it would make better sense to sidestep the
height issue and consider the view itself. After all, that was
what residents in Jerome seemed to value most, and it could
be measured easily enough. A photographer could visit each
home and take a picture from a window chosen by the home
owner, using a wide-angle lens, ideally on a digital camera.
Image-editing software could outline the unobstructed view
area in the photograph, at which point a simple. Visual

Interfering with the rights of property owners
was bad enough; attempting to legislate aesthet
ics sounded worse.

BASIC program could count pixels (the dots in the image). If
the town would pass a new ordinance to establish a
relatively high value - say, $500 - for each unobstructed
pixel, the total monetary worth of each person's view could
be assessed and recorded. Subsequently, if a view was
blocked, the injured party could bring a civil suit to recover
damages.

I wasn't certain about the legalities, because I lack a for
mal legal education. In principle, though, my concept offered
several advantages. First, after the scheme was in place, the
town would be uninvolved, thus reducing its adversarial
relationship with citizens. Second, the scheme would be self
enforcing, because no one would want' to block anyone's
view for fear of getting sued. Third, we could radically sim
plify the height ordinance instead of trying to fine-tune it
with provisos and exceptions to cover every concei~able

case. Fourth, people would be encouraged to start thinking
in terms of protecting Jerome's historical heritage themselves
instead of having the town do it.

Alas, this was far too radical. When I described it to a few
people associated with DRB or Planning and Zoning, they
responded with polite interest while giving me a look which
told me, from their perspective, I was an oddball newcomer

continued on page 51



plausible deniability and the local goon takes the publicity
hit. That's me, in case you didn't know it. Who do you call
and scream at when your paycheck has too much in taxes
withheld? Certainly not your local congressman. That would
be too reasonable (they're the ones who passed the tax laws,
you know). You call your payroll department and yell at one
of the poor ladies who processed your check. And when she
can't help you, you ask to speak to her manager. Me. I'm the
manager. I'm the tax collector. Without me, my entire com
pany would grind to a halt. Not only do I pay you, I pay the
government. And I turn over all kinds of juicy little informa
tion to them anytime they want it.

You don't believe me? Listen bubba, you have no idea.
Let me give you a little background here. First of all, you
won't even get paid a dime unless the U.s. government has a
dossier on you. You've got to be categorized, stamped,
proofed and approved before you get a job. It's not that
working is illegal, it's paying someone to work that's illegal
- if you're not pre-approved by the Feds. What do I mean?
How about the 1-9? That's a teensy little one-page form
which requires government-approved documents to be pre
sented before you are hired. Not just any documents, either
- try a passport. Or a birth certificate and a social security
card. Or a current state driver's licenSe with a photo AND a
social security card.

In other words, unless you can prove to the Feds that you
are in their database, you're not going to get any money.
And just in case you think any old fake document will work,

Straight DOlE-

'Cause I'm
the Taxman

by Fritz Berggren

There is nothing certain but ...

I'm a tax collector. You probably think I work for the government, but I do not. I have
no badge, I'm really not a bad guy. I don't even like Big Government. I mean, who does, right? I
have a wife and children and drive a four-door sedan. I'm pretty boring, actually.

But I control your life.
I exist because the government has blackmailed my

employer into hiring me. You see, I have a special skill: I
quickly and efficiently extract money from you and turn it
over to the Feds. My employer pays me because I'm cheaper
than paying the government. It's a cost of doing business,
and if it isn't coming out of their pocket, why should they
care?

In the long run, you pay my salary.
Here's how it works. The government passes a law that

says "you will extract a percentage of money from your
employee's paychecks and tum it over to us." And, "you'll
pitch in some more funds on top of that. If you don't, then
you will turn over twice as much money from your company
to us, and your executives will go to jail." Corporate officers
don't want to go to jail. Corporate officers like their bonuses
every year. So, they hire someone like me to make sure Big
Brother gets what he wants, so they can get what they want.
It's all about money and muscle.

Tax collecting in the old days was a lot simpler. Thugs
showed up at your door, usually at night, demanded the
payment of a flat fee, and then went away until next year. As
long as you paid them, you were OK. Not too many records,
and the tax was fairly low. We've come a long way since
then. This job can't be done by the average thug these days
- it takes a real pro.

The seemingly "simple" task of paying a worker for his
work has turned into an entire 1I0 ff the books" government
sub-industry. It's a covert operation - since the government
"isn't really" taking the money away from you, they have
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think again. The Feds have blackmailed my employers by
insisting that we (me, that is) have no suspicions at all about
the legitimacy of the documents potential workers show to
us. The burden is on me to demonstrate to the Feds that the
documents really were "real." Nice, ain't it?

Sure, you can always work in the "black market," but it's
risky. You could get deported or imprisoned (especially if
you are making a decent living), and most likely will live on
the fringes of American prosperity. If you're really poor, the
government can't take much from you, and if you don't cost
them anything like welfare or food stamps or, God forbid,
child care, then nobody really cares.

But then again, hey, maybe you're a macho flag-waving
red-blooded made-in-the-U.S.A. truck driver and don't give

I have a wife and children and drive a four
door sedan. I'm pretty boring actually. But I
control your life.

a flying hoot about whether or not the government has you
in its database. You're proud to be an American. You want to
stand up and be counted. You registered for the draft, pay
your taxes, and vote in every election.

Okay trucker, how many children have you fathered
along the road? None of my business? You're going to rip
my head off and shove it where? Hey, let's not take this per
sonally, buddy - I'm only doing my job.

I have three full-time people employed just to keep tabs
on horny truck drivers and they can barely keep up with the
job. Seems like there's an awful lot of hanky panky out there
these days and, well, babies are getting produced as a
byproduct. Someone has to pay for them. It always comes
back to money. When babies get produced, something very
important happens: momma wants some money. And if
there is no responsible male around, moms have been taught
to turn to the government. It's gotten to be such an epidemic
that the government said, "hold on a minute, here - charity
is one thing if I have a few extra coins to toss in the bucket,
but this is starting to really cost me." For a few million bucks,
politicians bought off the conscience of the nation by con
vincingpeople that the government washelping the poor.
Who cares when it's someone else's money, right? Well, once
the word got out, those few millions turned into billions and
the politicians had a problem.

The politicians' options were limited. They could say
"enough, no more money for single moms - time to get a
job." But they are too compassionate, and those single moms
have a lot of votes. God forbid that they cut spending else
where -- pork barrel spending keeps their re-election bank
accounts full from "interested" third parties. Or, they could
say "raise taxes" and keep doling out the funds.

So, "Deadbeat Dads" became the hottest political target
in America, right up there with 5addam Hussein and the
War on Drugs. That's where I come in.

Every state in the union has established a law requiring
employers to report everyone they hire· to the government.
In fact, this crusade was so overwhelmingly popular that the
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federal government endorsed and standardized it and has
made it even easier for me. I only have to send a list of new
hires to the state and it tells all the other 49 states who just
got hired. See, the government makes it easier for me. to
update your dossier.

So when Billy Bob visits Suzy in Salem on a run from
Seattle to Sausalito, and Billy Jr. shows up, Suzy asks the
state for money. The state then comes to me and asks for
money. Since I don't want to pay Suzy the money either (the
Feds and I agree on ·some things), I simply take it from your
paycheck and give it to the government. I work in a big
building with security guards, so it's hard for you to come
and wring my little neck for taking your money and not
minding my own business. Anyway, it's really not my fault
- I was blackmailed. If I don't take your money away from
you and give it to the state, they take the money directly
from my company and then I'll get fired and my kids won't
eat.

So, you quit your job. Truck driving gigs area dime a
dozen and you sign up with our competitor. That'll teach us,
right? Well, your new company has a tax collector too.
Within two weeks of getting hired, your name, address, and
social security number are wired to the state and they'll track
you down like a bloodhound. You can't escape the Feds in a
wired society - at least not under our current laws.

My job would be impossible without computers. You
really have no idea how complex payroll departments are.
The government requires reams of detailed documentation
about personal life, income, and whereabouts. I mean, .if
your paycheck isn't personal, then what is?

Take direct deposit, for example. All direct deposits go
through "federally approved" banking institutions. Feder-

I personally keep records of every nickel
you've earned for the last seven years. Once a
year I give that data to the Feds.

ally approved means they cooperate with the Feds. It's black
mail again - "play by my rules and we'll let yqu play bank
and make some money."

But you don't have anything to hide, do you? Not that it
matters. I personally keep records of every nickel you've
earned for the last seven years. Once a year I give that data
to the Feds.

Did I tell you that some of my colleagues keep track of
how you spend your money? While I keep track of every
cent you make, and where you work, my colleagues keep
track of almost every cent you spend, and where you spent
it, and when. Didn't you ever wonder why you can't buy a
home or car in America without a "credit record?" And you
can't get a "credit record" without a credit card. Every time
you use a credit card you document your life for a few large
credit agencies and some "federally approved" banks. You
log your exact location, the time and date, the amount spent,
and the products or services you are purchasing. It's all there
with credit cards. And if you use checks, the bank has
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In Michigan traffic cases, judges can be lenient on motor
ists. Each judge takes the case under advisement - which
usually means holding on to some matter until the court
reaches a decision. The judge will review the case after a few
months, and if the driver doesn't have any new tickets, the
judge will dismiss the old one. The practical effect is that the
driver has been found not guilty.

A judge who handled traffic cases, himself the ex
president of a statewide association for District Court judges,
told the Detroit News in 1996 that judges were abusing this
practice of taking cases under advisement. A driver could
have several tickets pending before different judges, under
advisement at the same time. Since having a ticket under
advisement doesn't count in computing convictions, the
driver still has a clean record, and could get all the tickets
dismissed for that reason.

Despite its occasional abuse, the use of this device in traf
fic cases seems to have merit. First-time traffic offenders
have a way to avoid conviction and the consequent increase
in insurance rates. Judges have a way of showing clemency
by acting outside the motor vehicle code.

In addition to showing defendants lenience under the
traffic laws, some Michigan judges use similar methods to
get around the juvenile code. That code provides the option
of "youthful trainee" status - up to three years in juvenile
hall - for certain offenders aged 17 to 21. Judges, however,
often accept plea bargains in which the court takes the case

Regort

Judicial
Nullification

by Eric Longley

What's sauce for the judge is sauce for the jury.

The idea of jury nullification mortifies most courts. For one thing, juries evaluating
the law for themselves are liable to be inconsistent, leaving litigants without any recourse to settle
their disputes in a rational manner. "If the jury were at liberty to settle the law for themselves," wrote Judge Joseph
Story in 1985, "the effect would be, not only that the law
would be most uncertain, from the different views, which
different juries might take of it; but in case of error, there
would be no remedy or redress by the injured party; for the
court would not have the right to review the law as it had
been settled by the jury."

Jury may consist of the proverbial "twelve men, good
and true," but they are likely to be incompetent. "It is ...
contrary to reason and fitness, in withdrawing the interpreta
tion of laws from those who make it the business and study
of their lives to understand them, and committing it to a
class of men who, being drawn from non-professional life for
occasional and temporary service only, possess no such qual
ifications, and whose decisions would be conflicting in all
doubtful cases, and would therefore lead to endless confu
sion and perpetual uncertainty."

Consequently, courts go to great lengths to keep potential
jurors from learning about jury nullification. When the survi
vors of the Waco massacre were put on trial, members of the
Fully Informed Jury Association (FIJA) contacted potential
jury members and sent them a "Jury Power Information Kit"
to inform them of their rights as jurors. The judge in the case
told the potential jurors that they were not to open the pack
ages that they received from FIJA, but instead to bring them
to him.

Curiously, while judges paint jury nullification as the end
of civilization as we know it, they virtually never speak of
judicial nullification - the practice of judges nullifying the
law. Judicial nullification is rarely heard of, but it is surpris
ingly common.
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under advisement, dismissing the charge after the youth
completes what amounts to probation. The youthful trainee
law doesn't mention this procedure - judges appear to have
developed it in response to perceived needs.

Again, the practical effect is that a guilty defendant is
converted, by the court's dismissal of the charge, into an
innocent person - just as with jury nullification.

In New York, through a device known as Adjournment
in Contemplation of Dismissal (ACD), the charges can be put
on ice, with a view to ultimate dismissal. The court can ini
tiate the process, with the consent of both sides, or it can
accept an ACD as part of a plea-bargain. An ACD can be
unconditional, or the judge can impose parole-style condi
tions, the violation of which will lead to the resumption of

Curiously, while judges paint jury nullifica
tion as the end ofcivilization as we know it, they
virtually never speak of judicial nullification 
the practice ofjudges nullifying the law.

the defendant's tria1. Once the charge is dismissed under this
procedure, "the arrest and prosecution shall be deemed a
nullity and the defendant shall be restored, in contemplation
of law, to the status he occupied before his arrest and
prosecution."

The creative ways in which a New York judge can use an
ACD to dismiss charges are illustrated by a recent case in
which the defendant killed a companion in a snowmobile
accident. The state charged the defendant with misdemeanor
negligence. In the middle of the trial (technically after the
period in which an ACD could be sought), the judge, the
prosecutor, the defense attorney and relatives of the victim
consulted and agreed on an ACD. The court would dismiss
the charges in six months if the defendant remained law
abiding and performed community service. The prosecutor
explained to the court his reason for supporting this proce
dure: "There is a good chance of acquitta1. I feel [the] public
interest would not be served by an acquitta1."

In cases involving marijuana offences New York judges
can grant an ACD over the prosecutor's objection. A first
time marijuana offender can receive an ACD or an immedi
ate dismissal. There are two important differences between
this procedure and the ACD procedures in other cases. First,
the judge must assign probation-like conditions in exchange
for an ACD (the details are up to him). He still has the option
of giving an unconditional dismissal, without anything
resembling probation, if he thinks this is "in furtherance of
justice." In other words, he can pick the charge up by the
seat of the pants and throw it bodily out of court, even if the
defendant is guilty.

The other distinction of marijuana cases is that if a defen
dant has a clean record, the judge can grant an ACD or a dis
missal even if the prosecutor objects. As mentioned above, in
non-marijuana cases the prosecutor has to sign off on any
adjournment in contemplation of dismissal.

One judge, through his interpretation of the use of the
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ACD, has intimated that this method creates a de facto excep
tion to the marijuana laws. In April, 1996, Johann Moore, the
head of the Medical Marijuana Buyers' Club, was on trial.
The group tries to provide marijuana to seriously ill patients,
and Moore was caught passing out bags of pot to members
of the Buyers' Club.

The prosecution offered an ACD, which was accepted by
the court and the defense. The judge commented, "The fact
that they are offering you an adjournment in contemplation
of dismissal seems to me, although obviously I cannot speak
for the thinking of the New York district attorney's office
Lord knows that - that that indicates a recognition on their
part that this case is different, that your position has some
degree of merit."

After a defendant with an otherwise clean record has his
pot charge dismissed, either unconditionally or· in exchange
for fulfilling the court's probation-type conditions, "the
arrest and prosecution shall be deemed a nullity and the
defendant shall be restored, in contemplation of law, to the
status he occupied before his arrest and prosecution."

Answered Prayers
The Prayer for Judgment Continued (PJC), or Continued

Prayer for Judgment, is used by North Carolina judges after
the defendant is convicted or pleads guilty. Technically, use
of this method means the sentence is postponed. Generally,
the court has discretion in these cases to postpone the sen
tence forever, or use postponement as a form of probation.

When the legislature has required that a formal sentence
be pronounced, the PJC is not available, at least if probation
style conditions are attached. In DWI cases, a judge must

In cases involving marijuana offenses New
York judges can grant an ACD over the prosecu
tor's objection.

impose a judgment and sentence after conviction. In other
cases, the judge still has discretion to use the PJC. If it is
given with probation-style conditions, this amounts to an
official judgment of conviction. If the PJC is given without
conditions (except paying costs), the defendant hasn't been
convicted.

In 1989, a Greensboro, N.C., woman was found guilty of
killing her husband. At a hearing before the judge, testimony
indicated that the woman's husband had terrorized her
repeatedly over several years. On the day of the fatal shoot
ing, her husband had beaten her and threatened to kill them
both. A police detective who investigated the case said that
"At the time, maybe [shooting her husband] was the only
option [the woman] had." The officer added, "[s]he's gone
through hell." The judge granted a Prayer for Judgment
Continued, apparently from the conviction that the prison
term contemplated by the letter of the law would be too
harsh in the defendant's circumstances.

A less dramatic instance in which a North Carolina judge
used a PJC to help get around the rigors of the law took
place in Raleigh in 1996. The defendant had confronted a



Do Rights Come from the Constitution?
by Jacob G. Hornberger

It is commonly believed that the
rights of the American people
come from the Constitution.
Nothing could be further from
the truth.

Throughout history, the
standard belief was that people
were unconditionally subject to
the commands of their govern
ment. If the king ordered a per
son to leave his family to fight
in a war thousands of miles
away, that person would have to
obey. The king could control
and regulate both lives and
property because he was sover
eign and supreme, and the citi
zens, as subjects, were subor
dinate and inferior. When the
king commanded, people
obeyed.

Gradually, people began
questioning the notion of the
king's having unrestricted con
trol over their lives and for
tunes. For example, in 1215,
with Magna Carta, the king was
forced to admit that his powers
over the citizenry were limited.

It was in 1776, however,
with the publication of the
Declaration of Independence,
that the historical concept of

sovereignty got turned upside
down. Government wasn't sov
ereign and supreme, Jefferson
declared to the world. Individ
uals are. And government of
ficials are subordinate and in
ferior to the citizenry.

The Declaration empha
sized that men have been en
dowed with certain fundamen
tal and inherent rights that pre
exist government. In other
words, man's rights don't come
from the king or from any other
government official. Rights such
as life, liberty, property, and the
pursuit of happiness exist inde
pendently of government, not
because of government.

It also emphasized that
the reason people call govern
ment into existence is to protect
the exercise of these rights. That
is, in the absence of govern
ment, antisocial people such as
murderers, rapists, and thieves
would make life quite miserable
for everyone else. Therefore,
government is needed to arrest,
prosecute, and punish these
types of people.

What happens when gov
ernment transgresses its rightful
duty of protection and becomes
more destructive than what
would be the case in the ab
sence of government? The Dec
laration tells us that it is the
right of the people to alter or
abolish that government and to
implement a new government
that is designed to protect, not
destroy, the exercise of man's
natural or God-given rights.

The quandary, of course,

that our Founders faced was
whether it was possible to bring
a government into existence
that would remain limited to an
inferior and subordinate role
rather than attempt to assume
the more traditional sovereign
and supreme role.

In 1787, the Founders
attempted to solve the problem
by writing a Constitution that
called the federal government
into existence. The result was
historically significant: The
Constitution made it clear that
this government, unlike others
in history, would not be one of
unlimited powers. Instead, by
the express terms of the Con
stitution itself, the federal
government would be one of
limited, enumerated powers.
For example, the powers of
Congress are limited to those
enumerated in Article 1, Sec
tion 8 of the Constitution.

Thus the correct question
is not "What rights does the
Constitution give to the Ameri
can people?" but rather "What
powers does the Constitution
grant to the government?" If a
certain power is not enumer
ated, the government is not per
mitted to exercise it.

Not trusting government
officials, however - even
democratically elected ones 
the American people ensured
the passage of the first 10
amendments to the Constitu
tion. These should more appro
priately have been called the
"Bill of Prohibitions" than the
Bill of Rights. Why? Because a

careful examination reveals that
they are express restrictions on
government powers rather than
a grant of rights to the citizenry.

Some people argued that
a Bill of Rights was unnecessary
because government's powers
were already limited to those
enumerated in the Constitution
itself. Since the government has
not been given the power to
regulate speech, for example,
there was no reason to have an
express prohibition against the
regulation of speech.

Fearful, however, of the
propensity of government to
move toward dominance and
control, the people felt safer
with express restrictions on the
power to interfere with rights
that they believed were of the
utmost importance. Playing it
safe, they included the Ninth
Amendment: "The enumeration
in the Constitution, of certain
rights, shall not be construed to
deny or disparage others re
tained by the people."

So the next time someone
refers to your "constitutional
rights," remind him that peo
ple's rights don't come from the
Constitution. And if you really
want to stimulate thinking, ask
him whether he believes that
today the federal government is
destructive of the very rights it
was designed to protect.

Mr. Hornberger is founder and
president ofThe Future of Freedom
Foundation.
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neighbor's children over a fight in which the defendant's
children were also involved. The judge believed that the
defendant assaulted the children, apparently in an attempt at
discipline or restraint. However, the judge entered a PJC
rather than a formal conviction against the defendant. In the
judge's view, the parents of the other children shared some
of the blame, and should never have brought the case to
court: "The mores of our society are such today that we need
all the help we can get rearing our children. A few years ago,
parents would have been appreciative of another parent cor
recting their children ..."

The PJC technique was used in Raleigh in another case
involving an alleged assault on a child. A judge found a
Salvation Army worker - with an otherwise exemplary
record of dealing with children - guilty of getting angry at a
child and throwing him to the floor. The judge said of the

defendant, "[h]e's spent his career, apparently a flawless
career, helping children, and I don't want to damage his pro
fession." A conviction would have stopped the defendant
from returning to work with the Salvation Army, but the PJC
allowed him continued eligibility in his profession.

The Fallout
Now that I've let the cat out of the bag about judicial nul

lification, I suppose ominous warnings will appear in publi
cations aimed at trial judges, warning them against the
temptation of nullifying the law. Solemn newspaper com
mentators will inform readers of the grave danger to the rule
of law posed by judges with nullification power.

At least, that is what will happen if the opponents of
"jury nullification" are as distrustful of judges as they are of
jurors. 0

Register, 1/A Kinder, Gentler 'Judgment Day,'" continued from page 34

said· about how smart and clever and good-looking he was.
Some of these have been cut, such as Ayn's declaration that
he was "a genius" (131/111) when he came up with the idea
of "social metaphysics." Further, he says that the notion was
not so hot:

Today, I would never suggest to anyone that he or she was a
"social metaphysician" because, in the words of my friend
the late child psychologist Haim Ginott, "labeling is dis
abling." It is far more helpful to focus on "growing in auton
omy and self-trust." (131/111)

He also admits to having evaded his knowledge of the
consequences of the affair that he had with Rand. After tell
ing Barbara that it couldn't last because Rand was so much
older than he, he adds, in the '99 version, "The phrase wasn't
used back then, but today one would say I was totally 'in
denial'" (144/123).

In '89, Branden wrote, concerning a moment when the
inner circle was meeting and reading Atlas:

Sometimes I would ask myself: if all of Ayn's writings disap
peared, and if Ayn and I were dead, was there anyone in
our circle who could reliably reconstruct and re-create all
her philosophical work? I doubted that even Barbara could
do that. This thought evoked a faint sadness in me. (182/
157)

Perhaps as a way of crediting Barbara with greater under
standing, this passage is removed in '99.

In the '89 memoir, Branden took credit for defending peo
ple against Rand's angry denunciations. This is now tem
pered with an admission: "On the other hand, there were
times when I was fully as guilty as Ayn of such tantrums.
Was I not her alter ego?" (199/171) He still wants us to know
that he was reflecting Rand's vices, but he now acknowl- .
edges his complicity more deeply.

He allows, too, that he wasn't quite as grand as every
body said he was. Answering a reporter's question about
what it means for Branden to be her "intellectual heir," Rand
is reported as saying that the label "means Mr. Branden is
the most consistent embodiment of what I write about." In
'89, Branden remembered of the occasion: "I felt myself
standing in the spotlight of history" (227/197). In '99, he
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remembers somewhat differently: "It was not particularly
easy to look poised and nonchalant at that moment; the truth
is, I felt foolish" (227/197).

Perhaps the most self-revelatory change occurs in a pas
sage that describes Branden's lecturing on Objectivism. The
'89 account reads: "At the height of my arrogance I had not
imagined I was John Galt, but by the end of 1964,every time
I mounted the NBI lecture platform, I felt less like Nathaniel
Branden." In '99, after the word "arrogance," Branden
inserts: "and I have been guilty of arrogance for many years"
(346/305). He is saying that he is still guilty of arrogance,
that it was not merely a youthful error or something engen
dered only by Rand's influence.

Did the arrogance and the influence lead to the formation
of a "Rand cult," as many people, including many people
quite sympathetic to Objectivism, have charged? On this
issue, Branden seems to have mixed views. About the
assumption that Rand would always have good reasons for
her decisions, he comments in the new memoir, "Today I rec
ognize that it is of such attitudes that cults are made" (136/
116). And he inserts the word "perhaps" at the beginning of
the following sentence: "We were not a cult in the literal, dic
tionary sense of the word, but there was certainly a cultish
aspect to our world...." (256/227). Yet is "perhaps" simply
a rhetorical flourish?

My Years With Ayn Rand tells its story more readably than
Judgment Day. The members of Rand's inner circle are not
quite the passive bores we saw before, and Barbara Branden
gets more credit for her autonomy and accomplishments.
Rand is treated somewhat more sensitively; Branden himself
is humbler and takes more responsibility for his hand in
things.

I noted about four hundred changes between the earlier
memoir and the current one that struck me as substantial.
Four hundred is also the approximate number of pages in
the book: the '89 memoir was 436 pages long, the '99 is 405.
A lot of the changes are relatively minor; the tenor of the
book is not radically different; yet four hundred changes
make four hundred interesting differences in a truly fascinat-
~~~ 0



No One Left To Lie To: The Triangulations of William Jefferson
Clinton, by Christopher Hitchens. Verso, 1999, 122 pages.

Monster in the
White House

Clark Stooksbury

One of the strange features of the
era of Bill Clinton has been the willing
ness of so many left-liberals to degrade
and make fools of themselves in
defense of a man so obviously illiberal.

In future years, someone may pen a
comprehensive history of this phenom
enon, replete with details about quib
bling feminist distinctions between
Clarence Thomas's alleged references
to pubic hair before the delicate Anita
Hill and Bill Clinton's supposed pants
dropping in the face of Paula Jones; the
blather regarding the "Sexual
McCarthyism" of Slick Willie's being
caught by a law allowing the plaintiff
in a sexual harassment case to snoop
around the defendant's sexual past (a
provision that Clinton himself signed
into law); the proclamation of Bill as
our first "Black President" by Toni
Morrison; and the uncomfortable
silence after Juanita Broaddrick pub
licly (and credibly) accused the presi
dent of having raped her in 1978. Until
such time, we will have to make due
with Christopher Hitchens's No One
Left To Lie To.

Christopher Hitchens is a columnist
for The Nation and Vanity Fair. The cas
ual observer who believes that twits

like Eleanor Clift are the best critics the
left can come up with will get a burst of
fresh air from Hitchens, who never
bought Bill Clinton's lip-biting, "I feel
your pain" act. No One Left To Lie To is
an extended essay reiterating a variety
of complaints of one of the few left
liberals not to have been rendered
supine from basking in the glory of
executive power.

Hitchens accurately portrays the
president, not as the radical leftist that
the Limbaugh crowd conjures up, but
as a sort of neo-conservative light
weight, often with sometime Jesse
Helms advisor Dick Morris devilishly
whispering in his ear. An early exam
ple of Clinton's treachery to the left
occurred just before the 1992 New
Hampshire primary, when he returned
to his state in high profile fashion to
oversee an execution. During a debate
in the 1988 campaign, Michael Dukakis
- pockets bulging with his ACLU
membership card, the furlough papers
of Willie Horton, and other liberal
ephemera - was asked, if his wife
were raped and murdered, whether
he'd execute the rapist. He expressed
reluctance to do so, thereby rendering
himself impotent against George Bush.
Mindful of this, Clinton of the Sunbelt
South and the moderate Democratic
Leadership Council, took an opportu
nity to defuse a hot cultural issue by

carrying out the execution of a con
victed cop-killer, who by that time had
the intelligence of a small child, having
lobotomized himself in a suicide
attempt. This might have presented a
problem to a man more squeamish than
Clinton. Other people, including the
warden and a police department wit
ness, found the execution troubling.
The prison chaplain, who resigned
shortly after, called it a "horrible
crime." But none of these men were on
the ballot in New Hampshire.

It would be difficult to overestimate
the importance of the execution to the
stalwart left-wing anti-Clintonites. In
their mythology it is equivalent to
Clinton's draft-dodging and womaniz
ing, as seen from the right. Hitchens
draws heavily on an account published
in The New Yorker in 1993. He includes

Clinton has taken the gra
nola lefty slogan, "Think
Globally, Act Locally" and
stood it on its head. The
President thinks locally in the
extreme concentrating
almost exclusively on his
immediate needs - and acts
globally, killing helpless people
in the Third World to meet
those needs.

details about the condemned man's
wish to save the pecan pie that was
included in his last meal "for later" and
about his cooperation with the person
nel who were searching for a vein in
which to inject the deadly poison. He
apparently believed that they were try
ing to help him. They certainly did help
Clinton. The execution was timed for
tuitously for him. It coincided not only
with the run-up to the New Hampshire
primary but with the revelations by
Gennifer Flowers of their long-term
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The Politics ofBad Faith: The Radical Assault on America's
Future, by David Horowitz. The Free Press, 1998, 214 pages.

From Marx
to Hayek

affair. It would not be the last time,
Hitchens remarks, when "Clinton
would deliberately opt for death as a
means of distraction from sex."

Hitchens is one of those suspicious
types who question the timing of cruise
missile strikes that coincided with
Monica Lewinsky's grand jury testi
mony in August 1998, and the House
impeachment vote in December. He
points out that Clinton has taken the
granola lefty slogan, "Think Globally,
Act Locally" and stood it on its head.
The President thinks locally in the
extreme - concentrating almost exclu
sively on his immediate needs - and
acts globally, killing helpless people in
the Third World to meet those needs.
In a chapter called "Clinton's War
Crimes," originally published last year
in Vanity Fair, Hitchens demolishes any
case for the "anti-terrorist" bombing of
the factory in EI Shifa, Sudan. As
Hitchens demonstrates, the rationale
for bombing the factory is as porous as
a sieve.

Although Clinton's presidency has
been marked by a distinct center to
center-right tilt, he has, as Hitchens
observes, covered his "retreat from
egalitarian or even from 'progressive'
positions" with a "bodyguard of politi
cal correctness." This bodyguard has
served him well; he has remained rela
tively safe, while leaving "progressive"
corpses in his wake and confusing
opponents on the right. Hitchens
briefly ruminates on the question of
why conservatives hate a president
who has advanced much of their
agenda and given them the thrill of see
ing "Bomber Bill carrying a large Bible
from prayer breakfast to prayer break
fast while ordering the downtrodden
to shape up, and the war planes to dis
cipline the wogs, and the military pro
duction lines to restart."

Unfortunately, Hitchens's brief dis
cussion of this topic is unsatisfying 
just as he's getting into it, he moves on
to other things. Indeed, the major com
plaint to be made about this book is
that it covers so much ground in so lit
tle space that it leaves one wanting to
read more. The chapter on Clinton's
war crimes and the discussion of the
Arkansas execution are· fairly detailed,
but Hitchens breezes through a multi
tude of other topics without satisfac
tory discussion or conclusions. And
one giant Clinton administration crime
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- the Waco massacre - inexplicably
goes unmentioned here.

No One Left To Lie To cries out for an
expanded second edition that will go
into detail on subjects that this edition
hurries past. A second edition could
also correct some factual errors.
Hitchens places Dick Morris's direction
of the reelection of Jesse Helms in 1994
instead of 1990, when it really hap
pened. He has Jackie Robinson break
ing Major League Baseball's color
barrier in the 1950s, when Clinton was

Jane S. Shaw

For those who have followed the
ideological metamorphosis of David
Horowitz, the message of The Politics of
Bad Faith may already be familiar. Two
of the most cogent essays in this book
- a letter to a former friend and
another to a former mentor - have
been published before, and other books
have chronicled his change in attitude.
For those who haven't followed
Horowitz's life in any depth, however
- me, for instance - this is an eye
opener.

I believe that The Politics of Bad Faith
is important for three reasons:

1) Horowitz explains better than
anyone I have read, including Paul
Johnson in Modern Times, why the
Stalinist experience in the Soviet Union
and similar totalitarian regimes around
the world are the inevitable result of
Marxism. They are inherent in the
Marxist idea, he contends, not an aber
ration or misdirection or something
brought about by unusual. historical
circumstance.

six; he actually did it in 1947, when
Clinton was an infant. He lists General
George McClellan as Lincoln's
Republican opponent, not his
Democratic opponent· in the general
election of 1864.

But there may be little occasion to
correct these faults. As Clinton's
administration comes to an end, inter
est in Clinton-bashing books such as
this will likely fade. And then, truly,
there will be no one left for Clinton to
lie to. 0

2) Horowitz argues that members of
today's left, even outside the academy,
have not repudiated or disavowed
Marxism. They have been forced to
retreat but they are in a state of denial,
still hanging onto the belief that social
ism can and should triumph. I don't
know for sure if he is right about this,
but the argument should be heard.

3) Horowitz tells us why he is a con
servative and what kind of a conserva
tive he is: a Hayekian. This is what
makes the book especially compelling
to me. The Politics of Bad Faith is an
amalgam of Horowitz's personal his
tory, his analysis of Marxism - includ
ing why it attracted many Jews - and
a commentary on what remains of
today's New Left. In no small part
because of Horowitz's vivid prose, it
makes fascinating reading.

David Horowitz was born in 1939 in
New York City. His father, son of a
Jewish immigrant, was an English
teacher who ·in the McCarthy era was
fired from his job on the grounds that
he was a Communist, which he was.
Following partially in his father's foot
steps, David was a radical throughout
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the U.S. Constitution. The "revolution
ary vision," says Horowitz, demands
that "all the unjust institutions of class
[italics in original] history that had
distorted, divided and oppressed man
kind would be abolished and human
innocence reborn" (79). In the pursuit
of equality and social justice, totalitari
anism was justified.

The process continues, Horowitz
contends. He devotes a grim chapter to
the AIDS epidemic, arguing that radi
cals chose to let the epidemic rage on,
refusing to let it be handled as a public
health emergency, with notification of
contacts, closing of bathhouses and
other steps that would stem its spread.
Why? He says that the glorification of
a gay lifestyle was part of the radical
project - the goal was to overcome
the restraints not simply of society but
of nature itself. Rather than accept
homosexuality as natural but atypical,
radicals wanted to make promiscuous
gay sexual behavior acceptable,
because that was part of their efforts to
subvert oppressive traditional norms.
The result was the tragic AIDS
epidemic.

Today, Horowitz calls himself a
conservative. For him, conservatism is

THE INCREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE
(2nd Edition)
by R. W. Grant

LI7939 (paperback) 297p. $14.95* postpaid
LI7938 (autographed hardcover) $24.95* postpaid

Underground super-seller on
economic liberty

Richard Grant's The Incredible Bread
Machine became legendary in libertarian
circles three decades ago, an underground
classic about how laws backfire and how
free people achieve extraordinary things.
Now Grant has updated &. expanded his
work in some wonderful ways.

Reason's Robert Poole says, "This is one of the
all-time classics of liberty. How wonderful to see it back in
print. The new, revised edition is even better than the original."

doesn't mince words. He is harsh, very
harsh, on his former colleagues. Unlike
most writers today, he's not afraid to
call people Communists, nor is he
afraid to paint the remaining members
of the New Left as deliberately ignoring
reality in order to maintain their hope
for socialism. He names names.

Horowitz views the American left
as the latest generation in a two
hundred year-old "radical project." It
started, he explains, with Rousseau,
who famously decried private property
saying, "you are lost, if you forget that
the fruits of the earth belong equally to
us all, and the earth itself to nobody!"
The French revolution ripened the pro
ject, and Marx and Marxism extended
it, engendering Stalinism and other
totalitarian dictatorships.

This "radical project" endorsed
reshaping mankind through revolution.
"The ownership of private property,"
says Horowitz, "became a secular
version of Original Sin. Through prop
erty, society reimposed on every gener
ation of human innocence the travails
of inequality and injustice" (78). The
solution to this problem has been to
destroy whatever was traditional,
including the freedoms protected by

I
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* This letter was originally published in
Liberty, November 1991, as liThe Road to
Nowhere."

which had as a major goal ending the
Vietnam War.

Much of Horowitz's adult life has
been spent on a slow journey away
from his radical roots. In 1968 he wrote
a book, Empire and Revolution, that tried
to get socialism back on a moral track
after the evils of Stalinism became
widely known. His book had no
impact, he says. "The willful ignorance
of New Left activists had by then
become an unshakable faith that had
long since ceased to be innocent" (62
3). His disenchantment with the left
began then, although he smothered his
doubts in order to oppose the Vietnam
War. When it was over, his transforma
tion began in earnest.

As he recounts in an utterly
engrossing letter to a former friend,
Horowitz began formally to question
the gurus of socialism in the 1970s. He
organized a conference on "Is
Socialism a Viable Idea?" and he
expressed his doubts to his mentor,
Ralph Miliband. He was still hoping to
retrieve the original vision of socialism,
hoping that the idea could survive in
spite of the horrors of the Stalinist age.
But Miliband told him that with such
"priorities," he should get out of the
movement. "What myoid teacher had
told me was that the Left was really a
community of faith and that I was no
longer part of it," Horowitz decided
(72).*

Having been there and seen it all,
Horowitz speaks with authority and

the 1960s, a leader of the New Left. He
is probably best known as editor (with
Peter Collier) of the magazine Ramparts,

Horowitz argues that mem
bers of today's left have not
repudiated or disavowed
Marxism. They have been
forced to retreat but they are in
a state of denial, still hanging
onto the belief that socialism
can and should triumph.
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The author of The Man Versus the State transcended simple-minded anti
statism to achieve the first major statement of libertarianism.

The First
Libertarian

"respect for the ordinary realities of
human lives; distrust of optimism
based on human reason; caution in the
face of tragedies past" (72). This respect
is reflected in the work of Hayek,
whom Horowitz quotes liberally.
(Hayek distinguished himself from
conservatives who merely wish to
oppose change. He, like Horowitz, saw
his role as that of a reformer, not a
reactionary.)

Gradually, Horowitz became aware
of the role of tradition, of roots, and of
religion. He now sees that his father and
many other Jews were drawn to the rad
ical project because it overcame an
underlying feeling that they were in
exile. Yet, ironically, by secretly becom
ing part of the Communist Party, his
father and his small band of comrades
remained exiled from the sources that
might have sustained them - notably,
their neighborhood in Sunnyside,
Queens, and their religion. The most
poignant passage in the book is about
his father's funeral, when he realizes
that the small group of his father's com
rades (who even at this funeral do not
admit that they were Communists, or
that his father was) remained in exile
because the radical idea they adhered to
could not give them a true home.

With this book, Horowitz is
preaching to the choir. And it is a small
choir, not the larger audience that
needs to heed his message. Now that
his journey seems to be over, I hope
that he will figure out a way to go
beyond the choir, to communicate to
those left-liberals (however many they
are) who never were Communists,
never supported Stalinism, who really
didn't know what they meant when
they said they admired socialism. They
do exist, although Horowitz may not
think so.

The chief project for his future
should be to carryon Hayek's mes
sages, the key ones being the impor
tance of markets and prices and the
role of local roots and tradition in cap
turing knowledge that is rarely articu
lated. I hope that Horowitz will help
others recognize the daily "marvel"
(Hayek's word) that we all experience
because we are a part of a vast
extended order of relationships, sus
tained by free markets but fostered by
the ordinary experience that accepts
people as they are and does not try rad
ically to alter them by coercive means.
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For those who already see the world
this way, this book is provocative and
rewarding. But many have not even

Chris Matthew Sciabarra

In his short review of The Political
Philosophy of Herbert Spencer, Timothy
Virkkala (May 1999) praises Tim S.
Gray's discussion of the great classical
liberal's methodology as a synthesis of
"individualist" and "holist"
approaches to social theory. But
Virkkala remarks:

This method - I'm tempted to call it
IIdialectical," but Spencer's prose and
position seem so far from Hegel's
that the term is almost indecent 
confuses many readers. But it is
surely his strength. Gray is one of the
few Spencer scholars to see this
method as fundamental, and to
present sophisticated analyses of
Spencer's syntheses.
It is unfortunate that Virkkala

refuses to give into his temptation,
because crucially significant aspects of
Herbert Spencer's work are, indeed,
dialectical.

Some will say: "Ah, there goes
Sciabarra. He thinks everyone is dialecti
cal!" The truth is, of course, that though
a genuine dialectical mindset is rare,
not a few of the major classical liberal
and libertarian thinkers have had a
strong dialectical sensibility - and the
neglect of this dialectical streak has
been something I've tried to remedy for
many years. The project encompasses a
trilogy of works that began with Marx,

heard this message. Could David
Horowitz be the one to take it to the
audience it deserves? 0

Hayek, and Utopia (SUNY, 1995), where
I argued that Hayek's critique of "con
structivism" is essentially dialectical
because it views utopianism as a revolt
against the broad conditions within
which freedom is born and nourished.
Ayn Rand: The Russian Radical (Penn
State, 1995) is the second part. There I
argue that Rand was a master at tracing
the relationships among disparate fac
tors within a dynamic context; her
emphasis on the epistemic, psychologi
cal, ethical, and cultural requirements
of freedom was simultaneously a vision
of an integrated human existence that
triumphed over conventional dichoto
mies - mind versus body, fact versus
value, theory versus practice, etc. My
forthcoming book, Total Freedom, com
pletes the trilogy by tracing the history
and meaning of the concept of dialectic
from the pre-Socratics to Murray
Rothbard, focusing on its relevance to
our defense of liberty.

Dialectics is a methodological orien
tation toward contextual analysis of
dynamic, structured systems.
Dialectical techniques have been cham
pioned by Hegel, Marx, and those on
the left, but they are as old as Western
philosophy. They originated in the
argumentative arts. A two-person dia
logue constituted a dialectic of sorts, a
means of contextualizing a problem by
looking at it from different vantage
points. While Plato gave expression to
the Socratic form in his many dia-
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Spencer ([1879-93] 1978) admits into
his conception a genuine appreciation
for reciprocal relations among factors
within a wider totality. It was Aristotle
who first explored the mutual implica
tions of "correlatives," such as "master"
and lislave." Hegel stressed the saIne
notion in his analysis of the relationship
between lilord" and libondsman." Like
Aristotle and Hegel, Spencer explains
"that correlatives imply one another,"
as surely as a father requires a child/
and a child requires a father:

--The most exciting, new intellectual
J8ournalt·n many years'~- WILLIAM NISKANEN

• Chairman, Cato Institute

Transcending the all-too-common politi
cization and superficiality of public
policy research and debate, The INDE

PENDENT REVIEW is the interdisciplinary,
quarterly journal devoted to individual liberty
and the critical analysis of government policy.
Edited by Robert Higgs, The INDEPENDENT
REVIEW is superbly written, provocative, and
based on solid scholarship.

Ranging across economics, political sci
ence,law, history, philosophy, sociology, and
related fields, The INDEPENDENT REVIEW
boldly challenges the politicization and bur
eaucratization of our world, featuring in
depth examinations of current policy ques
tions by many of the world's outstanding
scholars and policy experts. Undaunted and
uncompromising, this is the journal that is
pioneering future debate!
lilt is a welcome reliefto have The Independent Review's compre
hensive, unique and powerful analysis of current affairs."

- HARRY BROWNE, bestselling author
How I Found Freedom in an Unfree World

liThe Independent Review is ofgreat interest."
- C. VANN WOODWARD, Pulitzer Prize-Winner, Yale U.

liThe Independent Review is distinctive in badly needed ways."
- LELAND YEAGER, Professor of Economics, Auburn U.

liThe Independent Review is excellent in format and content,
and is a most important undertaking for the cause of liberty. 1/

- RALPH RAICO, Prof. of History, S.U.N.Y., Buffalo
liThe Independent Review is very interesting and enjoyable. 1/

- DAVID FRUM, Contributing Editor, Weekly Standard
In Recent and Forthcoming Issues:

The Origins of the War on Drugs, 1984-1989
- BRUCE L. BENSON AND DAVID W. RASMUSSEN

Medicare's Progeny: The 1996 Health Care Legislation
..:..- CHARLOTTE TWIGHT

Population Growth: Disaster or Blessing?
- PETER T. BAUER

On the Nature ofCivil Society
- CHARLES K. ROWLEY

The End of Welfare and the Contradiction of Compassion
- STEPHEN T. ZILIAK

Is Microsoft aMonopolist?
- RICHARD B. McKENZIE AND WILLIAM F. SHUGHART III

Crime Control Through Private Enterprise
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- Roy E. CORDATO AND PETER J. HILL

Why the Great Depression Lasted So Long and Why It Ended
- ROBERT HIGGS

The Case Against Psychiatric Coercion
- THOMAS S. SZASZ

Tibor Machan argues, Spencer was also
among the first to provide"a full-blown
scientific justification" for the liberal
worldview, just as Marx had done for
communism (in Spencer [1879-93] 1978,
9). His evolutionary approach shared
much with that of Darwin and provided
inspiration for Collingwood, Kuhn, and
Toulmin. It displayed all the "architec
tonic instinct[s]" and "propensit[ies] for
synthesis" that we have come to expect
from bona fide dialectical modes of
inquiry (Copleston [1966] 1985, 145).

any given object in its multiple dimen
sions by successive shifts in our
perspective.

For years, Marxists derided liberals
as thoroughly "undialectical" because
their allegedly "atomistic" approach
reduced social analysis to an abstract
mental gymnastic on the life and times
of Robinson Crusoe. But the history of
liberalism is replete with rich, textured,
context-sensitive thinking. In this
regard, Herbert Spencer was one of the
most important classical liberal think
ers to pioneer an alternative"dialectical
libertarianism." His contributions to
this project have yet to be fully appre
ciated, although his contributions to
general systems theory in sociology are
well known.

Hayek tells us too that Spencer's
work had an impact on some of the
early Austrian economic thinkers,
including Friedrich von Wieser. But as

For years, Marxists derided
liberals as thoroughly /Iundia
lectical." But the history of lib
eralism is replete with rich,
textured, context-sensitive
thinking.

logues, Aristotle was the first theoreti
cian, the father, of the enterprise. His
Topics and Sophistical Refutations were
the first textbooks of dialectic. He artic
ulated its principles and was probably
its teacher in Plato's Academy.

In the evolution of dialectics, it was
inevitable, perhaps, that it would be
applied to objects and phenomena far
beyond the confines of discourse. As
long as an object of study can be treated
as a structured totality - as a specific
kind of whole constituted by dynamic
relations dialectical analysis
becomes possible. There are many dis
tinct phenomena - a language, a phi
losophy, a culture, an economy, a
political organization, a social system,
and even the relations among these 
that can be analyzed as structured total
ities. Because none of us can achieve a
godlike vantage point on the whole,
because the desire for omniscience is
what Hayek called a "synoptic delu
sion," dialectics requires that we grasp
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"Political corruption is a disease like any other!"

Beyond the primary truth that no
idea of a whole can be framed with
out a nascent idea of parts constitut
ing it, and that no idea of a part can
be framed without a nascent idea of
some whole to which it belongs,
there is the secondary truth that there
can be no correct idea of a part with
out a correct idea of the correlative
whole. There are several ways in
which inadequate knowledge of the
one involves inadequate knowledge
of the other. (37)

An examination of the part of a
whole must not reify that part as "an
independent entity," or it will risk the
misapprehension of "its relations to
existence in general . . ." (37) And the

To focus solely on rolling
back the state, while not paying
attention to the complexities of
social psychology, ethics, and
culture, is a ··sure prescription
for failure.

relations must not be viewed "stati
cally," says Spencer, but "dynamically"
and "organic[ally]" (38). Spencer
absorbs the organic metaphor from
Aristotle in much the same way as
Hegel did. In Parts ofAnimals, Aristotle
examines the connections of parts that
derive their essence from their constitu
tion of the living organism as a whole.
,A hand disconnected from the body to
wh~ch it belongs is a hand in name
onl~, for "it will be unable to perform
its \ function" (1.1.640b34-641alO).
SpeJ1cer ([1879-93] 1978) argues like
wise, that "a detached arm" is one in
name only and that it must be inte
grally understood as part of the
organic whole to which it belongs. The
moon's orbit cannot be understood
apart from the movements of the larger
solar system; the loading of a gun is
"meaningless" outside the context of
the "subsequent actions" performed;
the "fragment[s] of a sentence" are
"unintelligible" when disconnected
from "the remainder"; and moral con
duct "is an organic whole ... of inter
dependent· actions," in which each
action is "inextricably bound up with
the rest" (38-39).

This dialectic is extended to the
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whole network of social intercourse.
Long predating Hayek, Spencer ([1884]
1981) views society as a spontaneous
"growth and not a manufacture." His
focus on the "mutual dependence of
parts" within a society and on the ana
lytical"integrity of the whole" does not
lead him to embrace the organic collecti
vism of traditional holistic approaches.
He maintains that society lacks a collec
tive brain, a "corporate consciousness,"
and since each person within the com
munity retains an individual conscious
ness, the "corporate life must here be
subservient to the lives of the parts,
instead of the lives of the parts being
subservient to the corporate life." As a
society becomes more and more inte
grated, there is a greater need for hetero
geneity and differentiation among the
individuals who compose it (392-93).

This individualist insight does not
prevent Spencer ([1850] 1970) from sug
gesting that the "body-politic" requires
the freedom of each of its members in
order to achieve freedom-in-general
(405). In Spencer's conception of the
social world, "whatever produces a dis
eased state in one part of the commu
nity must inevitably inflict injury upon
all other parts." It is a "salutary truth"
of the ideal community "that no one
can be perfectly free till all are free; no
one can be perfectly moral till all are
moral; no one can be perfectly happy
till all are happy" (409).

Eric Mack has recognized that this
kind of utopian vision is "implausible
and doctrinally corrosive" to the indi
vidualism that Spencer espouses (xvii).
In the first place, it is virtually impossi
ble to measure interpersonally people's
level of morality and happiness. And if
the human community requires such
"perfect" freedom across the globe,
freedom is likely to remain a chimera
for a long time to come. But despite
these problems in Spencer's
work, we can sfill appre-
ciate how he integrates the
theoretical lessons of con-
servatism and radicalism,
moving back and forth
between adaptation "to old
conditions of existence"
and ''becoming adapted to
new ones" (Spencer [1850]
1970,420).

What makes his contri-
bution so important is his
penchant for tracing the

connections among social relations as
manifested across different organiza
tional structures and institutions. He
sees an organic unity between the
increasingly bureaucratic domestic
state and its militarism abroad
between the interventionist dynami~
and social disintegration. These ties are
endemic to the statist system as a
whole, as it evolves and influences each
of its parts. Each part becomes a micro
cosm of the wider injustices, Spencer
declares, even as all the parts repro
duce injustice on a macroscopic scale.

The lesson is one that contemporary
libertarians should heed. Those who
advocate a single change in one part of
society, namely government, will not
sustain their revolution. To focus solely
on rolling back the state, while not pay
ing attention to the complexities of
social psychology, ethics, and culture,
is a sure prescription for failure. As
Spencer might say, to disconnect a sin
gle aspect from its broad context is to
achieve partial, one-sided, "inadequate
knowledge" of all that is necessary to
achieve fundamental change. That
Spencer was among the first "dialecti
cal libertarians" to grasp this. principle
remains an enduring legacy of his
work. 0
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My breaking point came when DRB
was approached by a restaurant owner
wanting to erect three signs outside his
business instead of the usual maximum
of two. Like Oliver Twist, he was ask
ing for "more," in a town where many
low-income artists disdain the material
ist mindset. A debate ensued about the
precise meaning and intent of the sign
ordinances, but I wasn't sure I trusted
DRB to interpret the ordinances fairly
and objectively. I suspected that some
members might be looking for an
excuse, consciously or unconsciously,
to penalize a businessman who was too
highly motivated and successful for
their liking.

Shortly after they rejected his appli
cation, I quit the DRB.

Microgovernments and
Microscopes

Back in the 1980s I remember hear
ing an extemporaneous speech by .. Ken
Livingstone, the renegade member of
British Parliament. He said,
"Government really is like your worst
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trol its appearance with a maze of
picayune legalities?

The Arizona natives cared a lot
about historical preservation - in their
own way. The bar owner, for instance,
had been active in the Jerome Historical
Society, which had bought and restored
many local buildings. If he disliked
some new construction, he'd sure as
hell tell you about it; but I couldn't see
him trying to legislate it out of exis
tence. He seemed to feel that anyone
should have the right to do whatever he
wanted with his property, even if he
turned out to be a damned fool.

The more I thought about it, the
more I had to conclude that DRB was a
well-intentioned but bad idea. There
was only one right thing to do: give the
power back to property owners, and let
them make their own choices. If they
created an ugly mess, and the town lost
its Historic National Landmark status,
and I became so disgusted that I didn't
want to live there anymore - well,
that's the risk you take when you allow
people liberty.

Ethical Dilemmas Arrive
Meanwhile I encountered my first

ethical dilemma as a DRB member. A
Jerome resident wanted to erect an out
building which, to me, looked ugly,
tasteless, and hopelessly unhistoric. I
expected my fellow board members to
object to this clearly noncomplying pro
posal, but as they started discussing it I
realized that none of them felt any
qualms - perhaps because the appli
cant had lived in the town for many
years and was well liked.

The Chairman of DRB called the
question. "All those in favor?" The oth
ers said "aye" - but I couldn't bring
myself to join them. "All those
against?" My reflexes kicked in; I
couldn't vote "nay," either. By default,
I followed the most cowardly path. I
abstained.

As I walked home from the meeting
that night, I realized that serving on
DRB hadn't helped to resolve my con
cerns about the ethics of preservation
ism. I felt more conflicted than ever.

Maybe I was over-intellectualizing
the problem. I remembered the native
born Arizonans I had met, people who
possessed bedrock common sense cou
pled with a sense of humor that always
delighted me. A retired rancher in a
souvenir store near Tombstone told me
that he wore two handguns, not
because he needed them but because "it
pisses off the liberals." A local judge
remarked to me that "only two people
could have saved America in the 1960s.
One was Jesus Christ; the other was
Barry Goldwater - and both of them
were crucified." Then there was a bar
owner who eyed me in a stern but ami
able style and said, "I don't mind you
people moving here, but why can't you
leave all those rules and regulations
back where you came from?"

These were the people I had hoped
to find in Arizona. So what was I doing
on DRB, associating with a crew of lib
eral elitists who had "discovered"
Jerome after drifting in from the east
and west coasts and were trying to con-

with a totally nutty idea. They agreed
that many of the old ordinances might
be imperfect - but if so, they felt the
answer was to pass new ordinances.

Libertarian theory had run aground
on the bedrock of orthodoxy.
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nightmare, and the people who are nat
urally attracted to concentrations of
power are precisely the ones who
should· be kept as far from it as
possible."

I still believe that small government
is far more benign than the national
scale government that Livingstone was
talking about. In Jerome's design
review and planning and zoning pro
cesses, a few public officials may be
drawn to positions of power because
they like telling other people what to
do; but the Town Council itself is
humane, accessible, and responsive,
and councillors seem genuinely moti
vated to carry out the wishes of the
electorate. I think they are constrained
by their close proximity to citizens, just
as I imagined they would be.

Still, there is a downside, because
the inverse is also true: citizens are con
strained by their close proximity to
government.

Most of us can remain unobtrusive
in a nation approaching 300 million in
population, but in a town of 500 peo
ple, it's a very different story. The tele
screens of Orwell's 1984 become
unnecessary, because the small-town
equivalent of Big Brother knows what
you're doing merely by listening to gos
sip and looking out his window.

This has a chilling effect on free
expression. If the Zoning Administrator
drives past your house every day, your
chances of evading her scrutiny are nil,
and you feel an incentive to be diplo
matic when you talk to her - or about
her. Likewise, if the Mayor or the
Marshal may be sitting at a table
behind you at the local restaurant, you
get into the habit of thinking twice
before speaking frankly on controver
sial issues. Even a casual chat with a
barber during a haircut can become
politically charged, and a chance
remark can circulate through the entire
community within a day. Even with a
watchman local government, this would
be true.

Consequently, while microgovern
ment is kinder, gentler, and weaker, it
is also omnipresent. In a community so
small that it functions more like a tribe
than a town, privacy barely exists. I
may have been more correct than I real
ized when I wondered if my libertarian
ideals were simply "not appropriate"
here. 0



Berggren, continued from page 40 ( Notes on Contributors )

In the next Liberty

Nathaniel Branden Answers the
Tough Questions

Why did he criticize Ayn Rand's heir for publishing her "highly per
sonal" journals, yet publish an account of his love affair with her? Did he
include anything in his memoir that violated the confidences of his therapy
sessions with other members of Rand's inner circle? What about all the
changes he made in the new edition of his memoir about Rand? Why does
the new edition retreat from his earlier claim that Rand's inner circle was
not a cult?

And what about the claim that he got his degree from an unaccredited
school barely better than a diploma mill? What about the run-ins he's had
with medical licensing boards? Why did he write in 1989 that Rand's praise
made him feel as if the spotlight of history was on him and in 1999 that her
praise made him feel foolish?

Also:

"The Best Way to Stand Up to the State," by Gary Alexander
"The Real Meaning of the Jefferson-Hemings Affair," by Timothy Sandefur

"Inside the Russian Libertarian Movement," by Jen Tracy
/IA New Strategy for the Libertarian Party," by James Bennett

Look for the September Liberty on newsstands or in your mailbox by Aug 1.

records of those as well.
You use cash? Bubba, you must be

dirt poor. How many stores have you
walked into lately that have signs read
ing "No bills larger than $20.00
accepted?" Forget the fact that our
money reads "Legal tender for all debts
public and private." I guess that's one
law the Feds don't want to enforce.
Cash is anonymous, and Big
Government can't document your life if
you use cash.

The feds take all the data, dump it
into their voracious computer system,
count you, audit you, tax you, measure
you, document you and test you. If you
measure up (if you've turned over
enough money to the Feds) they let you
go for another year, and then we start
all over again. But, if you don't pay
enough money, the Feds come to their
agent, me - the Tax Collector. And I
extract even more money from your
paycheck and turn it over to the
government.

What? You file "exempt" every year
on your taxes? Bad move. You are bet
ter off claiming married with ten
dependents because I send a list to the
United States Government of everyone
of my employees who claims"exempt"
or more than ten deductions on their
W4. You get special attention, and if
one of my colleagues in the IRS decides
that you're really not exempt they call
me up an tell me to extract even more
money from your paycheck and turn it
over to them.

OK, OK, you've heard enough. You
don't play the hanky panky. You don't
claim exempt. You really believe in the
government. I'm glad you do. If
enough of you rejected the govern
ment's right to document your life, I'd
be out of a job!

But I'm not sweating it. You pay
your taxes and willingly turn over
every shred of data about your per
sonallife to the Feds so that you can get
your turn at the trough.

That's what America is all about:
when our money says "In God we
trust," it means that money is our God
- at least that's what anthropologists a
thousand years from now are likely to
deduce when studying our culture.
Besides, who wants Liberty or God
when you can have money? 0
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Afghanistan
Evidence of an Islamic revival, as reported by

Reuters:

The Department for Promoting Virtue and Preventing Vice
has announced that it will apprehend and punish any male
resident of Kabul who does not attend the five daily prayers.

Salem, Ore.
Innovative measure in the humane treatment of ani

mals, reported by the Associated Press:
A proposed law would authorize authorities to implant micro

chips in dogs, to facilitate apprehension of canine harassers of
livestock.

California
Reinventing Government in the Golden State, from a

report in the Los Angeles Times:
A program aimed at helping poor people fix their cars to pass

smog tests cost state taxpayers $62 million in 1998. Only 25
motorists were actually assisted.

Japan
Technological advance in the Land of the Rising Sun,

noted by Investor's Business Daily:
An electronic alarm to wake kids before they wet their beds

has been developed in Japan. It measures brain waves and moni
tors the bladder.

Los Angeles
Government grows more efficient in the City of

Angels, reported by The New York Times:
A subway extension that is scheduled to open through the

Hollywood Hills to Universal Studios and North Hollywood next
spring will cost about $4.5 billion, with some stretches costing
$500 million a mile.

Orlando, Fla.
Specimen from the frontiers of litigation, reported by

the Associated Press:
The family of a woman who was killed in a car accident has

sued Dollar Rent-A-Car, claiming the company should have
known the driver was likely to drink because of his Irish heritage.
"Anyone who has studied Ireland (knows) it's just a fact," said
the family's attorney, John Sternberger. To the Irish, drinking and
driving is "not a big deal," he said.

Davenport, Iowa
Interesting job opportunity in America's Heartland,

from a classifieds advertisement in Editor and Publisher:
CHILD WELFARE REPORTER: Are you interested in one. of

the best beats on the best paper in Iowa? The Quad-City Times is
seeking a child welfare reporter.

Hartford, Conn.
Setback in public health, from a dispatch in the

Hartford Courant:
Anti-tobacco activists have attacked Connecticut Gov. John

Rowland's decision to attend a "cigar-dinner" fund-raiser for
Hartford's Mark Twain House as "sending the wrong signals"
about smoking. Rowland, who smokes cigars occasionally, said
that he is not attending the dinner to smoke, but to raise money
for the Twain House. The event has no official sponsorship from
the cigar industry, and is called a "cigar dinner" simply because
of Mark Twain's famous fondness for cigars.

London
Success story in the noble crusade to break the gender

barrier, from The Times (London):
A new force in British investigative journalism dubbed "Hall's

angels" consists of physically beautiful women between the ages
of 24 and 26. The group, working for Phil Hall, editor of News of
the World, investigates the sexual peccadillos and drug habits of
"celebrity sinners." Hall says he targeted beautiful young women
as recruits to "redress the balance in an. office which is
male-dominated," and because, "The best cover on an investiga
tive story can sometimes be a couple. You cannot send two
blokes to an orgy."

Michigan
Proposed amendment to the Declaration of

Independence, from the Hon. Spencer Abraham, member,
United States Senate, quoted in the Detroit News:

"The government has the right to protect children's unique
sensitivities and it may do so by regulating material on the air
waves. It is imperative that we give parents as many tools as·.pos
sible to deal with the negative images and messages emanating
from our media."

Great Britain
Affordable health care ~n the United Kingdom, where

medicine was socialized a half century ago, reported by The
Times (London):

Hospital waiting lists rose by nearly 20,000 in April, and doc
tors were angered by suggestions that they were to blame for tak
ing time off at Easter. Health Secretary Frank Dobson announced
that the total number of people waiting for treatment had risen to
1,092,594.

New Zealand
The wages of antipodal crime, from a dispatch in The

New Zealand Herald:
A former member of the notorious Mongrel Mob who

informed on his partners for money, is now suing police claiming
that he wasn't paid what he was promised. The informant's law
yer says that police promised to set the informant up for life, but
then only paid him NZ$6,OOO. The informant is seeking
NZ$220,OOO.

(Readers are invited to forward news clippings or other items for publication in Terra Incognita, or to email themtoterraincognita@libertysoft.com.)
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Regulation is quite simply the preeminent journal dealing with
regulatory policy issues, ranging from environmental law, banking,
and trade to antitrust, labor, and telecommunications. Recent con
tributors include W. Kip Viscusi, Cassandra Moore, Robert Tolli
son, Richard E. Wagner, Sheldon Richman, Robert W. Crandall,
Robert Poole, D. T. Armentano, Richard Lindzen, Murray Wei
denbaum, Alfred Kahn, Vernon Smith, Joseph Kalt, Thomas Hazlett,
and Thomas Gale Moore.

"We need Regulation magazine:
solid analysis, current relevance, and

new knowledge.~
-Jatnes M. Buchanan

Four times a year, Regulation's leading policy experts analyze
the twists and turns of regulations, how regulations work and don't
work, and their economic impact. You can get your own subscrip
tion for only $18 per year. Subscribe now and receive a free copy of
Going Digital! a new book by Robert E. Litan and William A.
Niskanen that argues that information-age technology requires a
fundamental change in the way government regulates economic
activity. The authors conclude that, for the most part, government
should stay out of the way.,
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"The most powerful libertarian book in many years"
-John Hospers, Ph.D., the Libertarian Party's first presidential nominee, author of the Party's Statement ofPrinciples,

author of nine books, and the head of the Philosophy Dept. at the University of Southern California for 20 years.

MAKERS AND TAKERS shows the
general reader how the free market
works to create prosperity and
progress-and how government inter
vention interferes. The book
examines various forms of economic
intervention (taxation, regulation,
monetary policy) and their effects on
consumer products, our lives and
health, and the nation's economic
well-being. It also examines govern-

. ment's role on environmental issues
such as acid rain, pollution, and global
warming-and some surprising facts
discredit government policies.
Finally, the author shows how the
original American system fostered the
nation's success and how that system
has been transformed into one of
increased government control.

Published by
American Liberty Publishers
Box 18296
Minneapolis, MN 55418
PHONE: (612) 789-3908
FAX: (612) 788-7282

For more reviews visit our website at:
www.webcom.com/amlibpub

"I cannot heap enough praise on a superb book by Edmund Contoski, Makers and
Takers. It will astonish you with its detailed, documented approach to the shocking
costs in human lives, the impact on the nation's economy, and so much more that has
resulted from government policies which, increasingly, millions of Americans find
troubling and even oppressive."-Alan Caruba in Bookviews

"His economic research is awesome, and his analysis is sharp....Contoski speaks peren
nial truths that are currently unfashionable in these politically correct times: about
capitalism, the environment, about the world's resources, schools, about child training,
and the burden of bureaucracy.... Makers and Takers will become a classic of erudition in
the struggle for true individual freedom." -The Book Reader

"Ludwig von Mises has made the classic case against government interventionism. He
did it in terms of logic. But never till now in Edmund Contoski's Makers and Takers has
there been a book to document the Mises points with examples that span the entire
gamut of State interference as it has affected the energies of creative individuals. "
-John Chamberlain, co-founder of The Freeman and its long-time book review editor.

"I want you to know that, including Mises, Adam Smith, Hayek, and other individual
thinkers, I have never read. a more significant, cogent, enlightening, and motivational
book than this one." -G. K. EaIy, Coeur d'Alene, ID

"Written in non-technical style and easy-to-understand format....you will be riveted to
each and every chapter....y ou won't be able to put Makers and Takers down....
Makers and Takers is a real page turner! Enjoy!" -A. Heath Jarrett, editor, Jarrett's Journal

"In my opinion the kind of intellectual treasure that finds its way into print during few
generations." -Mr. Sherrill Edwards, President, The Fisher Institute

"Makers and Takers makes the theoretical, moral, and practical arguments for free mar
kets in such a clear, convincing, integrated, and, above all readable way, that any
advocate of government intervention in the economy who consents to even browse
through its well-documented pages cannot escape with his former views intact."
-Chuck Ullery, former chairman, LPMN

"Very interesting and most clearly and capably written...really a stunning job of
analysis..."-Scott Meredith, president of the world's largest literary agency

"Makers and Takers is an important contribution to today's national political dialogue"
-Midwest Book Review

"A superb book....it demonstrates in irresistible detail not only that the free market has
always done a better job ofhandling problems, but that expensive, totalitarian solutions
generally do more harm than good." -Las Vegas Review Journal

"Contoski argues in the intellectual spirit of Ayn Rand....a fascinating and compelling
case for individualliberty....written in such a clear and straightforward manner....well
reasoned and thoroughly researched....1 regard Makers and Takers as a more principled
and consistent case for limiting the power of government than What It Means To Be a
Libertarian and Why Government Doesn't Work, among other recent libertarian books."
-Reviewer Scott Van Bergen
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